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OFFICE OF THE SECRET__ARY'. l

ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEEDING
File No. 3 - 18250
In the Matter of

DMSION'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY
DISPOSITION PURSUANT TO
COMMISSION RULE OF PRACTICE
250

Mark Megalli
Respondent.

Pursuant to Rule 250 of the Securities and Exchange Commission's Rules of Practice and
the Court's Order of November 7, 2017, the Division of Enforcement (the "Division") respectfully
moves for summary disposition against Respondent Mark Megalli and for entry of an order barring
him from association with any broker, dealer, investment adviser, municipal securities dealer,
municipal advisor, transfer agent, or nationally recognized statistical rating organization based on
entry of a permanent injunction entered against Respondent in SEC v. Mark Megalli, Civil Action
No. 1:13-cv-03783-AT (N.D. Ga.).
PRELIMINARY STATEMENT
The issue in this case is simple-whether Respondent, a convicted felon who generated
millions of dollars of illegal profits and avoided losses through illegal insider trading, who was
subsequently civilly enjoined from future such violations, and who continues to contest his legal
culpability, is fit to be associated with securities industry-related entities. The answer most
certainly is no, and Respondent should therefore be barred from participating in those activities.

On November 14, 2013, Megalli pied guilty to a criminal information charging him with
one count of conspiracy to commit securities fraud. United States v. Mark Megalli, Criminal No.
1:13-CR-442-RWS. Megalli purchased and sold shares of a publicly traded company on behalf of
a hedge fund he co-managed based on material, nonpublic �formation, which allowed the fund to
make approximately $2.6 million in profits and losses avoided. Subsequently, on December 17,
2015, the district court presiding over the Commission's related civil action entered a final
judgment against Megalli enjoining him from further violations of Section 10(b) of the Securities
Exchange Act of 1934 (the "Exchange Act'') and Rule 10b-5 promulgated thereunder and Section
l 7{a) of the Securities Act ("Securities Act").
The Division's request for a permanent, industry-wide collateral bar is appropriate where,
. as here, a respondent's conduct is egregious, recurrent, willful and knowing, and where the
respondent's history in the securities industry makes temptation to future violations likely. Thus,
the public interest requires that Megalli be barred from the securities industry to prevent him from
having any opportunity to commit future securities law violations.
PROCEDURAL BACKGROUND
The matter was instituted on October 12, 2017, and Respondent (through counsel) accepted
service on October 16, 2017. The Order Instituting Proceedings was based on the final judgment
of permanent injunction entered against Megalli on December 17, 2015. The Commission made
docwnents availabl� to Megalli pursuant to Rule 230(a)(l) of the Commission's Rules of Practice,
and the parties participated in a prehearing conference with the Court. Megalli filed his answer on
November 6, 2017.
STATEMENT OF UNDISPUTED FACTS
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Beginning in September 2009 and continuing through July 2010, Megalli, Portfolio
Manager at Level Global Investors, L.P., ("Level Global") in New York, obtained material, non
public information from a contact at Carter's Inc. ("Carter's") in advance of Carter's quarterly and
annual earnings releases and other major corporate events. (Div. Ex. A, Infonnation in United
States v. Megalli, Criminal No. 1:13-CR-442-RWS (N.D. Ga.). 1 While in possession of that
information, Megalli, lmowing and consciously avoiding the knowledge that the information had
been obtained from a Carter's insider in violation of the insider's duties of trust and confidence to
Carter's, earned illegal profits and illegally avoided losses for Level Global. Id.
On November 14, 2013, Megalli pied guilty to a criminal information charging him with
one count of conspiracy to commit securities fraud, resulting from his trading in Carter's stock on
behalf of Level Global based on material, nonpublic information. (Div. Ex. C, Guilty Plea in
United States v. Megalli, Criminal No. 1 :13-CR-442-RWS (N.D. Ga.).2 On November 14, 2013,
the Commission filed a civil enforcement action against Megalli based on the same set of facts,
alleging that he violated Section 10(b) of the Exchange Act and Rule 10b-5 thereunder and Section
17(a) of the Securities Act. (Div. Ex. F, Complaint in SEC v. Megalli, Civil Action No. 1 :13-cv03783-AT (N.D. Ga).
On February 3, 2015, the Commission moved for summ_ary judgment in its civil
enforcement action on the ground, among others, of collateral estoppel. (Div. Ex. G, Brief in
1

On April 29, 2015, Megalli filed a Motion to Vacate, Set Aside or Correct Sentence, pursuant to 28 U.S.C.
§ 2255 ("habeas petition") citing the Second Circuit's holding in United States v. Newman, 773 F.3d 438
(2d Cir. 2014) as grounds for vacating his sentence. On September 25, 2017, the district court denied the
motion and denied respondent's request for a certificate of appealability. Div. Ex. B, Order Denying
Habeas Relief and Denying Certificate of Appealability.
2 Div. Ex.D is the transcript ofMegalli's guilty plea proceedings. Also attached, as Div. Ex. E, is the transcript of
Megalli' s sentencing hearing.
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Support ofMotion for Summary Judgment in SEC v. Megalli). Megalli filed his own motion,
styled a Motion for Judgment on the Pleadings, arguing that, because of the Newman decision, the
Commission could not, as a matter oflaw, establish his liability for insider trading. On September
24, 2015, the district court entered an order granting in part and denying in part the Commission's
motion for swnmary judgment. SEC v. Megalli, 157 F. Supp. 3d 1240 (N.D. Ga. 2015).
Thereafter, at Megalli's request, the Court held oral argwnent. The district court held that Megalli
could not be ordered to disgorge the profits gained and losses avoided resulting from his insider
trading in the account ofhis employer, Level Global. The Court therefore ordered Megalli to pay
disgorgement of$19,790, prejudgment interest of$3,633.71, and civil penalties of $38,500. SEC
v. Megalli, Case No. 1:13-cv-3783-AT, 2015 WL 13021472 (N.D. Ga Dec. 15, 2015). The Court
also enjoined Megalli from future violations ofSection 1O(b) ofthe Exchange Act and Section
17(a) ofthe Securities Act. On December 17, 2015, the Court entered final judgment imposing
those remedies. Id.
ARGUMENT
I.

The Division's Motion for Summary Disposition is Ripe and Appropriate

Pursuant to Commission Rule ofPractice 250, the Division's motion for summary
disposition is ripe at this time because: (1) Respondent has answered; and (2) the Division has
made its investigative file available to Respondent. Motions for summary disposition are
particularly appropriate where, as here, they are based on a respondent's criminal conviction or the
entry ofan injunction based on securities fraud. See, M, Eric S. Butler, Release No. 65204, 2011
WL 3792730, at *5-6 (Aug. 26, 201 l)(Opinion ofthe Commission) (affirming AU's grant of
summary disposition based on respondent's criminal conviction for conspiracy to commit
4

securities and wire fraud); Gary M. Kornman, Release No. 59403, 2009 WL 367635, at *12 (Feb.
13, 2009)(0pinion of the Commission)(affirming AU' s grant of summary disposition based on
criminal conviction)("We have repeatedly upheld the use of summary disposition by a law judge in
cases ·such as this one where the respondent has been enjoined or convicted of an offense listed in
Exchange Act Section 15(b) and Advisers Act Section 203, the sole determination is the proper
sanction, and no material fact is genuinely disputed."), pet. denied Kornman v. SEC, 592 F.3d 173
(D.C. Cir. 2010); Adam Harrington, Initial Decisions Release No. 484, 2013 WL 1655690, at *4-5
(April-17, 2013) (AU Foelak) (granting summary disposition against respondent based on his
criminal conviction for securities fraud, wire fraud, mail fraud, and conspiracy to commit these
offenses); Gregory Bartko, Esq., Initial Decisions Release No. 467, 2012 WL 3578907, at *2 (Aug.
21, 2012) (ALT Elliot) (''The Commission has repeatedly upheld use of summary di_sposition in
cases such as this, where the respondent has been enjoined or convicted and the sole determination
concerns the appropriate sanction. Under Commission precedent, the circumstances in which
summary disposition in a 'follow-on' proceeding involving fraud is not appropriate 'will be rare "'
(citations omitted)); Richard P. Callipari, Initial Decisions Release No. 237, 81 SEC Docket 633,
2003 WL 22250402, at *2 (Sept. 30, 2033) (AU Foelak) (''The Commission, however, considers
summary disposition particularly appropriate in proceedings, such as this one, that are based on a
respondent's conviction for fraud."); see also Adoption of Amendments to the Rules of Practice
and Related Provisions, Release No. 52846, 86 SEC Docket 1931, 2005 WL 3199273, at *3 (April
21, 2005) ("Motions for summary dispositions are often made in cases where a respondent has
been criminally convicted or an injunction has been entered and the conviction or injunction
provides the basis for an administrative order against the respondent.").
5

II.

Megalli Should Be Permanently Barred from the Securities Industry

Section 203(f) of the Advisers Act provides, among other things, that "[t]he Commission,
by order, shall ... [bar any person, at the time of the alleged misconduct, associated with an
investment adviser, from being associated with an investment adviser, broker, dealer, municipal
securities dealer, municipal advisor, transfer agent, or nationally recognized statistical rating
organization] if it finds ... that such .... [bar] is in the public interest and that such [person] ...
· "either: (1) ''has been convicted ... of any felony ... which the Commission finds ... involves the
purchase or sale of any security ..."; or (2) "is permanently enjoined by order, judgment, or decree
of any court of competent jurisdiction ... from engaging in or continuing any conduct or practice
... in connection with the purchase or sale of any security." Advisers Act§§ 203(e)(2), 203(e)(4),
203(f).
Here, it cannot be disputed that Megalli was both con�cted of a felony involving the
purchase or sale of a security and permanently enjoined from engaging in or continuing a conduct
or practice in connection with the purchase or sale of a security. Either of the judgments is more
than adequate grounds for the associational bar the Division requests. Moreover, there is no
question that Megalli was associated with an investment adviser at the time of his misconduct.
Therefore, the only remaining issue is what remedial sanctions should be imposed on him.
In determining what remedial actions are appropriate in the public interest, the Court
should consider:
1. the egregiousness of the defendant's actions;
2. the isolated or recurrent nature of the infraction;
3. the degree of scienter involved;
6

4. the sincerity of the defendant's assurances against future violations;
5. the defendant's recognition of the wrongful nature of his conduct; and
6. the likelihood that the defendant's occupation will present opportunities for future
violations.
Butler, 2011 WL 3792730, at *3 (citing Steadman v. SEC, 603 F.2d 1126, 1140 (5th Cir. 1979);
Kornman, 2009 WL 367635, at *6 (same); Omar Ali Rizvi, Initial Decisions Release No. 479,
2013 WL 64626, at *6 (January 7, 2013) (Chief ALJ Murray)(same); Bartko, 2012 WL 3578907,
at *5 (same); Seghers v. SEC, 548 F.3d 129, 134 (D.C. Cir. 2008) (quoting Steadman).
The facts and circumstances here compel this Court to find it appropriate and in the public
interest to enter a permanent, industry-wide collateral bar against Megalli. See,� John W.
Lawton, Release No. 3513, 2012 WL 6208750, at *10 (Dec. 13, 2012) (Opinion of the
Commission) (finding a full industry-wide collateral bar appropriate against respondent even when
the underlying conduct predated passage of the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer
Protection Act); Rizvi, 2013 WL 64626, at *7 (granting summary disposition against respondent
who was enjoined from future fraud and registration violations of the federal securities laws, and
who was associated with a broker and an investment adviser, and barring him from association
with an investment adtjser, broker, dealer, municipal securities dealer, municipal advisor, transfer
agent, and nationally recognized statistical rating organization and from participating in an offering
of penny stock); Victor Teicher, Release No. 56744, 2007 WL 3254806 (Nov. 5, 2007) (Opinion
of the Commission)(affirming ALl's imposition of bar from association with any broker, dealer,
investment company, investment adviser, or municipal securities dealer against respondent who
was convicted of insider trading, and who was associated with an investment adviser); Bartko,
2012 WL 3578907, at *5-8 (granting summary disposition against respondent who was convicted
7

offelonies involving the purchase or sale ofsecurities, among other things, and who was
associated with both a broker dealer and an investment adviser, and barring him from association
with an investment adviser, broker, dealer, municipal securities dealer, and transfer agent).
All relevant factors support the associational industry-wide bar that the Division requests.
Megalli's violations were egregious. Megalli's illicit trades generated $2.6 million in illicit profits
and losses avoided. Respondent's Answer to the OIP, p.2. His violations were recurrent,
involving multiple trades on two separate pieces ofinsider information, separated by nine months.
Id. With substantial time to reflect both on the wrongfulness ofhis first occasion ofinsider trading,
he chose to do it again. His scienter was high. Megalli has a law degree and years ofexperience in
choosing investments for a hedge fund; he had to know that his conduct was illegal. Moreover,
Megalli admitted at his criminal sentencing that ''he knew [his conduct] was wrong/' Div. Ex. E,
Transcript of sentencing in United States v. Megalli, Criminal No. 1:1�-CR-442-RWS (N.D. Ga),
p. 22, lines 4-10.
While Megalli does make assurances against future violations, the Court should view those
in light ofhis continued effort to escape a judicial finding ofliability in tpe criminal action. While
Megalli admitted the facts pled by the US Attorney's Office in his criminal case, and has admitted
the same facts in this action, he continues to maintain through the courts that the law does not
sanction his particular conduct. (Div. Ex. H, Notice ofAppeal in United States v. Megalli,
Criminal No. 1: 13-CR-442-RWS (N.D. Ga.). He is appealing the .district court's denial ofhis
habeas petition. Finally, Megalli had authority over an account at Level Global. His contacts
included the contacts at Carter's Inc. which he exploited for the fund for which he was responsible.
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If he were to remain in the securities industry, he would undoubtedly be presented with
opportunities to commit future violations.
CONCLUSION
For all the foregoing reasons, the Division respectfully requests that this Court enter an
order barring Megalli from association with any broker, dealer, investment adviser, municipal
securities dealer, municipal advisor, transfer agent, or nationally recognized statistical rating
organization.
R�pectfully submitted this 15th day of December, 2017,

or the Division of Enforcement
Securities and Exchange Commission
950 East Paces Ferry Road, Suite 900
Atlanta, Georgia 30326
huddlestonp@sec.gov
(404) 842-7616 (direct)
(703) 813-9364 (fax)
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
Undersigned Counsel for the Division of Enforcement hereby certifies that he has served a copy of
the DIVISION'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY DISPOSITION PURSUANT TO COMMISSION
RULE OF PRACTICE 250 by electronic mail and by United Parcel Service, addressed as follows:
Secretary Brent J. Fields
Securities and Exchange Commission
100 F Street N.E.
Washington, DC 20549-1090

Hon. Carol Fox Foelak
Securities and Exchange Commission
100 F Street N.E.
Washington, DC 20549-1090

Paul N. Monnin, Esq.
Alston & Bird
1201 W. Peachtree Street
Suite4900
Atlanta, GA 30309

This 15 th of December, 2017
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT JAtvii-..
FOR THE NORTHERN DISTRICT OF GEORGIA By: --�e�
Deputyc1er�
ATLANTA DIVISION

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Criminal Information

v.

No. 1:13-CR-442-RWS

MARKMEGALU

THE UNITED STATE.S ATTORNEY CHARGFS 1HAT:

COUNTONE

Conspiracy to Commit Securities Fraud
§ 371)
(18

u.s.c.

1. Beginning in or about September 2009, and continuing through in or about
July 2010, the exact dates being unknown to the United States Attorney, in the
Northern District of Georgia and elsewhere, the defendant, MARK MEGALLI,
did unlawfully, willfully, and knowingly conspire, combine, confederate, agr�,
and have a tacit understanding with Eric M. Martin and others known and
unknown to the United States Attorney, to commit certain offenses against the
United States; to wit, securities fraud, in violation of Title 15, United States Code,
Secti�ns 78j(b) and 78££, and Title 17, Code of Federal Regulations, Section
240.l0b-5.
BACKGROUND
2. At all times relevant to this Information:
a.

The defendant, MARK MEGALLI, was employed as a Portfolio

Manager at Level Global Investors, L.P� ("Level Global"), a prominent hedge
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fund manager headquartered in New York, New York MEGALLI worked out of
Level Global's New York office. In connection with his duties at Level Global,
MEGALLI was in charge of managing a multi-million dollar portfolio of the
securities of publicly-traded companies in the consumer sector, including
making investment decisions and causing the execution of securities transactions
for the benefit of the portfolio.
b. Carter's, Inc. ("Carter's'') was a public company registered in Delaware
and headquartered in Atlanta, Georgia, which marketed clothing and apparel for
babies and young children in the United States. Carter's common stock was
listed on the New York Stock Exchange under the stock ticker symbol, "CRI."
Carter's securities were registered with the United States Securities · and
Exchange Commission ("SEC") pursuant to Section 12(b) of the Exchange Act,
and the Company was required to file reports with the SEC pursuant to Section
15(d) of the Exchange Act.

Carter's policies prphibited the unauthorized

disclosure of Carter's confidential business information.
c. Eric M. Martin was employed by Carter's from in or about January 2003
until his separation from Carter's on March 24, 2009, first as Director of Investor
Relations and later as Vice President of Investor Relations.

During his

employment with. Carter's, Martin worked in the Company's corporate
headquarters in Atlanta, Georgia.
d. Richard T. Posey was employed as a Vice President of Operations for
various Carter's brands and divisions and later as Vice President of Operations
for the Company's wholesale sales business from in or about July 2002 until his
2
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separation from Carter's in early 2013. During his employment with Carter's,
Posey worked in the Company's corporate headquarters in Atlanta, Georgia.
Posey's position afforded him access to material, non-public information of
Carter's, including internal information about the Company's business, financial
performance, and anticipated earnings and quarterly and annual financial
results, in advance of the release of such information to shareholders and the
SEC (" quarterly and annual earnings releases").
e. Martin and Posey developed a personal and professional relationship
during their employment at Carter's - including travel, golf outings, lunches,
and other work and social events -- which continued after Martin's separation
from Carter's and while Posey remained employed at Carter's.
f.

Following his separation from Carter's, Martin established an

investment advisory and consulting firm in the Atlanta area, Mellon Advisors,
LLC ("Mellon Advisors"). In or about September 2009, Martin became a paid
outside consultant to several financial institutions and investment firms, directly
and through an expert networking firm.
g. On or about September 14, 2009, MEGALLI caused Level Global to
retain Martin, whom MEGALLI knew had recently separated from his position
as Carter's Vice President of Investor Relations, to be a paid outside consultant to
Leve� Global, through Martin's firm, Mellon Advisors.

OBJECT OF THE CONSPIRACY
3. It was the object and goal of the conspiracy that the defendant, MARK
MEGALLI, along with Eric M. Martin and others known and unknown to the

3
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United States Attorney, willfully and knowingly, directly and indirectly, by the
use of the instrumentalities of interstate commerce, and of the mails, and of
I

facilities of national securities exchanges, would and did use and employ, in
connection with the purchase and sale of securities, manipulative and deceptive
devices and contrivances. in violation of Title 17, Code of Federal Regulations,
Section 2®.l0b-5 by: (a) employing devices, schemes, and artifices to defraud;
(b) making untrue statements of material fact and omitting to state material facts
necessary

in order to make the statements made, in light of the circumstances

under which they were made, not misleading; and (c) engaging in acts, practices,
and courses of business which operated and would operate as a fraud and deceit
upon any person, in violation of Title 15, United States Code, Sections 78j(b) and
78££, and Title 17, Code of Federal Regulations, Section 240.l0b-5.
MANNER AND MEANS
4.

The manner and means by which the conspiracy was sought to be

accomplished included, among others, the following:
a. From in or about September 2009 through in or about July 2010, the
exact dates being unknown to the United States Attorney, the defendant, MARK
MEGALLI, obtained material, non-public information ("Inside Information") of
Carter's from Martin in advance of Carter's quarterly and annual earnings
releases and other major corporate events, including information about Carter's
quarterly and annual earnings per share ("EPS"), forward-looking guidan�e for
the Company's future financial periods, and other financial performance
information and whether such information would meet,. miss, or beat internal
4
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company expectations and estimates, previously issued guidance, and analysts'
consensus expectations and estimates.
b.

The Inside Information provided to MEGALLI was obtained in

violation of (1) fiduciary and other duties of trust and .confidence that Posey
owed to Carter's, (2) expectations of confidentiality held by Carter's, (3) written
policies of Carter's regarding the use and safekeeping of confidential business
information, and (4) Posey's agreements to maintain Carter's confidential
business information in confidence and to refrain from using any Inside
Information of Carter's for his own direct or indirect benefit, from trading on the
basis of such information, and from disclosing· any Inside Information to others
for personal benefit
c.

Posey disclosed the Inside Information to Martin with the

understanding that Martin would purchase and sell securities based on the
information and, beginning in or about September 2009, that Martin would
disclose the information to certain financial institutions and investment firms for
which Martin was employed as a consultant for purposes of executing securities
transactions based on the information. Posey did so for his own personal benefit,

which

included but was not limited to stock tips about other publicly-traded

companies to which Martin had access, future networking opportunities,
friendship, and other tangible and intangible benefits.
d. Martin in turn purchased and sold Carter's securities on the basis of
this information knowing that it had been provided by Posey in violation of
Posey's duties of trust and confidence to Carter's, earning illegal profits and

5
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illegally avoiding losses. Beginning in or about September 2009 and continuing
through � or about July 2010, Martin also disclosed Inside Information to
MEGALLI and other consulting clients with the understanding that MEGALLI
and the other consulting clients would purchase and sell securities based on the
. information.
e. MEGALLI in turn caused Level Global to purchase and sell Carter's
securities on the basis of, in whole or in part, certain Inside Information provided
to him by Martin, knowing and consciously· avoiding the knowledge that the
Inside Information had been obtained by Martin from a Carters insider in
violation of the insider's duties of trust and confidence to Carter's, earning illegal
profits and illegally avoiding losses for Level Global.

OVERT ACTS
.5. In further�ce of the conspiracy, and to effect the objects and purposes
thereof, the defendant, MARK MEGALLI, Eric M. Martin, and others known and
unknown to the United States Attorney committed various overt acts in the
Northern District of Georgia and elsewhere, including, but not limited to, the
following:
Carter's October 27, 2009 Earnings Delay
a. On or about October 22, 2009, after the close of busin�s, Poser had an
in-person meeting with Martin in Atlanta during which Posey disclosed Inside
Information to Martin relating to an internal investigation of accounting
irregularities at Carters, the possibility of a financial restatement, and a potential

6
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delay in the issuance of Carter's quarterly earnings release previously scheduled
for October 27, �009.
b. On or about October 23, 2009, at approximately 11:23 a.m., Martin made
a cellular telephone call to MEGALLI that lasted approximately seven minutes.
During the call, Martin disclosed certain Inside Information that he had received
from Posey to MEGALLI.
c. On or about October 23, 2009, at approximately 11:25 a.m., MEGALLI
ordered the sale of 300,000 shares of Carter's common stock in an account
controlled by Level Global, which would close out the entirety of Level Global's
remaining position in Carter's common stock.
Carter's July 28, 2010 Quarterly Earnings Release
d. On or about July 7, 2010, after the close of business, Posey had an in
person meeting with Martin in Atlanta during which Posey disclosed Inside
Information to Martin relating to Carter's financial performance for the second
quarter of 2010 and changes in its outlook.
e. On or about July 8, 2010, at approximately 10:39. a.m., Martin made a
telephone call to MEGALLI that lasted approximately nineteen minutes. During
the call, Martin disclosed certain Inside Information that he had received from
Posey to MEGALLI.
f.

On or about July 8, 2010, at approximately 11:01 a.�., MEGALLI

ordered the short sale of 150,000 shares of Carter's common stock in an account
controlled by Level Global.
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g. Between July 8 and July 19, 2010, Martin and MEGALLI had telephone
conversations during which certain Inside Information was discussed.
h. Between July 12 and July 19, 2010, MEGALLI ordered the short sale of

an additional 150,000 shares of Carter's common stock in an account controlled
by Level Global.
i. Following the release of Carter's quarterly results after the close of
business on July 28, 2010, at approximately 9:30 a.m. on or about July 29, 2010,
MEGALLI caused Level Global to cover its short position of 300,000 shares of
Carter's common stock acquired between July 8 and July 19, 2010.
All in violation of Title 18, United StatesCode, Section 371.
SALLY QUILLIAN YATES

United States Alto�

_.._---· 1k

I'd

f)

M.CH��

Assistant United States Attorney

Georgia Bar No. 118618
david.chaiken@usdoj.gov

Srl/f/d-

STEPHEN H. MCCLAIN

Assistant United States Attorney

Georgia Bar No. 143186
stephen.mcclain@usdoj.gov

600 U.S. Courthouse
75 Spring Street, S.W.
Atlanta, GA 30303
404-581-6000; Fax: 404-581-6181
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE NORTHERN DISTRICT OF GEORGIA
ATLANTA DIVISION
MARK.1\IBGALLI,
Movant,

v.

,

OeputYCllifh

MOTION TO VACATE
§ 2255
28

u.s.c.

CRIMINAL INDICTMENT NO.
1: 13-CR-0442-RWS-AJB-1

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,
Respondent.

CIVIL FILE NO.
1:15-CV-1433-RWS-AJB

ORDER ADOPTING -MAGISTRATE JUDGE'S
FINAL REPORT AND RECOMMENDATION
The matter is before th� Court on Magistrate Judge Alan J. Baverman 's Final
Report and Recommendation ("R&R") [64], which recommends that Movant's
counseled 28 U.S.C. § 2255 motion [40] and a certificate of appealability (COA) be
denied. Movant has filed objections [67] to the R&R.
In reviewing a Magistrate Judge's Report and Recommendation, the district
court "shall make a de novo determination of those portions of the report or specified
proposed findings or recommen4ations to which objection is made." 28 U�S.C.
§ 636(b){l). Absent objection, the district judge "may accept, reject, or modify, in
whole or in part, the findings and recommendations made by the magistrate judge,"
28 U.S.C. § 636(b)(l), and "need only satisfy itself that there is no clear error on the

A072A
(Rev.8/82)
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face of the record in order to accept the recommendation,,, Fed. R. Civ. P. 72, advisory
committee note, 1983 Addition, Subdivision (b).
I.

Discussion
A. . Background 1

This action involves a violation of securities law by a remote tippee. A tippee
may not trade on material nonpublic information from an insider "when the insider has
breached his fiduciary duty to the shareholders by disclosing the information to the
tippee and the tippee knows or should know that there has been a breach." Dirks v.
SEC, 463 U.S. 646, 660 (1983). In determining tippee liability,
the initial inquiry is whether there has been a brea�h of duty by the
insider. This requires cou1ts to focus on objective criteria, i.e., whether
the ins1der . receives a direct or indirect personal benefit from the
disclosure, such as a pecuniary gain or a reputational benefit that will
translate into future . earnings. . . . There are. objective facts and
circumstances that often justify such an inference. For example, there
may be a relationship between the insider and the recipient that suggests
a quid pro quo from the latter, or an intention to benefit the particular
recipient. The elements of fiduciary duty and exploitation of nonpublic
information also exist when an insider makes a gift of confidential
info1mation to a trading relative or friend. The tip and trade resemble
trading by the insider himself followed by a gift of the profits to the
recipient.
1

The Court's summary of the proceedings reflects much of· the Magistrate
Judge's language in the Repo1t and Recommendation, with adjustments as necessary
for the purpose of de novo review.
2
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Id. at 663-64. "Dirks specifies that when a tipper gives inside information to 'a
trading relative or friend,' the jury can infer that the tipper meant to provide the
equivalent of a cash gift." Salman v. United States,_ U.S. _, _, 137 S. Ct. 420, 428
(2016) (hereinafter Salman). 2 A tipper breaches his fiduciary duty "when the tipper
discloses the inside information for a personal benefit. And, . . . a jury can infer a
personal benefit-and thus a breach of the tipper's duty-where the tipper receives
something of value in exchange for the tip or 'makes a gift of confidential info1mation
· to a trading relative or friend."' Id.,_ U.S. at_, 137 S. Ct. at 423 (quotingDirks, 463
U.S. at 664)). The issue raised by Movant in this action is whether, based on the
Second Circuit decision in Newman, an insider/tipper's personal benefit can be
inferred (or a tippee's knowledge thereof can be based on conscious avoidance)
absent a familial or close re}ijtionship between tipper and tippees. See United States
v.Newman, 773 F.3d438 (2dCir. 2014), cert. denied,_ U.S._, 136 S.Ct. 242(2015),
and abrogated, Salman,_ U.S. at _, 137 S.Ct. at 428.
Movant was charged by information with one count of conspiracy to commit
securities fraud by, �mong other things, causing the purchase and sale of "Carter's
2

The underlying Ninth Circuit decision is United States v. Salman, 792 F.3d
1087 (9thCh-. 2015) (hereinafter Salman I), cert. granted in part,_ U.S._, 136 S. Ct.
899, and affd, Salman.
3
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securities on the basis of ... certain Inside Information provided to him by Eric T.
Martin, knowing and consciously avoiding the-knowledge that the Inside Information
had been obtained by Martin from a Carter's insider[, Richard T. Posey,] in violation
of the insider's duties of trust and confidence to Carter's," in violation of 15 U.S.C.
§§ 78j(b) and 78ff and 17 C.F.R.§ 240.10b-5. (Information at l, 4, 6, ECF No.1
(tracking the language of§ 240.l0b-5.) Movant pleaded guilty to count one as
charged. (Guilty Plea and Plea Agreement, ECF No. 3-1.)3
At the plea hearing, the government set forth the following ..:[T]he Gove1nment would be required to prove beyond a reasonable
doubt, first, in connection with the purchase or sale of securities, the
Defendant employed a device, scheme or artifice to defraud, or engaged
in an act, practice or course of business that operated, or would operate,
as a fraud or deceit upon persons; second, the Defendant acted willfully,
knowingly and with the intent to defraud; and third, the Defendant used
or caused to be used any means or instrumentalities of transp01tation or
communication in interstate commerce or use of the mails in furtherance
of the scheme.
. . . . In order to satisfy the first two elements of that test that I just
described in an insider trading case, the Government is required to prove,
first, that the original tipper, in this case Richard Posey, possessed
3

The Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) brought a civil enforcement
action against Movant, and the final judgment was entered therein on December 17,
2015. J., Sec. & Exch. Comm'n v. Megalli, No.1:13-cv-3783-AT (N.D. Ga.Dec. 17,
2015), ECF No. 66; see also Sec. & Exch. Comm'n v. Megalli, 157 F. Supp. 3d 1240
(N.D. Ga. 2015) (ruling on motions for summary judgment in 1:13-cv-3783).
4
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material nonpublic inf01mation regarding a publicly traded company;
second, the original tippei·, Rick Posey, disclosed this infonnati�n to the
intermediate tippee, in this case Eric Ma1tin, who disclosed it to the
remote tippee, in this case [Movant]; third, the remote tippee, [Movant],
traded in securities on the basis of the information; and fomth, the
original tipper, Rick Posey, breached a fiduciary duty to the source of the
information by disclosing it to the intermediate tippee, and the remote
tippee, [Movant], knew that the original tipper had violated a fiduciary
duty by providing the inf01mation to the intermediate tippee.
Now, in the Second Circuit there's currently an issue percolating[4]
that's related to some of the insider trading prosecutions up there as to
whether there is a fifth element that the remote tippee in [Movant's]
position must also know that the original tipper received a personal
benefit in exchange for disclosing the information to the intermediate
tippee. The Government's position is that this element is not required.
Neve1theless, the parties have discussed it; and the Government's
position is that as a factual matter - first, as a legal matter, it's not
required. As a factual matter, if it was required, the Government could
prove it based on circumstantial evidence that [Movant] knew or
consciously avoided the knowledge that Martin was meeting with friends
and contacts at Carter's and had friendships with one or more persons at
Carter's, his former employer. Finally, just so the Cowt is aware,
conscious avoidance or deliberate ignorance is sufficient to articulate the
knowledge and intent. elements under this, un�er the securities fraud
statutes that we're discussing.
(Plea Hr'g Tr. at 11-14, ECF No. 9.) Movant stated that he understood. Ud. at 14.)
The government stated that if the case went to trial the evidence would show
the following: (1) Mr. Posey disclosed insider inf01mation to Mr. Martin in exchange
4

The issues percolating in November 2013 were decided in Newman on
December 10, 2014.
5
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for reciprocal stock tips on other public companies, futui�e networking opp011unities,
friendship, and other tangible and intangible benefits and (2) Mr.Martin provided the
insider information to Movant, who used the information to sell and short Ca1ter's
common stock- knowing that Mr.Martin had recently left Carter's and was meeting,
speaking, and socially interacting with a Carter's insider and knowing or consciously
avoiding that Mr. Maitin was obtaining the information from the Ca1ter's insider in
breach of the insider's duties. Od. at 17-19.) Movant presented no significant
disagreement on the facts,6 and the Court accepted his guilty plea. Qd. at 22-25, 31.)
In his sentencing memorand�, Movant referred to the then ongoing litigation
in Newman and pointed out that he, Movant, had waived the possibility of requiring
the government to prove (1) a breach/personal-benefit in regard to the insider and
5

The government stated that the insider, Posey (whose name had been
unknown to Movant) and Mr. Mmtin had developed a personal and professional
relationship which included travel, golf outings, lunches, work events, and social
events, and which continued after Mr. Maitin left Caiter's. (Plea Hr'g Tr. at 18-19.)
6

See Megalli, 157 F. Stipp. 3d at 1248 ("[Movant] concedes that in his guilty
plea he admitted that he made trades on 'the basis of, in whole or in part, certain
material, non-public info1matfon provided by Eric Martin . . . knowing and
consciously avoiding the knowledge that the material, non-public information had
been obtained by Ma1tin from a Caiter's insider in violation of the insider's duties of
trust and confidence to Ca1ter's."' (citation omitted)); see also Def.MarkMegalli's
Answer at 2, S.E.C. v. Megalli, No. 1:13-cv-3783-AT (N.D. Ga. Dec. 17, 2015), ECF
No. 13.
6
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(2) Movant's knowledge of that breach/personal-benefit. (Mov't Sentencing Mem.
at 57- 60,ECF No.26.) Movant explained that he had not improperly waived a legal
defense but that the government's ability to prove knowledge of benefit "is hardly a
foregone conclusion,which means it should factor as a mitigating circumstance in the
Court's assessment of a reasonable sentence in this case." (Id. at 60.)
At sentencing,the government requested a sentence at the low end of the forty:
one to fifty-one month guidelines range,stating,among other things that Movant had
made a "tremendous demonstration of acceptance of responsibility." (Sentencing Tr.
at 4, ECF No. 31.) Movant, through counsel,admitted-"[c]onscious avoidance ...
is equally as culpable as actual knowledge but I'm here to tell you that we also have.
actual knowledge in this case" - and then asked the Court to consider that jail time
was not the end-all of detenence as he was facing significant liability in the SEC
action ($3.1 7 million in disgorgement ) then pending before the Honorable Judge Amy
Totenberg.7 Qd.at 7-9.) Movant took responsibility for his actions as wrong and lifealtering - "I knew it was wrong and I should not have traded on it ... . We're paying
a tremendous price ... financially,emotionally, psychologically. .. . [W]e're paying

7

In the December 2015 final judgment in the SEC action, Movant was ordered
to_ pay $19,79 0.0 0 in disgorgement. J.,Megalli,No. 1: 13-cv-3783-AT.
7
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a tremendous amount for my mistakes and I want to apologize to my family in
paiticular fqr putting them into this position." (Id. at 22.) The Cou1t imposed a
.

.

twelve month and one day term of imprisonment. (Id. at 28.) The record does not
show that Movant appealed.
B.

Motion to Vacate

In his motion to vacate, Movant argues that his conviction is subject to
collateral attack because, after he was sentenced, the Second-Circuit Court of Appeals
in Newman modified the law so that the facts underlying Movant's guilty plea no
longer establish the crime for which he was charged. (Mov't Mem. at 2-4 (sealed un
redacted version), ECF No. 44.)8 Movant states that under Newman, (1) the personal
benefit to the insider/tipper must be a tangible economic benefit and (2) the remote
tippee (Movant) must actually know that the insider disclosed confidential inf01mation
in exchange for such benefit. (Id. at 3-4.) Movant contends that under Newman·
which he asserts is binding on this Court as an extension of Dirks - the guilty plea
colloquy and factual proffer were deficient and his guilty plea is invalid (1) because
he was not subjectively aware that Mr. Martin was providing him 'with information
8

Movant pleaded guilty on November 14, 2013, and Newman was decided on
December 10, 2014.
8
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obtained from a Carter's insider who had provided confidential information in
exchange for a personal benefit, an essential element underNewman, �d (2) because
the insider's benefit was not "'a potential gain ofa pecuniary or similarly valuable
,
nature. ,, (Mov't Mem. at 3, 5, 16-27 (quoting Newman, 773 F.3d at 452).) ·
Movant asserts that his challenge to his guilty plea is not barred by proc.edural
default (1) because Newman is so unprecedented as to provide cause for failure to
raise his claim earlier, which resulted in prejudice as he was deprived of a voluntary
and intelligent plea, and (2) because he shows actual innocence under the standard
announced in Newman. (Mov't Mem� at 30-41.)
The government argues, among other things, that Movant's claims are barred
by procedural default, which he fails to overcome, and additionally comments that, in
his sentencing memorandum, Movant presented as a mitigati�g consideration the fact
that he was waiving his Newman defense. (R.esp't Resp. at 34-69, ECF No. 47.)
In reply, Movant asserts that the Court has jurisdiction to hear a challenge to the
guilty plea for the first time on collateral attack. (Mov'tReply at 9-13, ECF No. 52
(citing Bousley v. United States, 523 U.S. 614 (1998); Davis v. United States, 417
U.S. 333 (1974)).) In asserting his lack of criminal liability (i.e., actual innocence),
Movant states that he "does not contest that he relied on Carter's inside information,
9
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knowing or consciously avoiding the knowledge that it had been imparted to Martin
in breach of an underlying fiduciary duty owed to Carter's by someone with whom
Martin had been in contact priqr to communicating with [Movant.]" (Id. at 26-27.)
Movant, however, asserts that he did not admit that the Carter's insider/tipper received
a quantifiable, pecuniary benefit or that Movant was aware of the substance of that
benefit (as required under Newman). (Mov't Reply at 27.)
Movant obtained a stay in order that the Court could consider the United States
Supreme Court's resolution of a case out of the Ninth Circuit, Salman I. Movant
contended that the matter on review in Salman I went directly to the merits of his
petition as it involved the Newman issue of whether essential insidei· trading elements
�ncluded ( 1) that the insider must receive a pecuniary or similarly tangible benefit fo�·
his disclosure and (2) that the remote-tippee must be aware of the substance of the
exchange. (Mot. to Stay at 1-7, ECF No. 54.)
After Salman was decided, Movant filed a supplemental brief in which he
contends that the facts in Salman are "far removed from" and in ''stark contrast" to the
facts in his case and that his § 2255 motion is removed from the purview of Salman.
(Suppl. Br. at 2-4, ECF No. 63.) Movant states that Salman addressed only the giving
of inside information to trading relatives when the remote tippee knew the identity of
10
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the tipper/insider and that, therefore, his Newman argument is not foreclosed by
Salman. (Id. at 4-12.)9 Movant states that, absent a familial or close relationships
between the tipper and tippees, there is no high probability of a benefit which can be
inferred and a remote tippee cannot be held liable based on conscious avoidance of
. such "benefit." Qd. at 11-12.)
C.

The Magistrate Judge's Recommendation

The Magistrate Judge found, under Bousley, that Movant's challenge to his
guilty plea was procedurally defau�ted by his failure to challenge it on direct review
and that he must overcome his default in order to obtain review. (R&R at 17, ECF No.
64); see Bousley� 523 U.S. at 616 (reviewing guilty-plea challenge that had been
procedurally defaulted on direct appeal and holding that the movant "may be entitled
to a[§ 2255] hearing on the merits of it if he makes the necessary showing to relieve

9

Movant argues that the tippee's awareness ofthe insider's benefit is required
because the United States Supreme Court declined "to disturb the Second Circuit's
reversal in Newman of the underlying trader convictions based on the government's
failure to prove the traders' knowledge of insider benefit." (Suppl. Br. at 6.)
Movant's point is less than clear, but the Court emphasizes that when the United
States Supreme Comt in reviewing Salman I from the Ninth Circuit declined "to
disturb the Second Circuit's reversal in Newman of the underlying trader convictions
based on the government's failure to prove the traders' knowledge ofinsider benefit,"
(Suppl. Br. at 6), it did not thereby issue any kind of binding holding on a Newman
issue which was not before the Supreme Couit.
11
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the default"). The Magistrate Judge found that Movant's attempt to show cause by
asserting that his argument was novel failed because his "current arguments were
reasonably available to Movant to preserve and raise on appeal if he had wished to do
so, just as the arguments were available to the li_tigants in Newman." {Id.) The
Magistrate Judge noted as follows In contrast to Movant, the defendants in Newman directly
appealed their convictions and challenged the elements that must be
proven for insider trading. Newman, 773 F.3d at 442-44. The same
arguments were available to Movant. (See Plea Tr. at 13 (government
discussing issue percolating in the Second Circuit on whether remote
tippee must know original tipper received a personal benefit); Mov't
Sentencing Mem. at 57-60 (Movant discussing Newman issues); Resp't
Ex. 1, Mem. at 23, ECF No. 50 (Movant discussing "in a pre-plea
memorandum the issues in Newman)). Additionally, Movant argued in
his sentencing memorandum that his waiver of Newman issues should
weigh in his favor at sentencing. (Mov't Sentencing Mem. at 57-60.)
I

(R&R at 17-18 n.12.) The Magistrate Judge found that Movant's attempt to overcome
his default by showing actual innocence failed because Newman was not binding
precedent in this Court and had been abrogated. Gd. at 19.)
D.

Objections and Ruling on Objections

In his objections movant states that the R&R is "fundamentally objectionable
because, at its core, it posits that the U.S. Supreme Court abrogated [Newman] in
deciding Salman ... ." (Objections at 1, ECF No. 67.) Movant states that the R&R
12
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inc01Tectly determined that Salman rejected Newman's determination that a personal
benefit could not be inferred based merely on a personal relationship absent "proof of
a meaningfully close personal relationship that generates an exchange that is
objective, consequential, and represents at least a potential gain of a pecuniary or
similarly valuable nature." (Objections 1-3 (quoting Newman, 773 F.3d at 452).)
Movant asse1ts that, to the contrary, Salman decided only that a personal benefit could
be inferred when the insider/tipper and tippee are related by blood or marriage and the
tippee has direct knowledge of the source of information on which they relied. (Id.
at 1-2.) Movant se�s forth four objeetions, which are addressed separately below.

1.

First Objection

In his first objection, Movant asserts that Salman does not abrogate Newman,
that it endorses Dirks, and that it ratifies and endorses Newman's amplified
application of Dirks, an amplification that requires additional proof in regard to the
insider/tipper benefit for tipping chains that involve um·elated parties when there is no
meaningfully close personal relationship, as in Movant's case. (Objections at 4-7.)
Movant asserts that Newman and the Salman ratification of Newman entitle him to
reliefand show that his guilty plea to criminal insider trading was involuntary because

13
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he did not plead guilty to the essential elements of an (1) insider benefit and
(2) Movant's knowledge of that benefit. (Objections at 6.)
Although the Court in § 2255 proceedings may "consider" a guilty-plea
challenge that is raised for the first time, that consideration is through the lens of the
rules on procedural default. See Bousley, 523 U.S. at 616 (reviewing guilty-plea
challenge that had been procedurally defaulted on direct appeal and holding that the
movant '�may be entitled to a[§ 2255] hearing on the merits of it if he makes the
necessary showing to relieve the default"). When a claim has been procedurally
defaulted, collateral review is batTed, absent a showing of cause and prejudice or a
showing of actual innocence. See McKay v. United States, 657 F.3 d 1190, 1196 (11th
Cir. 2011).
This objection fails. Movant's argument based on Newman simply does not
demonstrate cause for his procedural default. Newman is n.ot binding precedent. See
United States v. Veal, 322 F.3d 1275, 1278 (11th Cir. 2003) ("[I]t is important to note
that we are in no way bound by a decision from the Second Circuit Cou1t of
Appeals.").
Even if Newman were binding precedent, it has been abrogated, as discussed
immediately below. Further, the United States Supreme Court in Salman endorsed
14
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Dirks. It did not decide, or endorse, the Newman amplification ofDirks. See infra I.
D. 4.
The Second Circuit held in Newman that in order to show an insider/tipper's
breach of his fiduciary duty (disclosing inside information for a personal benefit),
there must be evidence of a personal benefit - of a pecuniary or similarly valuable
nature - to the insider/tipper, when the disclosure occurred between business
associates or between family friends and there was no proof of a meaningfully close
personal relationship. Newman, 773 F .3d at 452. The Ninth Circuit subsequently
held in Salman I, (1) that additional evidence of a pecuniary or similar benefit is not
required in order to show an insider/tipper's breach of their fiduciary duty by
disclosing information for a benefit, when the disclosure occurs between family
members, and (2) that a personal benefit could be inferred based on relationship
between family members. Salman I, 792 F.3d at 1092-94. In reviewing Salman I, the
United States Supreme Court found that to the extent that Newman "h�ld that the
tipper must also receive something of a 'pecuniary or similarly valuable nature' in
exchange for a gift to family or friends, . . . [the] requirement is inconsistent with
Dirks." Salman,_ U.S. at _, 137 S. Ct. at 428 (quoting Newman, 773 F.3d at 452).
The Supreme Court observed that the facts in Salman I were in the heaitland of the
15
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Dirks gift 1ule pe1taining to relatives. Id. at 429. Thus, there remained a question as
to whether the Supreme Comt's treatment of Newman necessarily foreclosed a
Newman claim for a non-heartland relationship- a relationship that did not qualify
as "meaningfully close personal relationship." United States v. Bray.. 853 F.3d 18, 27
n.5 (1st Cir. 2017).
The Second ,Circuit has addressed that question, stating, "[w]e hold that the
:1ogic of Salm�n abrogated Newman's 'meaningfully close personal relationship'
requirement." United States v. Martoma, _ F. 3d _, _, No� 14-3599, 2017 WL ·
3611518, at* 1 (2d Cir. Aug. 23, 2017). 10
The Supreme Court's decision in"'Salman explicitly rejected certain
aspects ofNewm�n. See 137 S. Ct. at 428. While the Supreme Court did
not have occasion to expressly ovenule Newman's requirement that the
tipper have a "meaningfully close personal relationship" with a tippee to
justify the inference that a tipper received a personal benefit from his gift
of inside information- because that aspect ofNewman was not at issue
in Salman-"[e]ven if the effect of a Supreme Court decision is 'subtle,'
it may nonetheless alter the relevant analysis fundamentally enough to
require ove11uling prior, 'inconsistent' precedent." Doscher, 832 F.3d at
378 (quoting Wojchowski v. Daines, 498 F.3d 99, 108 (2d Cir. 2007)).

10

The Second Circ�it Court ofAppeals has allowed Martoma until October 6,
2017 in which to seek reconsideration. See United States v. Mmtoma, No. 14-3599
(2nd Cir. Aug. 23, 2017). The possibility of reconsideration does not change the
result here, however, because Newman is not binding within the Eleventh Circuit.
16
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We respectfully conclude that Salman fundamentally altered the analysis
underlying Newman's "meaningfully close personal relationship"
requirement such that the "meaningfully close personal relationship"
requirement is no longer good law.
. ..Nothing in SalmanO ... supports a distinction between gifts
to people with whom a tipper shares a "meaningfully close personal
relationship"...and gifts to those with whom a tipper does not share
such a relationship.
Ma1toma, _F. 3d at_, 2017 WL 3 611518 at* 1.Movant's first objection is overruled.

2.

Second Objection

In his second objection,Movant, relying on United States v.Peter, 310 F.3d 709
(11th Cir. 2002 ), argues that the R&R's adherence to the doctrine of procedural
default is error when the district couit lacked jurisdiction to accept his guilty plea, a
claim that cannot be procedurally defaulted.(Objections at 7-11.) Movant asse1ts that
the facts underlying his guilty plea and the guilty plea colloquy are insufficient to
suppmt his securities fraud conviction in that there is nothing to support the essential
elements of a benefit to the insjder/tipper or Movant' s knowledge of the benefit. (Id.
at 10.) Movant argues that he could not waive his right to challenge a conviction
based on conduct subsequently deemed to be a non-offense by an intervening change
in law. (Id. at 10-11.)

17
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The Court in Peter held that a challenge to the government's charge for a non
offense, though not contested at the time of his plea or on direct appeal, was not
subject to procedural default because such challenge went to the district comt's
jurisdiction. Peter, 310 F.3d at 711, 713.
· Here, Movant's attempt to switch to a jurisdictional c�allenge fails. Newman,
the alleged intervening change in law (which is not binding i� this Court), does not
demonstrate that the information, to which Movant pleaded guilty in this Court,
charged him with a non-offense. Movant does not otherwise show that the
information to which he pleaded guilty charged him with a non-offense, and a review
of the information shows that it tracks the applicable regulatory language related to
se�urities manipulation and deception. Se¥ United States v. Berger, 188 F. Supp. 2d
307, 337 (S.D. N.Y. 2002) ("The Information adopts, almost word for word, the
language of Rule lOb-5 to allege that Berger committed a securities violation. As a
result, Berger's challenge merely goes to the merits ofthe Government's prosecution,
not to the jurisdiction of the Court."). Movant fails to show that he was charged with
a non-offense.

18
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3.

Tbird Objecti�n

In his third objection, Movant objects to the Magistrate Judge's finding that his
argument based on Newman was not novel and was reasonably available at the time
thatMovant pleaded guilty. (Objections at 12-16.) Movant asserts that Newman was
an "unprecedented change in controlling authority that has since been ratified by the
Supreme Cou1t." (Id. at 16.)
As stated earlier, collateral review is now barred, absent a showing ofcause and
prejudice or a showing of actual innocence, see McKay.. 657 F.3d at 1196, and cause
may be provided by a "claim that 'is so novel that its legal basis is not reasonably
available to counsel,"' Bousley.. 523 U.S. at 622 (quoting Reed v. Ross, 468 U.S. 1,
16 (1984)). On de novo review, the Court agrees with the Magistr_ate Judge on this
issue. Newman was not so novel that Movant could not have raised the Newman
issues - of which he was aware - before the Newman opinion was issued. See supra
I. C. (quoting R&R at 17-18 n.12).)
4.

Fourth Objection

In his fourth objection, Movant asse1ts that, the rejection of his claim of actual
innocence is fundamentally objectionable because the R&R misapprehended that
Salman abrogated Newman and mistakenly relied on SEC v. Yun, 327 F.3d 1263
19
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(11th Cir. 2003). 11 (Objections at 16�23.) According to Mova)?.t, "the Supreme Court
actually affinned Newman with respect to (i) the standard for remote tippee liability
in prosecutions involving, as in this �ase, ephemeral contractual or social contacts and
(ii) the level of trader knowledge required if the underlying tips have been secured by
more concrete consideration." (Objections at 17.) Movant asserts that he "is actually
innocent of insider trading if the government is required to prove both a qualifying
insider benefit and his culpable knowledge of the same.,, Od. at 4.) Movant also
argues that he should be granted a COA. (Id. at 23-25.)
As stated earlier, a showing of actual innocence can overcome a procedural
default. McKay.. 657 F.3d at 1196. A defendant who can show that he has been
convicted for an act that the law (as changed by binding precedent, including the
circuit cou1t for the circuit of his conviction) no longer makes criminal, shows a
fundamental defect that is properly raised in a collateral proceeding. Davis, 417 U.S.
11

The Magistrate Judge's reference to Yun, which decided tippee liability for
securities fraud under the misappropriation theory, did not work an en·or that changes
the result in Movant' s case, which involves securities fraud under the classical theory.
The Magistrate Judge discussed, among other cases, Dirks and Yun. Further, Yun
discusses Dirks and classical and misappropriation theory and states that "there is no
reason to distinguish between a tippee who receives confidential info1mation from an
insider (under the classical theory) and a tippee who receives such information from
_ an outsider (under the misappropriation theory)." Yun, 327 F.3d at 1276.
20
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at 347; 12 � also Vosgien v. Persson, 742 F.3d 1131, 1134 (9th Cir. 2014) ("One way
a petitioner can demonstrate actual innocence is to show in light of subsequent case
law that he cannot, as a legal matter, have committed the alleged crime.;'); Phillips v.
United States, 734 F .3d 573, 5 82-83 (6th Cir. 2013) (stating that actual innocence may
be shown by pointing to an intervening change in ·binding precedent which
demonstrates that the petitioner stands convicted based on 0:ctions that the law deems
non-criminal). Law from another circuit, however, does not represent an "intervening
change in the law that could serve as a basis for �n equitable ezception argument in

In Davis, on petition for certiorari from the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals'
decision affi1ming the petitioner's conviction, the United States Supreme Court held
as follows12

· In this case, the petitioner's contention is that [the Ninth Circuit's
application of the law in a case decided] after his conviction was
affirmed, establishes that his induction order was invalid under the
Selective Service Act and that he could not be lawfully convicted for
failure to comply with that order. If this contention is well taken, then
Davis' conviction and punishment are for an act that the law does not
make criminal. There can be no room for doubt that such a circumstance
'inherently results in a complete miscarriage of justice' and 'present(s)
exceptional circumstances' that justify collateral relief under s 2255.
Therefore, although we express no view on the merits of the petitioner's
claim, we hold· that the issue he raises is cognizable in a § 2255
proceeding.
Davis, 417 U.S. at 346-4 7.
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this Court that [Movant] stands convicted of an act that the law does not make
criminal." Phillips, 734 F.3d at 585 (internal quotation marks and citation omitted)
(rejecting attempt to use law from another circuit to show actual innocence).
Movant's final objection fails. As stated earlier, Newman is not binding in this
Court. Further, the Supreme Court in Salman did not affinn Newman. The Newman
decision was not, itself, before the Supreme Court. Accordingly, Newman remains
non-binding precedent, which has been abrogated by Salman and has now been further
abrogated by the Second Circuit. Salman, which is binding in this Court, reinforced
Dirks, to which the Eleventh Circuit and this Court adhere and adhered at the time
Movant pleaded guilty. Movant does not show that Salman modified the Dirks
principle. Dirks is not new law, and Movant shows no cause for his default of an
argument based on Dirks.
II.

Conclusion

On de novo review ofMovant's objections, the Court agrees with the Magistrate
Judge and otherwise finds no clear error in the R&R. Further,- a COA is not
watTanted. Not all decisions resolving a motion to vacate, which peripherally involve
complex areas of law, are themselves complex or reasonably debatable. Such is the
case here, based on MovanCs procedural default.
22
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The Court agrees with the Magistrate Judge that Movant presents no reasonably
debatable issue that warrants a COA.
Accordingly, IT IS ORDERED that Plaintiff's objections [67] are overruled
and that the Magistrate Judge's Report and Recommendation [64] is AD�PTED as
the Order of the Court. IT IS ORDERED that the motion to vacate [40] is DENIED
and that a certificate of appealability is DENIED .
. ,,A

SO ORDERED this� day of September, 2017.
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GUILTY PLEA and PLEA AGREEMENT

Uruted States Attorney
Northem Disbict of Georgia

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
NORTHERN DISTRICT OF GEORGIA
ATLANTA DIVISION
CRIMINAL NO. 1:13-CR-442-RWS

The United States Attorney for the Northern District of Georgia ("the
Government") and Defendant MARK MEGALLI, enter into this plea agreement
as set forth below in Part IV pursuant to Rule 11 (c)(l )(B) of the Federal Rules of
Criminal Procedure. MARK MEGALLI, Defendant, having received a copy of the
above-numbered Information and having been arraigned, hereby pleads
GUIL1Y to the sole count of the Information.
I. ADMISSION OF GUILT
1. The Defendant admits that he is pleading guilty because he is in fact guilty
of the crime charged in the Information.
II. ACKNOWLEDGMENT & WAIVER OF RIGHTS
2. The Defendant understands that by pleading guilty, he is giving up the
right to plead not guilty and the right to be tried by a jury. At a trial, the
Defendant would have the right to an attorney, and if the Defendant could not
afford an attorney, the Court would appoint one to represent the Defendant at
trial and at every stage of the proceedings. During the trial, the Defendant
would be presumed innocent and the Government would have the burden of
proving him guilty beyond a reasonable doubt. The Defendant would have the
right to confront and cross-examine the witnesses against him. If the Defendant
wished, he could testify on his own behalf and present evidence in his defense,
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and he could subpoena witnesses to testify on his behalf. If, however, the
Defendant did not wish to testify, that fact could not be used against him, and
the Government coµld not compel him to incriminate himself. If the Defendant
wer.e found guilty after a trial, he would have the right to appeal the conviction.
3. The Defendant understands that by pleading guilty, he is giving up all of
these rights and there will not be a trial of any kind.
4. By pleading guilty, Defendant also gives up any and all rights to pursue
any affirmative defenses, Fourth Amendment or Fifth Amendment claims, and
other pretrial motions that have been filed or could have been filed.
5. The Defendant also understands that he ordinarily would have the right to
appeal his se�tence and, under some circumstances, to attack the conviction and
sentence in post�onviction proceedings. By entering this Plea Agreement, the
Defendant may be waiving some or all of those rights to appeal and to
collaterally attack his conviction and sentence, as specified below.
6. Finally, the Defendant understands that, to plead guilty, he may have to
answer, under oath, questions posed to him by the Court concerning the rights
that he is giving up and the facts of this case, and the Defendant's answers, if
untruthful, may later be used against him in a prosecution for perjury or false
statements.
III.

ACKNOWLEDGMENT OF PENALTIES

7. The Defendant understands that, based on his plea of guilty, he will be
subject to the following maximum and mandatory minimum penalties:

2
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As to the sole charge in the Information
(18 U.S.C. § 371 - Conspiracy to Commit Securities Fraud)

a. Maximum term of imprisonment 5 years.
b. Mandatory minimum term of imprisonment None.
c. Maximum term of supervised release: 3 years.
d. Maxim.um fine: $250,000, due and payable immediately.
e. Full restitution, due and payable immediately, to all victims of the
offense(s) and relevant conduct.
f. Mandatory special assessment $100.00, due and payable
immediately
. g. Forfeiture of any and all proceeds from the commission of the
. offense, any and all property used or intended to be used to facilitate
the offense, and any property involved in the offense.
8. The Defendant understands that, before imposing sentence in this case, the
Court will be required to consider, among other factors, the provisions of the
United States Sentencing Guidelines and that, under certain circumstances, the
Court has the discretion to depart from those Guidelines. The Defendant further
understands that the Court may impose a sentence up to and including the
statutory maximum as set forth in this paragrap� and that no one can predict his
exact sentence at this time.
9. REMOVAL FROM THE UNITED STATES: The Defendant recognizes that
pleading guilty may have consequences with respect to his immigration status if
3
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he is not a citizen of the United States. Under federal law, a broad r�ge of
crimes are removable offenses, including the offense to which the Defendant is
pleading guilty. Indeed, because the Defendant is pleading guilty to this offense,
removal is presumptively mandatory. Removal and other immigration
consequences are the subject of a separate proceeding, however,. and the
Defendant understands that no -one, including his attorney or the district court,
can predict to a certainty the effect of his conviction on his immigration status.
The Defendant nevertheless affirms that he wants to plead guilty regardless of
any immigration consequences that his plea may entail, even if the consequence
is his automatic removal from the United States.
IV.

PLEA AGREEMENT

10. The Defendant, his counsel, and the Government, subject to approval by
the Court, have agreed upon a negotiated plea in this case, the terms of which are
as follows:
No Additional Charges

11. The United States Attorney for the Northern Dishict of Georgia agrees not
to bring further criminal charges against the Defendant related to the charges to
which he is pleading guilty, including any charges relating to any confidential
information provided to the Defendant by Eric M. Martin and Mellon Advisors,
LLC. The Defendant understands that this provision does n9t bar prosecution by
any other federal, state, or local jurisdiction.

4
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Sentencing Guidelines Recommendations

Base/Adjusted Offense Level
12. The Government will rec�mmend, and the Defendant agrees not to
dispute or contest, the following applications of the Sentencing Guidelines:
a. The applicable offense guideline is Section 2�1.4 ("Insider Trading"),
resulting in a Base Offense Level of 8.
b. The amount of loss resulting from the offense(s) of conviction and all
relevant conduct is more than $2,500,000 but less than $7,000,000,
resulting in an 18-level increase in the Base Offense Level under
Section 2B1.4(b)(1).
Role in the Offense Adjustments
13. Th� Government and the Defendant stipulate and agree that the following
Sentencing Guidelines do not apply:
a. Any enhancement or reduction for an aggravating or mitigating role
under Sections 3B1.1 or 3B1.2.
b. Any enhancement for abuse of a position of public or private trust,
or use of a special skill, in a manner that significantly facilitated the
commission or concealment of the offense, under Section 3B1.3.
Acceptance of Responsibility
14. The Government will recommend that the Defendant receive the two...Jevel
adjustment for acceptance of responsibility pursuant to Section 3E1.1 of the
Sentencing Guidelines, and the additional one-level adjustment if the offense

5
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level is 16 or higher. However, the Government will not be required to
recommend acceptance of responsibility if, after entering this Plea Agreement,
the Defendant engages in conduct inconsistent with accepting responsibility.
Thus, by way of example only, should the Defendant falsely deny or falsely
attempt to minimize Defendant's involvement in relevant offense conduct, give
conflicting statements about Defendant's involvement, fail to pay the special
assessment, fail to meet any of the obligations set forth in the Financial
Coopera_tion Provisions set forth below, or participate in additional criminal
conduct, including unlawful personal use of a controlled substance, the
Government will not be required to recommend acceptance of responsibility.
Right to Answer Questions, Correct Misstatements,
and Make Recommendations
15. The Government reserves the right to inform the Court and the Probation
Office of all facts a�d circumstances regarding the Defendant and this case, and
to respond to any questions from the Court and the Probation Office and to any
misstatements of fact or law. Except as expressly stated elsewhere in this Plea
Agreement, the Government also reserves the right to make recommendations
regarding application of the SeI\tencing Guidelines. As to any Guideline issues
not specifically addressed in this Plea Agreement, the· parties are free to advocate
their respective positions at sentencing.

6
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Right to Modify Recommendations

16. With regard to the Government's recommendation as to any specific
application of the Sentencing Guidelines as set forth elsewhere in this Plea
Agreement, the Defendant understands ana agrees that, should the Government
obtain or receive additional evidence concerning the facts underlying any such
recommendation, the Government will bring that evidence to the attention of the
Court and the Probation Office.

In addition, if the additional evidence is

sufficient- to support a finding of a different application of the Guidelines, the
Government will not be bound to make the recommendation set forth elsewhere
in this Plea Agreement, anq. the failure to do so will not constitute a violation of
this Plea Agreement
Sentencing Recommendations
Downward Variance Recommendation

17. In this case, the Defendant expeditiously entered a plea of guilty prior to
indichnent, thereby conserving limited judicial and prosecutorial resources. As a
result, the Govertunent will recommend that the Defendant receive a one-level
downward variance.
Specific Sentence Recommendation

18. The Government agrees to recommend that the Defendant be sentenced at
the low end of the adjusted guide�e range.

7
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Fine-No Recommendation As To Amount
19.eThe Government agrees to make no specific recommendation as to thee
amount of the fine to be imposed on the Defendant within the applicable
guideline range.
Res_ervation of Rights Under 18 U.S.C. § 3553(a)
20.eThe Defendant reserves his right to argue for a downward variance frome
the Court at sentencing pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 3553(a), and the Government
reserves its right to oppose such request or argument.
Financial Cooperation Provisions
Special Assessment
21.eThe Defendant agrees that, within 30 days of the guilty plea, he will pay ae
special assessment in the amoµnt of $100 by money order or certified check made
payable to the Oerk of,Court, U.S. District Court, 2211 U.S. Courthouse, 75
Spring Street, S.W., Atlanta, Georgia 30303. The Defendant agrees to provide
proof of such payment to the undersigned Assistant United States Attorney
within 30 days of the guilty plea.
Restitution
22.ePursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 3664(h), the Defendant agrees to pay, and thee
Government agrees to recommend, a minimum and a maximum of $50,000.00 as
restitution to the Clerk of Court for distribution to the following victims of the
offense(s) to which he is pleading guilty and all relevant conduct, including, but
not limited to, any counts dismissed as a result of this Plea Agreement
8
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Carter's, Inc.
cf o Chief Legal Officer
The Proscenium
1170 Peachtree St. NE, Ste. 900
Atlanta, GA 30309
Fine/Restitution - Terms of Payment

23. The Defendant agrees to pay any fine and/ or restitution imposed by the
Court to the Clerk of Court for eventual disbursement to the appropriate account
and/ or victim(s). The Defendant also agrees that the full fine and/ or restitution
amount shall be considered due·and payable immediately. H the Defendant
cannot pay the full amount immediately and is placed in custody or under the
supervision of the Probation Offlce at any time, he agrees that the custodial
agency and the Probation Office will have the authority to establish payment
schedules to ensure payment of the fine and/or restitution. The Defendant
understands that this payment schedule represents a minimum obligation and
that, should Defendant's financial situation establish that he is able to pay more
toward the fine and/ or restitution, the Government is entitled to pursue other
sources of recovery of the fine and/ or restitution. The Defendant further agrees
to cooperate fully in efforts to collect the fine and/ or restitution obligation by
any legal means the Government deelllS appropriate. Finally, the Defendant and
his counsel agree that the Government may contact the Defendant regarding the
collection of any fine and/ or restitution .without notifying and outside the
presence of his counsel.

9
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Financial Disclosure

24. The Defendant agrees that Defendant will not sell, hide, waste, encumber,
destroy, or otherwise devalue any such asset worth more than $5,000 before
sentencing, without the prior approval of the Government. The Defendant
understands and agrees that Defendant's failure to comply with this provision of
the Plea Agreement should result in Defendant receiving no credit for acceptance
of responsibility.
25. The Defendant agrees to cooperate fully in the investigation of the amount
of restitution and fine; the identification of funds and assets in which he has any
legal or equitable interest to be applied toward restitution and/ or fine; and the
prompt payment of restitution or a fine.
26. The Defendant's cooperation obligations include: (A) fully and buthfully
completing the Department of Justice's Financial Statement of Debtor form, and
any addenda to said form deemed nece�sary by the Government, within ten days
of the change of plea hearing; (B) submitting to a financial deposition or
interview (should the Government deem it necessary) prior to sentencing
regarding the subject matter of said form; (C) providing any documentation
within his possession or control requested by the Government regarding his
financial condition and that of his household; and (D) fully and buthfully
answering all questions regarding his past and present financial condition and
that of his household in such interview(s); and (E) providing a waiver of his

10
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privacy protections to permit the Government to access his credit report and tax
information held by the Internal Revenue Service.
27. So long as the Defendant is completely truthful, the Government agrees
.,

that anything related by the Defendant during his financial interview or
deposition or in the financial forms described above cannot and will not be used
against him in the Government's criminal prosecution. However, the
Government may use the Defendant's statements to identify and to execute upon
assets to be applied to the fine and/ or restitution in this case. Further, the
Government is completely free to pursue any and all investigative leads derived
in any way from the interview(s)/ deposition(s)/ financial forms, which could
result in the acquisition of evidence admissible against the Defendant in
subsequent proceedings. H the Defendant subsequently takes a position in any
legal proceeding that is inconsistent with the
interview(s)/deposition(s)/financial forms --whether in pleadings, oral
argument, witness testimony, documentary evidence, questioning of witnesses,
or any other manner - the Government may use the Defendant's
interview(s)/deposition(s)/financial forms, and all evidence obtained directly or
indirectly therefrom, in any responsive pleading and argument and for cross
examination, impeachment, or rebuttal �vidence. Further, the Government may
also use the Defendant's interview(s)/ deposition(s)/financial forms to respond
to arguments made or issues raised sua sponte by the Magistrate or District
Court.
11
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Recommendations/Stipulations Non-binding
28. The Defendant understands and agrees that the recommendations of the
Government incorporated within this Plea Agreement, as well as any
stipulations of fact or guideline computations incorporated within this Plea
Agreement or otherwise discussed between the parties, are not binding on the
Court and that the Court's failure to accept one or more of the recommendations,
stipulations, and/ or guideline computations will not constitute grounds to
withdraw his guilty plea or to claim a breach of this Plea A�eement.

Limited Waiver of Appeal
29. LIMITED WAIVER OF APPEAL: To the maximum extent permitted by
federal law, the Defendant voluntarily and expressly waives the right to appeal
his conviction and sentence and the right to collaterally attack his conviction and
sentence in any post-conviction proceeding (including, but not limited to,
motions filed pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 2255) on any ground, except that the
Defendant may file a direct appeal of an upward departure or variance above the
sentencing guideline range as calculated by the district court. The Defendant
understands that this Plea Agreement does not limit the Government's right to
appeal, but if the Government initiates a direct appeal of the sentence imposed,
the Defendant may file a cross-appeal of that same sentence.

12
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Miscellaneous Waivers
FOIA/Privacy Act Waiver
30. The Defendant hereby waives all rig�ts, whether asserted directly or by a
representative, to request or receive from any deparbnent or agency of the
United States any records pertaining to the investigation or prosecution of this
case, including, without limitation, any records that may be sought under the
Freedom of Information Act, Title 5, United States Code, Section 552, or the
Privacy Act of 1974, Title 5, United States Code, Section 552a.

No Other Agreements
31. There are no other agreements, promises, represen:ta.tions, or
�nderstandings between the Defendant and the Government

fu Open Court, this

14'1-day of

SIGNATURE{Dendant)
MARK MEGALLI
SIGNATURE (Attorney for Defendant)
Suzanne Jaffe Bloom

� N. �

N�

�uJ/
-

SIGNATURE (Assistant U.S. Attorney)
David

-�

�

SIGNATURE (Assistant U.S. Attorney)
Steph
Clain

SIGNATURE (Attorney for Defendant)
Paul N. Monnin

(Approving Official)
artash
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INFORMATION BELOW MUST BE TYPED OR PRINTED
Suzanne Taffe Bloom, Esq.
NAME (Attorney for Defendant)

MARK MEGALLI
NAME (Defendant)

c/ o Suzanne Jaffe Bloom, Esq.
Winston &Strawn LLP
STREET

Winston &Strawn LLP
200 Park Avenue

STREET

New York, NY 10166-4193
CITY&STATE ZIPCODE

CI'IY &STATE

PHONE NUMBER (212) 294-4604

PHONE NUMBER ___

STATE BAR OF GEORGIA NUMBER _____
Paul N. Monnin, Esq.
NAME (Attorney for Defendant)
DLA Piper LLP

. One Atlantic Center

1201 West Peachtree St, Suite 2800

STREET

Atlanta, GA

ZIP CODE

30309

CITY & SfATE ZIP CODE

PHONE NUMBER (404) 736-7804

__
STATE BAR OF GEORGIA NUMBER_b_�-�-�_l2-
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I have read the Information against me and have discussed it with my
attorney. I understand the charges and the elements of each charge that the
Government would have to prove to convict me at a trial. I have read the
foregoing Plea Agreement and have carefully reviewed every part of it with my
attorney. I understand the terms and conditions contained in the Plea
Agreement, and I voluntarily agree to them. I also have discussed with my
attorney the rights I may have to appeal or challenge my conviction and
sentence, and I understand that the appeal waiver contained in the Plea
Agreement will prevent me, with the narrow exceptions stated, from appealing
my conviction and sentence or challenging my conviction and sentence in any
post-conviction proceeding. No one has threatened or forced me to plead guilty,
and no promises or inducements have been made to me other than those
discussed in the Plea Agreement. The discussions between my attorney and the
Government toward reaching a negotiated plea in this case took place with my
permission. I am fully satisfied with the representation provided to me by my
attorney in this case.

,, /,'f fo

SIGNATURE{efendant)
MARK MEGALLI

DATE
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I am MARK MEGALLl's lawyer. I have carefully reviewed the charges and
the Plea Agreement with my client. To my knowledge, my client is making an
informed and voluntary decision to plead guilty and to enter into the Plea
Agreement
SIGNATURE (Defense Attorney)
Suzanne Jaffe Bloom

DATE

SIGNATURE (Defense Attorney)
Paul N. Monnin

DATE

Filed in Open Court

ThisL�tlSday of//otrmJ« 20./.S
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U. S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
Statement of Special Assessment Account
This statement reflects your special assessment only. There may be other
penalties imposed at sentencing.

..,.
•

·. J

�
•

.:··

.

.

, .. . : �,f -:

-::,=. --�l� MARKMEGALLI
$100

Instructions:
1. Payment must be made by certified check or money order payable to:
Oerk of court, U.S. District Court
*personal checks will not be accepted*
2. Payment must reach the clerk's office within 30 days of the entry of your
guilty plea
3. Payment should be sent or hand delivered to:
Clerk, U.S. District Court
2211 U.S. Courthouse
75 Spring Street, S.W.
Atlanta, Georgia 30303
(Do Not Send Cash)
4. Include defendant's name on certified check or money order.
5. Enclose this coupon to insure proper and prompt application of payment.
6. Provide proof of payment to the above-signed AUSA within 30 days of the
guilty plea.
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
NORTHERN DISTRICT OF GEORGIA
ATLANTA DIVISION
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
V.
MARK MEGALLI

DOCKET NO. 1:13-CR-442-RWS
ATLANTA, GEORGIA
NOVEMBER 14, 2013

DEFENDANT.

TRANSCRIPT OF GUILTY PLEA
BEFORE THE HONORABLE RICHARD W. STORY
UNirED STATES DISTRICT JUDGE
APPEARANCES:
FOR THE GOVERNMENT:

DAVID CHAIKEN, ESQ.
STEPHEN MCCLAIN, ESQ.
ASSISTANT U.S. ATTORNEYS

FOR THE DEFENDANT:

PAUL MONNIN, ESQ.
DEFENSE ATTORNEY

COURT REPORTER:

SHARON D. UPCHURCH
2114 U. S. COURTHOUSE
ATLANTA,
GEORGIA 30303-3361
°
(404) 215-1354

PROCEEDINGS RECORDED BY MECHANICAL STENOGRAPHY, TRANSCRIPT
PRODUCED BY COMPUTER.
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P R O C E E D I N G S
-----------

1

{November 14, 2013; In open court)

2
3
4
5

THE DEPUTY CLERK:

The Court calls the case of the

United States versus Mark Megalli, Criminal Number l:13-CR-442.
THE COURT:

All right.

If counsel and the Defendant

6

will approach the podium, Mr. Goss will administer the oath to

7

the Defendant.

8

{The Defendant was sworn.)

9

THE COURT:

10

Mr. Chaiken, you may proceed.

MR. CHAIKEN:

Thank you, Your Honor.

Your Honor, we

11

have a proposed plea agreement for the Court's consideration.

12

It is in the case of the United states versus Mark Megalli,

13

case number l:13-CR-442.

14

from Manhattan in order to have these proceedings today, and we

15

appreciate the Court being f·lexible and accommodating us,

16

notwithstanding the Court's trial schedule.

17
18

THE COURT:

Mr.. Megalli flew down late last night

That's fine, thank you.

Do you want to

go ahead and verify the signatures?

19

MR. CHAIKEN:

Yes, Your Honor.

20

Mr. Megalli, I have a document entitled Guilty Plea

21

and Plea Agreement.

22

page 15 of the document is that your signature above your typed

23

name on the left side of the page on 13?

Would you please verify on page 13 and on

24

THE DEFENDANT:

25

MR. CHAIKEN:

Yes, it is.
And also on the left side of the page
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3
1

on 15?

2

THE DEFENDANT:

3

MR. CHAIKEN:

Yes, it is.
And Mr. Monnin, as counsel to

4

Mr. Megalli, would you verify is that your signature on the

5

left side of the page on page 13 above your typed name?

6

MR. MONNIN:

7

MR. CHAIKEN:

8

above your typed name?

It is.
And again on the left side of page 16
It is.

9

MR. MONNIN:

10

MR. CHAIKEN:

11

Your Honor, having verified the signatures, the

Thank you.

12

Government respectfully tenders the guilty plea and plea

13

agreement to the Court at th�s time.

14

THE COURT:

15

Very well.

Thank you.

EXAMINATION

16

BY THE COURT:

17

Q.

18

will need to go over a number of matters with you.

19

go through this process, if anything I ask is not clear, ask me

20

to clear it up.

21

A.

Okay.

22

Q.

It's important that you answer the questions truthfully.

23

You've taken an oath to tell the truth.

24

to do so could result in additional charges.

25

answer the questions, if you will, as you've just done, answer

Mr. Megalli, before I can accept your plea of guilty, I
And as we

Obviously, a failure
Also, as you

SHARON D. UPCHURCH, 0�FICIAL COURT REPORTER
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1

out loud so the court reporter can take down your responses.

2

That allows us to have an accurate record of this afternoon's

3·

proceedings.

4

A.

Understood.

5

Q.

How old are you, sir?

6

A.

I'm 41.

7

Q.

And what's your educational background?

8

A.

I went to Yale for college and I went to Yale Law School

9

and School ·of Management where I received a ·JD-MBA.

Do you understand?

10

Q.

11

medicine, pills, had any alcoholic beverages to drink?

12

A.

13

sleep; but other than that, no.

14

Q.

15

make judgments today?

16

A.

No, sir.

17

Q.

In the last or in recent times, have you suffered from any

18

type of mental illness or for addiction to alcohol or drugs?

19

A.

20
21

In the last 24 hours, have you taken any type of drugs,
I did take a prescribed sleep aid last night to help me
That is not affecting your ability to think clearly or to

No.
THE COURT:

Mr. Monnin, are you aware of any issues

regarding your client's competence to enter this plea?
MR. MONNIN:

22

I'm not, Your Honor.

23

BY THE COURT:

24

Q.

25

you're guaranteed by the Constitution and laws of the United

Mr. Megalli, I'm going to go over a number of �ights that
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1

States to be sure you understand these rights but more

2

importantly understand that by entering this plea of guilty,

3

you're giving up many of the rights.
First of all, you are pleading

4
5

THE COURT:

6

MR. CHAIKEN:

He's pleading to an information; correct?
That's correct.

7

BY THE COURT:

8

Q.

9

under the Constitution, you're entitled to have charges that

10

are felony charges presented to a grand jury for that grand

11

jury to determine if there's sufficient evidence to warrant

12

your being required to come before the court and answer the

13

charges by the returning of an indictment.

14

you have that right?

15

A.

Yes, Your Honor.

16

Q.

Do you understand that by entering a plea to this

17

information, you're giving up that right and agreeing to answer

18

to charges that have been drawn by the U.S. Attorney and have

19

not been presented to the grand jury?

20

A.

I do.

21

Q.

Do you understand that regardless of whether you're

22

charged by an information or an indictment, you have the right

23

to plead not guilty and to have a trial by a jury?

24

A.

I understand.

25

Q.

Do you understand that you have the right to be

You're pleading to an information.

You understand that

Do you understand
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1

represented by a lawyer throughout all proceedings and that if

2

you cannot afford counsel, counsel would be appointed to

3

represent you at no cost to you?

4

A.

I do, Your Honor.

5

Q.

Do you understand that if you pled not guilty and went to

6

trial, at the trial you would be presumed to be innocent and

7

the Government would have to overcome that rresumption and

8

prove you guilty beyond a reasonable doubt?

9

A.

Yes.

10

Q.

Do you understand that at-such a trial, you would have the

11

right to subpoena witnesses to compel their appearance on your

12

behalf at the trial?

13

A.

I do.

14

Q.

And do you understand that the witnesses for the

15

Government would have to come into court and testify in your

16

presence?

17

A.

Yes.

18

Q.

And do you understand that your lawyer would have the

19

opportunity to cross-examine any Government witnesses, to

20

object to evidence offered by the Government and to offer

21

evidence in your behalf?

22

A.

Yes.

23

Q.

Do you understand that at a trial, while you would have

24

the right to testify if you chose to do so, you also would have

25

the right not to testify?
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1

A.

Yes.

2

Q.

And do you understand that if you chose not to testify or

3

put on any evidence, those matters could not be considered

. 4

against you?

5

A.

I do.

6

Q.

Do you understand that in order to be convicted, the jury

7

would have to reach a unanimous verdict of guilty?

8

A.

Yes.

9

Q.

And do you understand that by entering this plea, you are

10

not going to have a trial; I will find that you're guilty based

11

upon your admissions here, and the only matter that will then

12

remain would be your sentencing by the Court?

13

A.

I �nderstand.

14

Q.

And you're willing to give up that right and proceed with

15

a plea at this time.

16

A.

17

I

am.
THE COURT:

Mr. Chaiken, if you would please

18

summarize briefly the terms of the plea agreement that the

19

Defendant has entered into with the Government.

20

And I'll be asking you after he goes over the

21

agreement if you will just confirm that your view is that this

22

agreement does represent the understanding that you have with

23

the Government.

24
25

If you would come up and turn this mike toward you,
Mr. Chaiken.
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1

MR. CHAIKEN:

2

THE COURT:

3

MR. CHAIKEN:

Yes, Your Honor.
Thank you.
Your Honor, the plea agreement, under

4

the plea agreement the Defendant, Mr. Megalli, agrees to plead

5

guilty to the sole count of the criminal information which

6

charges a felony violation of 18, United States Code,

7

Section 371.

8

any fine imposed by the Court, and to forfeit all proceeds of

9

unlawful activity or substitute assets.

10

He agrees to pay a special assessment of $100,

I want to say one thing briefly about that.

There is

11

no forfeiture provision in the criminal information.

12

no order of forfeiture and the Government has not identified

13

forfeitable assets; and, therefore, as a practical matter,

14

there will not be forfeiture in this case.

15

plea agreement as to make sure everyone is on the same page as

16

to the fact that it is mandatory and it is a technical

17

possibility, although as a practical matter, it's not, we don't

18

expect that that will happen.

19

There is

But this is in the

Mr. Megalli has agreed as part of the plea to pay

20

restitution in the amount of $50,000 to Carter's Inc.

21

is intended to represent an equitable portion of the legal fees

22

incurred by Carter's to date in connection with the

23

Government's insider trading investigation.

24
25

And that

The plea agreement recites at paragraph 20 an unusual
provision; but nevertheless, it contemplates that Mr. Megalli
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1

reserves the right to argue under 3553 (a) ·for a downward

2

variance at sentencing.

3

reserves the right to oppose such request or argument.

4

And, of course, the Government

And then the Court makes the final and ultimate

5

decisions on sentencing, notwithstanding anything the parties

6

agree to in the plea agreement.

7

that if the Court does not do that, it is not grounds to

8

withdraw from the plea agreement.

9

And Mr. Megalli understands

And then finally a very important provision appears

10

at paragraph 29.

11

Mr. Megalli agrees to waive his rights to appeal which he would

12

ordinarily have and to his right to attack his conviction and

13

sentence pursuant to 28

14

To the maximum and fullest extent of the law,

u.s.c., Section 2255.

For its part the Government in the plea agreement

15

agrees to bring no further charges against Mr. Megalli relating

16

to the conduct to which he is pleading guilty.

17

recommend that he receive full credit for acceptance of

18

responsibility under the guidelines.

19

that he receive an additional one-level downward variance for

20

his early pre-indictment resolution and acceptance of

21

responsibility.

22

sentence at the low end of the adjusted guideline range, and it

23

agrees to make no specific recommendation as to any fine that

24

could be imposed upon him.by the Court.

25

It agrees to

It agrees to recommend

It agrees to recommend that he receive a

There are also guideline stipulations contained in
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Specifically, the parties stipulate and

1

the plea agreement.

2

agree that the applicable offense guideline is Section 2B1.4

3

which relates to insider trading and dictates a base offense

4

level'of eight.
The parties agree that Mr. Megalli is responsible for

5
6 '

illegal insider trading gains and losses_ avoided resulting from

7

the conspiracy and relevant conduct between 2.5 million and

8

$7 million resulting in an eight-level -- 18-level increase in

9

the base offense level.. And the Government and Mr. Megalli
First,

10

agree that the following two enhancements do not apply:

11

any enhancement or reduction for aggravating or mitigating role

12

under Sections 3B1.1 or 3B1.2; and secondly, any enhancement

13

based on Mr. Megalli

14

of a position of public or private trust or use of a special

15

skill in a manner that significantly facilitated the commission

16

or concealment of the offense.

well, any enhancement based on an abuse

17

Finally, the plea agreement recites that there are no

18

other agreements or understandings between the parties that are

19

not reflected in the agreement.

20

BY THE COURT:

21

Q.

22

agreement?

23

A.

Yes.

24

Q.

And you understand that as Mr. Chaiken has already stated,

25

the provisions concerning recommendations that may be made

Mr. Megalli, does that reflect your understanding of your
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1

concerning your sentence are not binding on the Court such that

2

if I choose not to follow some recommendation, you understand

3

that you'll still be bound by your plea of guilty and that

4

would not give you the right to withdraw the plea.

5

A.

6

Q.

7

promise of any kind been made to you to get you to plead

8

guilty?

9

A.

No.

iO

Q.

Other than the plea agreement, has anyone threatened or

11

forced you to plead guilty or told you that if you do not plead

12

guilty, additional charges are going to be brought against you

13

or any other adverse action taken against you?

14

A.

15
16
17
18
19
20
21

. I understand.
Other than what's in this plea agreement, has any other

No.

THE COURT:

Mr. Chaiken, if you would state the

elements of the offense. t"o which the Defendant is pleading.
These are the matters the Government would have to
prove beyond a reasonable doubt at trial.
MR. CHAIKEN:

Your Honor, for the Government to prove

a violation as charged of 18 U.S.C., Section 371, the
.Government would be required to prove beyond a reasonable

22

doubt, first, that two or more persons in some way agreed to

23

try to accomplished a shared and unlawful plan; second, that

24

the Defendant, Mr. Megalli, knew the unlawful purpose of the

25

plan and willfully joined in it; third, that during the
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1

conspiracy one of the conspirators knowingly engaged in at

2

least one overt act as described in the criminal information;

3

and fourth, that the overt act was committed at or about the

4

time alleged and with the purpose of carrying out or

5

accomplishing some object of the conspiracy.
Now, in this case the object of the conspiracy is

6
7

insider trading in violation of Title 15, United States Code,

8

Section 78j {b); 78f, as in Frank, f, as in Frank; and 17 CFR,

9

Section 240.lOb-5.

To prove that violation, the Government

10

would be required to prove beyond a reasonable doubt, first, in

11

connection with the.purchase or sale of securities, the

12

Defendant employed a device, scheme or artifice to defraud, or

13

engaged in an act, practice or course of business that

14

operated, or would operate, as a fraud or deceit upon persons;

15

second, the Defendant acted willfully, knowingly and with the

16

intent to defraud; and third, the Defendant used or caused to

17

be used any means or instrumentalities of transportation or

18

communication in interstate commerce or use of the mails in

19

furtherance of the scheme.

20

Now, to -- and I apologize in advance to Your Honor,

21

but I think to make a full record, it is better to get into

22

there are elements of the object and there are sub-elements

23

within that and I think to make a full record I want to get

24

into.

25

that I just described in an insider trading case, the

In order to satisfy the first two elements of that test
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1

Government is required to prove, first, that the original

2

tipper, in this case Richard Posey, possessed material

3

nonpublic information regarding a publicly traded company;

4

second, the original tipper, Rick Posey, disclosed this

5

information to the intermediate tippee, in this case Eric

6

Martin, who disclosed it to the remote tippee, in this case

7

Mr. Megalli; third, the remote tippee, Mr. Megalli, traded in

8

securities on the basis of the information; and fourth, the

9

original tipper, Rick Posey, breached·a fiduciary duty to the

10

source of the information by disclosing it to the intermediate

11

tippee, and the remote tippee, Mr. Megalli, knew that the

12

original tipper had violated a fiduciary duty by providing the

13

information to the intermediate t�ppee.

14

Now, in the Second Circuit there's currently an issue

15

percolating that's related to some of the insider trading

16

prosecutions up there as to whether there is a fifth element

17

that the remote tippee in Mr. Megalli's position must also know

18

that the original tipper received a personal benefit in

19

exchange for disclosing the information to the intermediate

20

tippee.

21

required.

22

Government_'s position is that as a factual matter -- first, as

23

a legal matter, it's not required.

24

was required, the Government could prove it based on

25

circumstantial evidence that Mr. Megalli knew or consciously

The Government's position is that this element is not
Nevertheless, the parties have discussed it; and the
As a factual matter, if it
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1

avoided the knowledge that Martin was meeting with friends and

2

contacts at Carter's and had friendships with one or more

3

persons at Carter's, his former employer.
Finally, just so the Court is aware, conscious

4
5

avoidance or deliberate ignorance is sufficient to articulate

6

the knowledge and intent elements under this, under the

7

securities fraud statutes that we're discussing.

8

BY THE COURT:

9

Q.

Mr. Megalli, do you understand that those are the elements

10

that would have to be proved to convict you of the charge?

11

A.

I do.
THE COURT:

12

Mr. Chaiken, if you will now review

13

briefly what evidence the Government would expect to produce.

14

And after he does ·this, Mr. Megalli, I'll be asking

15

you if you agree with these facts and if not, where you

16

disagree.

17

in fact, a factual basis for me to accept this plea.

So the purpose of this is to determine if there's,

18

Mr. Chaiken.

19

MR. CHAIKEN:

Yes, Your Honor.

As Mr. Megalli

20

indicated to the Court, he obtained undergraduate law and MBA

21

degrees from Yale University, one of the top universities in

22

the country.

23

before becoming a securities industry professional in around

24

2003 working for several different New York hedge funds.

25

He briefly worked at top law and consulting firms

In August 2009 he accepted a job at a firm known as
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1

Level Global Investors, L.P., which was a multi-billion dollar

2

New York hedge fund.

3

portfolio manager responsible for managing

Mr. Megalli joined Level Global as the

THE COURT REPORtER:

4

Excuse me.

5

just a little, please.

6

MR. CHAIKEN:

7

(Discussion off the record.)

8

MR. CHAIKEN:

9

Would you slow down

I apologize.
Mr. Megalli joined Level Global as the

portfolio manager responsible for managing and making trading

10

decisions on behalf of a multi-million dollar portfolio of

11

securities of public companies in what is known as the consumer

12

sector.

13

other companies in the consumer discretionary space.

14

That would include retail and apparel companies· and
By the time he joined Level Global, Mr. Megalli had

15

successfully completed the New York Bar examination and was

16

admitted to practice law and also completed the Chartered

17

Financial Analyst examination which is a rigorous three-part

18

examination conducted over several years.

19

to as the CFA examination.

20

involves testing and instruction on a wide variety of

21

securities industry compliance issu�s including insider trading

22

and material nonpublic information.

23

It's also referred

And this is significant because it

In addition, as part of his employment at Level

24

Global, Mr. Megalli was required to review and agreed to abide

25

by numerous company policies including the firm's insider
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trading policy which defined and described material nonpublic

2

information in its various forms.

3

been required to do the same thing at the hedge funds that

4

employed him prior to Level Global and was familiar with the

5

rules relating to insider trading.

6

Mr. Megalli would also have

In mid-September 2009, Mr. Megalli caused Level

7

Global to retain an individual named Eric M. Martin to be a

8

paid outside consultant to the firm to advise Mr. Megalli on

9

consumer stocks for $25,000 per quarter through Martin's
That's M, as in Michael,

10

Atlanta-based firm Mellon Advisors.

11

E-L-L-O-N, as in November.

12

Martin was the recently separated former vice president of

13

investigator relations for Carter's, Inc.

14

leading manufacturer of clothing and apparel for babies and

15

young children.

16

in the Northern District of Georgia.

17

with the United States Securities and Exchange Commission, and

18

its stock is listed on the New York Stock Exchange under the

19

ticker symbol CRI.

20

At the time Mr. Megalli knew that
Carter's is a

It is headquartered here in Atlanta, Georgia,
It is also registered

Beginning in September 2009 and continuing through

21

July 2010, Mr. Martin provided Mr. Megalli with material

22

nonpublic information regarding Carter's quarterly and annual

23

financial results and other events in advance of the public

24

disclosure of that information.

25

Carter's earnings per share, also referred to as EPS, forward

The information related to
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guidance, and other confidential internal financial performance

2

information.

3

sell and short Carter's common stock based, in whole or in

4

part, on this material nonpublic information.

5

so knowing or consciously avoiding the knowledge that

6

Mr. Martin was obtaining the information from a Carter's

7

insider in breach of that insider's duties of trust and

8

confidence to Carter's.

9

Mr. Megalli, in turn, caused Level Global to buy,
Mr. Megalli did

Specifically, although Mr. Martin did not identify

10

his source by name, Mr. Megalli knew that Mr. Martin had

11

recently left the company, that he still had contacts at the

12

company, and Mr. Megalli knew or consciously avoided the

·13

knowledge that Mr. Martin was meeting with, speaking with and

14

interacting socially with someone at Carter's who was giving

15

him information.

16

For example, in his initial proposal to Mr. Megalli

17

on September 8th, 2009, regarding a consulting arrangement,

18

Mr. Martin wrote in an email to Mr. Megalli that Mellon

19

Advisors would give Level Global notes and research based on a

20

variety of methods, including executive one-on-ones.

21

On September 30th, 2009, Martin sent two emails to

22

Mr. Megalli regarding an upcoming meeting or dinner with

23

someone at Carter's.

24

with CRI tomorrow.

25

Fri, for Friday, for my update on CRI and others after my

The first email stated:
The second email stated:

We'll be meeting
We'll call you
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Mr. Martin and Mr. Megalli then had an

1

dinner meetings.

2

approximately 13-minute phone conversation on Friday,

3

October 2nd, 2009, as Mr. Martin had promised.

4

Similarly, on February 22nd; 2010, Mr. Martin sent an

5

email to Mr. Megalli requesting a call noting, quote, Got plus

6

update on Atlanta on our pending question which I did not think

7

that I would get, close quote.

8

Mr. Megalli periodically requesting a call-back noting in the

9

email.that he had a positive update on Carter's or other update

Mr. Martin would email

10

regarding Carter's, particularly as the dates of Carter's

11

quarterly or annual earnings releases approached.

12

While Mr. Megalli did not know the insider's

13

identity, the evidence at trial would establish that Mr. Martin

14

was actually obtaining this material nonpublic information from

15

a Carter's employee Richard T. Posey.

16

was employed as a vice president of operations for Carter's,

17

and he was employed by Carter's between -- from about July 2002

18

until his termination in January 2013 and worked out of

19

Carter's corporate headquarters in Atlanta.

20

Mr. Posey at that time

Mr. Posey and Mr. Martin had developed a per$onal and

21

professional relationship while Mr. Martin was still employed

22

at Carter's between January 2003 and March 2009.

23

relationship included travel, golf outings, lunches and other

24

work and social events; and it continued after Martin's

25

separation from Carter's and while Mr. Posey remained employed

This personal
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1

at Carter's.
In connection with his employment at Carter's,

2
3

Mr. Posey had signed and agreed by various -- agreed to abide

4

by various company policies requiring hi� to protect

5

confidential information that had been entrusted to him by the

6

company and prohibiting him from misusing confidential inside

7

information for the benefit of himself or any other person,

8

including a nondisclosure agreement, code of business ethics,

9

conflict of interest policy and insider trading policy.

In

10

addition, this information was treated by the company as highly

11

confidential.

12

password protected, documents discussing it were stamped

13

confidential, and it was subject to limited dissemination

14

within the company.

Conference calls in �hich it was discussed were

Mr. Posey disclosed the information to Mr. Martin

15
16

over the phone, by text message, over drinks, and on the golf

17

course.

18

·about other public companies to which Mr. Martin had access,

19

future networking opportunities, friendship and other tangible

20

and intangible benefits.

21

And he did so in exchange for reciprocal stock tips

To give the Court an example of information provided

22

to Mr. Megalli, Mr. Posey tipped Mr. Martin and Mr. Martin

23

tipped Mr. Megalli and others in advance of Carter's

24

October 27th, 2009, announcement that it was conducting an

25

internal investigation into accounting irregularities and would
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be delaying its earnings release for the third quarter of 2009

2

which was scheduled for October 27, 2009.

3

After business hours on October 22nd, 2009, Mr. Posey

4

and Mr. Martin had an in-person meeting over drinks in Atlanta

5

during which Mr. Posey disclosed inside information about the

6

investigation and earnings delay to Mr. Martin.

7

meeting ended, Mr. Martin placed a telephone call to a former

8

Wall Street equity research analyst previously identified as

9

Cooperator Number 1 during which Mr. Martin passed on the

As soort as the

Martin asked

10

information that he had received from Mr. Posey.

11

Cooperator Number 1 to wait to trade on the information until

12

Martin could warn his clients.

13

The next morning at 9:42 a.m. on Friday,

14

October 23rd, 2009, Mr. Martin sold his entire position in

15

Carter's stock, over 35,000 shares valued at approximately

16

$1 million.

17

2009, Mr. Martin placed a seven-minute call to Mr. Megalli

18

during which Mr. Martin disclosed inside information about the

19

investigation to Mr. Megalli.

20

call, Mr. Megalli sent an instant message _to Level Global's

21

head of trading in which Mr. Megalli ordered the liquidation of

22

Level Global's entire position in Carter's stock which at that

23

time was 300,000 shares valued at nearly $9 million.

24
25

Later that morning at 11:23 a.m. on October 23rd,

Less than two minutes into the

The next trading day, Monday, October 26th,
Cooperator Number 1 placed a 12-minute phone call to
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Immediately after the call ended, Cooperator

1

Mr. Martin.

2

Number 1 sold his entire position in Carter's stock, 15,000

3

shares valued at over $400,000, and bought November 30th

4

put options, correctly betting on Carter's stock ·price to

5

decline significantly.
The next morning, Tuesday, October 27th, 2009,

6
7

Carter's shocked the market with news of its internal

8

investigation and earnings delay; and its stock price fell over

9

20 percent in one day.

The internal investigation ultimately

10

resulted in a multi-year financial restatement by Carter's,

11

criminal indictments of two of its former top executives for

12

securities fraud and related crimes, and three SEC enforcement

13

actions.

14

The Government does not contend that Mr. Megalli knew

15

about all of these other tippees and their trading and calls to

16

them, but these facts are offered to provide a full picture of

17

the facts as the Government would expect them to be presented

18

at trial.

19

Finally, the Government is unaware of any evidence

20

that Mr. Megalli traded personally for himself in his own

21

accounts based on this information, but his bonus compensation

22

at Level Global was linked to the performance of the consumer

23

sector portfolio.

24

for the possibility of better compensation.

25

BY THE COURT:

In other words, he traded for the firm and
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Mr. Megalli, that's a lot of information, and I'm going to

1

Q.

2

ask you-not necessarily to go through everything that's been

3

stated here.

4

that you had knowledge of everything that's said theie.

5

what I want to focus on was your particular role in this, your

6

relationships with Mr. Martin, your knowledge of what was g�ing

7

on, based on your background the likelihood that you knew that

8

insider information was being passed to you.

9

matters, the representations that have been made by Mr. Chaiken

As Mr. Chaiken has stated, he doesn't suggest

As to those

10

in terms of his evidence, with what part of that do you

11

disagree, if any?

12

A.

13

said.

I mostly agree factually with pretty much everything he
I'd like to make a couple of distinctions, if I may.
He stated I met Mr. Martin in mid-2009.

14

But

I was introduced

15

to him towards the end of August right after I started at Level

16

Global, and I retained him in September.

17

happened in October which Mr. Chaiken outlined was just a few

18

weeks after I had met him.

19

The main trade that

My understanding is, just to try to provide some context,·

..

\

20

the cooperator that he mentioned and some of the other tippees

21

had known Eric Martin for many, many years.

22

to draw that distinction that this was someone I had just been

23

introduced to.

24

Q.

Right.

25

A.

Just as a very small factual correction.

And I just wanted
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The only other real thing I guess --

1

MR. MONNIN:

2

Judge, just quickly, I think what's

3

going to be very helpful for the record is for Mr. Megalli to

4

really focus in on what his intent and knowledge was in

5

relation to the October 23rd and October 26th trades.

6

Court pointed out and as Mr. Chaiken very fairly pointed out,

7

really what we're talking aoo·ut here is an overall conspiracy.

8

But what's important for the Court to accept Mr. Megalli's

9

guilty plea is I think for Mr. Megalli to just tell the Court

10

in his own words what happened on the 23rd, what happened on

11

the 26th, what he heard from Mr. Martin, why he traded.

As the

12

And Judge, I t�ink what we're going to get to is that

13

Mr. Megalli is going to say, Look, he gave me information which

14

was confirmatory of the decision to .trade and trade a

15

significant position.

16

$9

17

information was not quite as concrete as what the Government

18

would contend, but I consciously avoided stepping over that

19

threshold and saying to Mr. Martin where did it come from,

20

because he's a securities professional and he's not asking

21

those questions for a reason.

It's 300,000 shares valued at

million, that's absolutely correct; but the nature of the

22

So I'll let him address that.

23

THE COURT:

24

THE DEFENDANT:

25

Okay.
Right.

So I have been advised not to

get too much into the factual elements.

So I want to be
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1

respectful of the Court, and I don't want to minimize my own

2

culpability here and I take full responsibility for everything

3

going on.

So we'll put that as a preface.

4

But just for the record, it was very important for me

5

that the Government included language on conscious avoidance in

6

the charging instrument.

7

guilty had they not done that because I was not willing to say

8

that Eric Martin had given me a specific tip-off about the fact

9

that there was going to be an accounting fraud or an earnings

10

delay.

11

accounting delay on the morning of October 27th with everyone

12

else in the world, and I've stated as such from day one.

13

He never

I would not have been here pleading

he did not do that.

I found out about the

However, when he did call me on October 23rd, I did
The stocks had recently risen

14

have 300,000 s�ares of Carter's.

15

from 25 to $29 which had been my price target which I wrote up

16

in September.

17

350,000, and so I had already started selling the position when

18

he called me.

19

remember, and these may not be the exact words, but the basic I

20

think what was conveyed on that call was he said to me, Hey, do

21

you still own stock in Carter's?

22

I've been selling it.

23

or a bad idea?

24

be a good idea to sell it.

25

-I had started to liquidate a position that was
And he specifically said to me, as bes.t I can

And I said to him, Yes, but

What do you think?

Is that a good idea

And he indicated to me that he thought it would

He did not talk about accounting delay.

As
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1

Mr. Chaiken pointed out, we were on the phone for less than two

2

minutes before the trade was entered in; and we certainly

3

didn't talk about vendor markdown and accommodations.

4

later I found it was Kohl's, and lots of the details that came

5

out later.

6

not discuss on that call.

And

Specifically, though, the accounting problem we did
What I'm pleading guilty here today to is the

7
8

conscious.avoidance.

When he said to me, Yes, good idea, sell

9

the stock, that was a change from his prior opinion.

And I

10

did -- I should have probed and asked more questions about why

11

are you telling me this, what are you basing this on.

12

know he had worked at the company before.

13

mistake and I'm going to be paying the consequences for that

14

mistake for the rest of my life, and I apologize to the Court

15

for that.

16

And that was a

But I just wanted to set the record straight.
MR. MONNIN:

Tell Judge Story about the significance

17

of Mr. Martin to the decision to trade.

18

anyone else about Carter's?

19

I did

THE DEFENDANT:

Were you talking to

The call with Eric Martin I would

20

characterize as a catalyst to continue selling stock.

21

decision to buy and sell stock in Carter's was based on many

22

other factors which we've gone into great lengths with the

23

Government, and I think they're aware of our position in terms

24

of lots of the buying and selling indicators from other

25

sell-side research.

The

But he was certainly, given, obviously,
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1

the timing of the trade, a catalyst for me to continue selling

2

stock.
THE COURT:

3
4

Well, and actually to liquidate

completely in one fell swoop is essentially what you did.
THE DEFENDANT:

5

Yeah.

I, you know, if I'm being

6

honest, we often liquidate positions in front of earnings

7

events.

8

liquidating a position.

9

enormous sum of money.

There was not anything that unusual really about
And a $9 million position is an
But to put it in context, Level Global

10

was a three-and-a-half billion dollar fund, and this was a very

11

small position relative to some of the much larger positions

12

that we had at Level Global.

13

percent of the assets of Level.

14

It was never more than one

So it was not -- I think my understanding is at one

15

point Eric Martin characterized this as some huge enormous

16

position that never would have been established had it not been

17

for the inside information, and that is a mischaracterization.

18

THE COURT:

And you certainly had reason to believe,

19

based on his having left the company, that he continued to have

20

relationships within the company.

21

THE DEFENDANT:

Sure, yeah.

I mean, I've left

22

companies before and you do keep in touch with people there,

23

and I assumed he probably did; although I would also like to

24

just point out I never heard the name Richard Posey or that

25

there was a V.P. of operation of anything sp�cific like that
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1

until after Mr. Posey pled guilty.
MR. MONNIN:

2
3

necessary.

4

showing.

And, Judge, we don't contend that that's

That's not part of the Government's required
THE DEFENDANT:

5

And let me reiterate I'm not trying

6

to minimize my culpability here.

7

accurate.
MR. CHAIKEN:

8
9

already, Your Honor.

I'm just trying to be

And let me -- I've spoken too much
But just as to add a nuance to this, the

10

Government does not contest Mr. Megalli's factual proffer that

11

he did not have any personal relationship with Eric Martin or

12

profes�ional relationship really with him before September

13

2009.

14

However, the evidence at trial would prove that

15

Mr. Martin, while the head of investor relations at Carter's,

16

had many meetings scheduled with Mr. Megalli over the years

17

while Mr. Megalli was working for various companies, including

18

the previous hedge funds that he was employed at.

19

what's important for us is not that they had a personal

20

relationship prior to September 2009 but that Mr. Megalli was

21

well aware of who Mr. Martin was at that time and where he had

22

worked.

23

THE COURT:

24

faces for the offense?

25

MR. CHAIKEN:

And so

What are the potential penalties that he
Your Honor, the maximum term of
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There is no mandatory minimum term

1

imprisonment is five years.

2

of imprisonment.

3

three years. · The maximum fine is $250,000.

4

impose full restitution to all victims of the offense and

5

relevant conduct.

6

$100 and forfeiture of any and all proceeds from the commission

7

of the offense.

8

BY THE COURT:

9

Q.

The maximum term of supervised release is
The Court may

There's a mandatory special assessment of

You understand that those are the potential penalties for

10

this offense.

11

A.

I do.

12

Q.

And you understand that in deciding what sentence to

13

actually impose, one of the factors I will consider will be the

14

sentencing guidelines.

15

agreement on how some of those guidelines should be·applied.

16

A.

Yes.

17

Q.

And you understand, however, that those guidelines are no

18

longer mandatory and I have the authority to impose a sentence

19

that's greater or less than what the guidelines call for.

20

A.

I do.

21

Q.

Also in your plea agreement you have agreed to waive

22

certain rights of review.

23

these rights as an attorney probably anyway, but I need to

24

advise you of these on the record.

25

You and the Government have reached

Let me very briefly -- you know

As a defendant in a criminal case in federal court, you
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1

would typically have the right to file �-direct appeal

2

immediately after your conviction and sentence in which you

3

could raise any errors that you believe had been committed by

4

the Court to be reviewed by the Court of Appeals.

5

would have the right at a subsequent time to file a 2255

6

motion, petition for writ of habeas corpus in which you could

7

challenge the legality of your conviction and sentence.

8

are the opportunities that a defendant has to have his case

9

reviewed unless he gives those rights up.

You also

Those

In your plea agreement you've given up those rights

10

One

11

essentially except for two very limited circumstances.

12

would be if I gave you a sentence greater than what the

13

guidelines call for.

14

filed an appeal for some reason.

15

circumstances, you essentially will be bound by whatever

16

decision I make without any opportunity for any other court or

17

judge to review those decisions.

18

A.

19

The other would be if the Government
But except for those two

Do yo� understand that?

I do, sir.
THE COURT:

And Mr. Monnin, have you discussed that

20

with your client such that you're comfortable that he

21

understands the waiver?

22

MR. MONNIN:

Yes, sir.

23

BY THE COURT:

24

Q.

25

supervision that would come after any period of incarceration.

You understand that supervised release is a period of
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1

It would include rules governing your conduct that if you

2

violated could result in additional period of incarceration.

3

A.

I do.

4

Q.

You understand that you'll be required to pay a special

5

assessment of a hundred dollars.

6

A.

(Nods head affirmatively.)

7

Q.

Is there anything we've talked about that you do not feel

8

you fully understand?

9

A.

No.

10

Q.

Do you feel that you have had a sufficient opportunity to

11

discuss your case with Mr. Monnin and to have him advise you

12

concerning the entry of this plea before entering it here

13

today?

14

A.

Yes.

15

Q.

Are you satisfied with the representation he's provided to

16

you?

17

A.

18

Extremely satisfied.
THE COURT:

Mr. Chaiken, do you feel that you've had

19

a -- I'm sorry.

20

say you just took me out of my game here.

21

you've had a sufficient opportunity to investigate your

22

client's case and advise him concerning the entry of the plea?

23

Mr. Monnin, do you· feel that -- I was going to

MR. MONNIN:

Yes, sir.

Do you feel that

The Government has been very

24

forthcoming in providing its evidence and allowing us more than

25

ample opportunity to present factual and legal challenges, and
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1

it's been a very fair process.

2

THE COURT:

3

accept this plea?

4

MR. MONNIN:

5

THE COURT:

6

Are you aware of any reason I should not
No, sir.
Anything else you want me to address with

your client on the record today?
MR. MONNIN:

7

No, sir.

The Government was very fair

8

in stating the intent elements and the legal elements with

9

which we agree, and Mr. Megalli was able to address those in

10

his allocution.
THE COURT:

11
12

Court to address on the record today?

13
14
15

Mr. Chaiken, anything else you wish the

MR. CHAIKEN:

Not for the Government, Your Honor.

Thank you.
THE COURT:

All right.

I do find that the Defendant
I

16

understands these charges and the consequences of his plea.

17

find that the plea has a factual basis, that it's free of any

18

coercive influence of any kind.

19

promises made to the Defendant except those set out in the plea

20

agreement, so I find that the plea is freely and voluntarily

21

entered and order that the plea be accepted.

22
23
24
25

I find there have been no

You're hereby adjudged guilty of the charge contained
in the criminal information.
The Court will set the matter for sentencing when we
receive the presentence report.

Mr. Goss will contact counsel
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1

and arrange a sentencing at that time.
Any objection from the Government to the Defendant

2
3

remaining on bond pending sentencing?
No objection.

MR. CHAIKEN:

4

However, he is not on

Actually, pretrial services recommended no supervision,

5

bond.

6

and he's -- the Court has ordered that he surrender a United

7

States and Egyptian passport, and the $10,000 signature bond;

8

and the Government will recommend that those, that order remain

9

in effect and unchanged.

10

THE COURT:

Very well.

Subject to those terms, you

11

will be permitted to remain free and just to report back at the

12

time of sentencing.

13
14

MR. CHAIKEN:

I'm sorry, Your Honor.

thing that if I could address Mr. Monnin for a second.

15

THE COURT:

16

(Discussion off the record.)

17
18
19

There was one

·THE COURT:
we're adjourned.

Yes.
All right if there's nothing further,

Thank you.

(Proceedings concluded.)

20
21
22
23
24

25
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1

(Tuesday, July 8, 2014, 2:35 p.m.)

2

THE COURTROOM DEPUTY:

3

Court calls the case of United

States versus Mark Megalli, Criminal Number l:13-CR-442.
THE COURT:

4

All �ight, we are here for purposes of

5

sentencing and the Court has received the presentence report,

6

as well as submissions from the parties.

7

Based upon the presentence report, to which there are

8

no objections, the probation officer found that the defendant

9

was at a total offense level of 23 with a criminal history

10

category of I, which places him at a 4-6- to 57-month custody

11

guideline range.

12

downward variance, which the Court will approv�, which would

13

place the defendant at a 22 offense level with a criminal

14

history category of I and a 41- to 51-month custody guideline

15

range after that variance.

16

The government has requested a one-level

·I suppose we should first address, though we've been

17

around this several times, the restitution issue.

The Court

18

would be inclined to order the defendant to be responsible for

19

restitution to Carter's in the amount of $50,000.
If anyone wishes to be heard on that further I will

20
21

give you the opportunity now but otherwise that would be a part

22

of the sentence.

MR. CHAIKEN:

·23
24
25

Anything from the government?
Nothing for the government, Your Honor,

thank you.
THE COURT:

Anything from the defense?
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1

MR. MONNIN:

Judge, the only thing I would say is

2

he's actually already deposited the $50,000.

3

with the treasury of the court and we would suggest that's an

4

additional mitigating factor that we have here.

5
6

THE COURT:

Very well.

It's on deposit

All right, then let's address

the 3553 factors.

7

MR. CHAIKEN:

8

Your Honor spoke earlier about the difficulty in

9

sentencing Mr. Posey because of the Court's view that, you

10

Thank you, Your Honor.

know, he's one of us.

11

Well, this sentencing and this defendant is, I think

12

of all the three, is the most heartbreaking.

13·

is or could be one of us.

14

Mr. Megalli truly

He went to the same law school that a prosecutor in

15

our office went to, was a classmate of his.

16

with people that -- lawyers that we know.

17

children.

18

that several prosecutors in our office worked at.

19

heartbreaking and tragic, I think.

20

He went to college
He has young

He worked at the same law firm as a summer associate
It is

At the same time, of these three defendants it's

21

clear that Mr. Megalli is the smartest guy in the room.

22

three of them he's the one with the most experience in this

23

industry, the most sophisticated, the most intelligent, the one

24

who knew better to a far greater extent than the other two.

25

Of the

It's also his trading, liquidating an approximately
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1

$9 million position on the eve of Carter's earnings release, I

2

don't know how FINRA collects its information but I suspect

3

that this is one of the major reasons this entire investigation

4

ever started.
There's, you know, and there's counterbalancing

5
6

factors, including the fact that Mr. Megalli, like Mr. Posey,

7

agreed to waive formal indictment and come in and come clean

8

and plead guilty to a -criminal information.

9

pay his restitution amount even before it was ordered by the

He even agreed to

10

Court.

11

responsibility ana attempting to make amends for his

12

misconduct.

That's tremendous demonstration of acceptance of

13

The major distinguishing -- there's two major

14

distinguishing

15

point out· that to the extent that the Court believes this

16

factor is relevant, as it mentioned with the sentencing of

17

Mr. Posey, I don't believe that there has been any resolution

18

·of the SEC

parallel SEC enforcement action yet as to

19

Mr. Megalli.

I'm not suggesting that he won't be able to

20

amicably resolve that but, nevertheless, it's still pending.

21
22
23

well, before I get to those, I did want to

There are two major distinguishing factors that I
think the Court should consider as to Mr. Megalli.
The first and probably the most important is that he

24

did not cooperate.

25

assistance to the government and I think that was part of the

The other defendants provided substantial
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1

Court's calculus in varying downward to such a great degree.

2

Mr. Megalli did not do that.

3

On the other side is the fact that I think

4

Mr. Megalli rightly points out that he did not profit

5

personally in a direct and tangible way from the misconduct.

6

Mr. Posey traded in company stock during blackout periods for

7

years.

8

lot of money to people.

9

the salary that Posey made and the fact that it's not a very

10

Maybe it's only thirty, forty, $50,000, but that's a
It's also a lot of money considering

diversified investment strategy.

11

Mr. Martin, of course, traded repeatedly for years pn

12

inside info_rmation, including while he was at the company, and

13

he made hundreds of thousands of dollars doing that.
Mr. Megalli did not benefit in that kind of a way.

14
15

He benefited through increased status.

16

performer at his firm; he was a new employee at the firm.

17

I'm sure he regrets every second that he ever dealt with Eric

18

Martin because it's certainly not worth it.

19

He wanted to be a top
And

That being said, as we pointed out in our papers,

20

there's a problem with excusing tippers whose tips result in

21

outsize profits, or traders at firms whose insider trading

22

results in outsize profits to the firm but do not belong to

23

them.

24

value there is to not sort of excusing or immunizing those

25

sorts of traders or tippers against the consequences of what

And the Court needs to consider what, if any, deterrent
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1

they've done.
We are somewhat hamstrung.

2

We're obviously very

3

cognizant of what the Court has done so far today, but,

4

nevertheless, we are authorized only to recommend a sentence at

5

the low end of the guidelines, which I believe is 41 months in

6

this case, and we believe that is a reasonable sentence.

7

the Court is inclined to go lower than that we think 24 months

8

would be an absolute basement for that in light of the fact

9

that -- given all of the facts and circumstances of the

10

offense.

If

Thank you, Your Honor.

11

THE COURT:

12

MR. MONNIN:

Thank you.
Thank you, Judge.

I do have some

13

witnesses.

14

Mr. Chaiken had raised and I want to thank him for his

15

professionalism, thank him for his statements and sentiments to

16

the Court.

17

I just wanted to address one point briefly that

This has been an involved process.

18

know, has taken a look at our submissions.

19

lengthy.

20

read and wrestled with all of them.

21

The Court, I
I know they're

I know that they're involved and I know the Court has
The one point that I want to make before I start

22

bringing witnesses up here is that the SEC settlement is

23

absolutely coming, Judge.

24

Mr. Huddleston, who is still here in the courtroom, and said in

25

light of my client's sentencing memorandum, which as succinctly

In fact, I spoke with
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1

as possible says he did it, I mean in relation to the October

2

2009 trades, you were here for purposes of that Rule 11

3

colloquy, and my client said, yeah, absolutely, I traded and

4

I'm a securities prpfessional and I knew that the information

5

that I was getting, that there were issues with it and I

6

probably should have stepped across that threshold and pursued

7

things further at that point, I'm just too intelligent of a

8

person, you know, there's a lot of money that was at stake, not

9

to have done that.

10

Conscious avoidance, Judge, is equally as culpable as

11

actual knowledge but I'm here to tell you that we also have

12

actual knowledge in this case.

13

had many conversations with the government about this -- that

14

if exhibits appeared on the screen that are consistent with

15

what we see in the PSR in terms of after-hours instant

16

messaging, electronic mail, that on its face bespeaks inside

17

information and the passage of inside information, there really

18

isn't a defense to that.

19

what I've tried to expiain to the Court in terms of our PSR

20

objections, but there's not a liability defense to it.

21

I do not dispute -- and I've

There's mitigation with it, which is

And the point that I'm trying to make there is that

22

because there's no liability defense to it and because we're on

23

record in a plea hearing, because we're on record in a

24

sentencing memorandum, my client is out of this industry,

25

Judge, you know that.
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1

We're going to work through a settlement with the SEC

2

that is going to involve permanent debarment from the industry.

3

This is an industry that my client has worked in for,

4

effectively, his adult life, Judge.

5

And the other component of this, and again I know

6

that I'm going to be calling witnesses up here and then I'll

7

briefly. cap things off because I know that the Court has made

8

some decisions already today about things, the other part of

9

this is that disgorgement with the SEC is absolutely a huge

10

liability factor for my client and, Judge, that's as recently

11

as 2014.

12

The state of the law prior to the Second Circuit

13

returning a decision called SEC v. Contorinis was that where

14

you have an individual trader who uses institutional trading

15

accounts to trade there is an argument there that disgorgement

16

goes only so far as the individual trader's personal gain.

17

you've seen what our position is with respect to personal gain.

18

His variable compensation was based on a percentage of Level

19

Global's incentive fees, and I've laid that out for the court.

20

Literally on the day that we were presenting that

21

type of argument to Mr. Huddleston and Graham Loomis- at the

22

SEC, the Second Circuit came back with SEC v. Contorinis and

23

said an individual trader can be liable in disgorgement for

24

institutional gain.

25

And, Judge, the important consideration there, and

And
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1

why I'm going to be asking for leniency as a result of that, is

2

that we fully intend to litigate that issue, I don't want the

3

Court not to understand that, and that issue is going to be in

4

front of Judge Totenberg.

5

establishes that it could be likely that Mr. Megalli is facing

6

economic liability in disgorgement of $3.17 million.

7

way that the SEC is able to collect on disgorgement is through

8

contempt.

9

that the burden is entirely on us to basically disprove

But the Second Circuit opinion
And the

I

It's an equitable remedy.

So what we're facing is

10

disgorgement liability and then we're facing a contempt remedy

11

when we're dealing with that.

12

So I think as you're factoring in to your decision

13

process where Mr. Megalli should end up, that should be a

14

significant -component of this.

15

of deterrence here.

16

moment but I just wanted to let the Court know that we are

17

going to be settling with the SEC, we will be litigating

18

disgorgement.

19

fairly quickly here.

20

Jail is not the be-all, end-all

And as I mentioned, I'll sum that up in a

I suspect that that is going to be happening

With that, I just would like to recognize, I believe

21

that most, other than ·the Carter's personnel and a few folks

22

from, I believe, your staff, Judge, and the U.S. Attorney's

23

Office, everyone else here on Mr. Megalli's side of the

24

courtroom are friends and family of Mr. Megalli's and they

25

actually flew down here.

The vast majority of them came down
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1

from New York of their own volition and on their own dime to

2

support Mr. Megalli through this process and they've been very

3

supportive of him throughout.

4

He's a remarkable person and he has generated an

5

exceptional amount of love and affection from people who are

6

incredibly supportive of him and who will continue to support

7

him after this process is done.

8
9

So with that said, I would like to call his mom,
Mrs. Viviane Megalli.
Your Honor, may I make one point -

10

MR. CHAIKEN:

11

THE COURT:

12

MR. CHAIKEN:

13

We had discussed with respect to Mr. Martin and

Yes.
before we start with the witnesses?

14

Mr. Posey the "why" factor.

15

they have loving, supportive families and children and parents,

16

and I think that same consideration would apply with

17

Mr. Megalli with one caveat.

18

They draw comfortable salaries,

Mr. Megalli did not cooperate in this case.

But I

19

suspect that if he ever did he would tell us -- and this is

20

based on what I've seen, what has been publicly reported

21

suspect that he would tell us that there is tremendous pressure

22

to succeed in the busines� in which he was involved and to get

23

any edge that you can and in fact that some believe it is your

24

duty to your clients to do the best you can for them.

25

that may be one piece that sort of mitigates his culpability as

I

And so
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1

compared to Mr. Megalli -- I'm sorry, Mr. Martin and Mr. Posey.

2

THE COURT:

3

Yes, ma'am, come on up, ma'am.

4

Thank you.
If you will just

state your name and then you may make your statement.

5

VIVIANE MEGALLI:

6

Your Honor, I stand in front of you as a mother that

7

is hurting, helpless, and begging for your mercy.

8
9

I'm Viviane Megalli.

Mark is a gre�t person.

He is actually an amazing

person who would never hurt anyone.

He always made us very

10

p�oud.

He worked very hard through his whole life, as a

11

faithful husband and as a wonderful, wonderful father.

12

always tried to help others and he's a perfect combination of

13

brilliance, kindness, and generosity.

14

THE COURT:

15

VIVIANE MEGALLI:

16
17

He's

I apologize for my --

It's okay.
He took a misstep which he paid

dearly for, losing everything he loves, absolutely loves.
Both my husband and I always lived by the rule of

18

_honesty and integrity.

19

make sure to tell them honesty, integrity, and kindness is the

20

most important thing in a person's character and I know they

21

live by that truth.

22

The kids were very young, we always

We were living the American dream.

23

this country in 1968.

24

a lieutenant colonel in the U.S. Army.

25

children and wonderful grandchildren.

We immigrated to

We all worked very hard.

My _husban� was

We had wonderful
I have four
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grandchildren, two from each of my sons.
It

Last year has been a disaster for all of us.

2

3

started with Mark losing his job, being humiliated in a way

4

that is really almost inhumane.
He had his passport confiscated.

5

and she lives in Egypt

6
7
8

And I know God is not going to let me down.

9

I pray

10

every day for strength to be able to cope with this very hard

11

period in our lives.

12

adore my grandchildren.

13

these

14

thing and we would like to be able to turn the page and end

15

this nightmare.

16

my emotion.

Thank you for hearing me out and I'm sorry for

THE COURT:

18

MR. MONNIN:

20

Please don't impose a sentence on
May God guide you to do the right

17
19

I love my husband, I love my sons, and I

It's quite all right.

Thank you.

Judge, next is Dr. Mike Megalli, who is

Mark's father.
DR. MEGALLI:

Your Honor, after hearing you speak in

21

the last two cases I was sitting through, I don't think that

22

anything I'm going to say -- you said it better than I can say

23

it about the children and grandchildren.

24

tell you, that we came here 46 years ago and it's been a

25

wonderful experience.

Only thing I want to

It was absolutely the American dream in
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1

every which way.

2

We were blessed with two great boys and we had
it's very simple, not just education, moral

3

basically

4

education and civic service.

5

You have to, you know, not just to be educated, but honesty,

6

integrity and kindness.

7

people what you like them to do to you, period, since they were

8

five years old and that was basically what we told them all the

9

time.

It was always those three things.

And I used to tell them you do to

So this was the model that we went with all our lives.
As for civic service, I don't want to keep listing

10
11

the things, you have letters from everywhere where Mark has

12

done, you know, all kind of things in his life.

13

brother is no less than him, he was the head of the committee

14

service in Andover and got an award from Brown University for

15

community service.

16

also volunteer for the police department in Rye, New York for

17

years.

18

And his

We've been always -- and was, humbly, I was

As for the life got shattered and not any different

19

than the other two people, it's a horrendous thing to happen to

20

-anybody.

21

M.B.A. and went into healthcare management and ironically my

22

job was mostly have to do with quality assurance and corporate

23

compliance.

24
25

And I mean after I practice for 14 years I took an

So for 25 years I worked with the Catholic Health
System and its affiliated hospitals in New York.

I didn't care
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about making a lot of money in practice because I wanted to

2

have my time with my family.

3

or sisters, nor my wife.

4

was nobody else.

We have no -� I have no brothers

So our boys were our family; there

5

And I only just, you know, keep repeating.

6

happened to be, and you can tell from all the letters you got

7

and from all these wonderful people that flew all the way from

8

New York and different places to support him, he is the most

9

kind, the most honest, the most peaceful, nonconfrontation,

Mark

10

which I think personally might even be a negative to be

11

nonconfrontational and not to fight but that's different story.

12

Jenifer, his lovely wife who was his classmate at

13

Yale, now had to take the children and Mark and moved to New

14

Orleans.

She might probably speak to that herself.

15

and

But the

, I can't imagine them not having

16

their father around because it is just a close-knit family,

17

like I'm sure almost everybody.
I just hope that you find that with a smart guy like

18
19

this community service probably help society a lot more than

20

incarceration, but that's up to you, Your Honor, and I leave it

21

in your hand.

Thank you.

22

THE COURT:

23

MR. MONNIN:

24
25

Thank you.
Judge, this is Michael Megalli, Mark's

brother.
MICHAEL MEGALLI:

Hello.
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THE COURT:

2

MICHAEL MEGALLI:

3

Good afternoon.
Good afternoon.

Thank you for the

opportunity to speak to Your Honor.
Mark is my younger brother and my best friend.

4

I

5

know him better than I know anyone in the world.

6

impossible to believe that I'm here today on his behalf just

7

knowing what I know about him and the code with which he's

8

conducted himself throughout his entire life.

It's almost

You know, while we're here in this court today for

9
10

Mark to be judged, no one is a tougher judge on Mark than he is

11

on himself.

12

push themselves harder or to hold themselves to a higher

13

standard.

14

watching him as he's grappled with the situation that is so

15

difficult, I can only imagine.

16

I've never known anyone to hold themselves -- to
But I've also learned some things about Mark

And, you know, one of the things I thi_nk is just the

17

bravery with which he's handled himself and I think he's had

18

the courage to own up to the situation the way that I

19

personally found inspirational.

20

Another is the incredible lack of self-pity or guile.

21

I mean, this has never been about Mark or feeling sorry for

22

himself or, you know, blaming others.

23

responsibility for it and I think his only consideration

24

throughout the entire process has been the continuity of

25

raising his children.

He's taken full
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The other thing that I think for all of us has been

1
2

such a blessing has been the outpouring of support.

3

the kind of person who -- there are dozens of people from every

4

chapter of his life who have come out and supported him and

5

supported our family and I think withoµt them this would have

6

been that much harder, but it also would have been, you know,

7

we might have been able to tell ourselves that it was just our

8

own bias as a family that, you know, hold him up as such an

9

extraordinary person.
That's basically all I have to say.

10
11

Thank you for

the opportunity to speak.

12

THE COURT:

13

MR. MONNIN:

14

Mark's mother-in-law.

Thank you.
Your Honor, next is Nell Wells, who is

15

MS. WELLS:

Good afternoon.

16

THE COURT:

Good afternoon.

17

MS. WELLS:

I'm Nell Wells.

18

Mark is.

I live in Columbus,

Georgia, and Mark is my son-in-law�
We've known Mark for at least 15 years and we are so

19
20

proud of him.

21

children.

22

way for Mark to get out of this to get on with his life and we

23

just know that there's a reason for this and we just pray for

24

justice.

25

We think as much of him as we do our own

And we just pray to the Lord that there will be a

Thank you so much.
THE COURT:

Thank you.
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MR. MONNIN:

1
2

Your Honor, last is Jenifer Megalli, who

is Mark's wife.
JENIFER MEGALLI:

3

Your Honor, first I just wanted to

4

say quickly thank you so much to my family and all of our

5

friends for being here with Mark today and supporting us and to

6

my cousins who are keeping the girls.

7

I've known Mark for almost 24 years and we've been

8

married for 14 years. · As a husband and a father and a best

9

friend he is gentle, truthful, supportive, dedicated and very

10

loyal and I love him so much.

11

which in many ways has put the very fabric of our family in

12

jeopardy.

13

We are faced with this crisis

But most of all I am proud of the way Mark has

14

handled it".

15

and setting such a good example by being honest about the

16

mistakes he has made and sincere about the remorse he feels.

17

He's been so brave and so strong for us, for me,

The consequences of his mistakes for our lives have

18

been very real for the last two years going through this and

19

will continue to be.

20

mean that Mark can't work in his chosen field.

21

The practical implications, as you know,

Meanwhile I have been

for a while

22

now and I -- Mark has been taking care of our girls full-time

23

recently so that I can go back to school to complete my

24

master's degree so that r can go back to work and support us

25

financially going forward.

Pursuing this is a big change for
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us and requires a tremendous amount of hours per week, like 75

2

or 80 hours a week, and there's no way I could do it without

3

him.

4

from us during this time would be extremely punishing for me

5 ·

and for our daughters.

He's been so support�ve.

Taking him away from me and

6

Finally, I just want you to consider Mark's character

7

and the many ways that he can continue to do good in the world.

8

I can't imagine that we will ever really move on from this

9

experience but please consider Mark's talents.and intelligence

10

and kindness and give him the chance to remain with us and

11

prove himself.

12

My children and I and our whole family can bear

13

witness to his admission of guilt and his acceptance of the

14

consequences, his respect for the law, which is very strong,

15

his remorse at his wrongdoing, and most of all his

16

determination to make better choices in the future.

17

THE COURT:

18

MR. MONNIN:

19
20

Thank you.

Thank you.
Thank you, Your Honor.

That concludes

the witnesses that I have and let me just be very brief.
I know the Court said in the prior hearing that you

21

reset the order of the hearings today to correspond to your

22

perception of relative culpability and obviously I agree with

23

you, Judge.

24

THE DEFENDANT:

25

THE COURT:

I would like to make a statement.

He definitely will let you.
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MR. MONNIN:

1
2

And that's what I was just going to say,

that's kind of my client's nature, Judge.
I met Mark in August of last year and his wife

3
4

Jenifer when I went up to New York and they were considering

5

having me �epresent them, or Mark was considering having me

6

represent him in relation to this case.

7

Rule 11 colloquy, most of our communications have been by

8

phone; he's been living up in New York.

And other than the

But I can tell you from those interactions that I

9
10

really haven't met a more serious-minded, intelligent person as

11

it comes to what he has done, how he is punishing himself, how

12

he knows �hat he has taken a terrific life of achievement, of

13

merit, and in certain respects really damaged that.

14

understands that and I know that that has weighed on him

15

heavily.

16

And he

And it's also been a pleasure to be.able to meet

17

Mark's family members and extended family and friends through

18

this process and to read their letters on my client's behalf.

19

The Court well knows that, I've been at this

20

courthouse for quite a period of time, and it's easy to look at

21

mitigation letters and kind of just glaze over them and perhaps

22

not take them as seriously as maybe they should, or is it more

23

just kind of Monday morning quarterbacking, so to speak, in

24

terms of rationalizing conduct.

25

I think what the Court is able to appreciate from
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this.and what I want to convey to the Court and recommend to

2

the Court is that there are two aspects of sentencing.

3

aspect of it is looking backward to decide what type of

4

punishment should be imposed, both specifically related to the

5

offender that's before the Court, as well as generally, and I

6

know you're struggling with that.

7

One

I had a conversation with Mr. Chaiken last night

8

where I said that I know that what Judge Story is going to be

9

struggling with in sentencing is how do you generally deter the

10

next Mark Megalli when you're talking about someone who

11

controls millions, billions of dollars of capital who works at

12

a hedge fund.

13

funds operate on very, very quick trading, profitability and

14

analysis and there's absolute pressures there.

15

the Court that what the facts show here is that you've got an

16

analytical person who stepped over the line in terms of

17

accepting as data points illegal material, nonpublic

18

information.

19

responsibility for that.

20

punished for that.

21

And Mr. Chaiken is exactly right, these hedge
And I submit to

And he knows that and he's here to accept
And, frankly, he's here to be

But I think another part of sentencing, and I don't

22

presume to, you know, speak for what's in your mind, Judge, but

23

I think another part of sentencing is looking forward.

24

said in the prior two sentencings here:

25

doubt with respect to Mr. Martin and Mr. Posey that you won't

And you

"I don't have any
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re-offend."

2

has where he clearly cannot re-offend.

3

includes disbarment as well.

4

going to be disbarred.

5

Obviously, there's incapacitation that my client
And I would add that

He's a lawyer, Judge, and he's

So what I would like to convey to the Court is that I

6

think there is justice that should be tempered with some

7

thoughtfulness as to the future life of Mr. Megalli.

8

know how seriously you take this and I know that you've looked

9

at all of these materials.

And I

And I respectfully submit that

10

Mr. Megalli, through his family members, his close-knit family

11

network, his obligations to his children and his unquestioned

12

intelligence, his unquestioned compassion, his unquestioned

13

positive personality, is going to turn the corner on this.

14

And I would just -- I believe that certainly

15

Mr. Megalli in terms of culpability and an appropriate

16

punishment is within· the other two offenders that you have

17

sentenced and I am confident that the Court is thinking the

18

same way on that.

19

returning Mr. Megalli to his family and to his obligations to

20

allow him to get to the next stage of his life and I think he's

21

going to make you proud if you allow him to do that.

And I would just ask you to please consider

22

THE DEFENDANT:

23

First of all, I just want to say thank you to all the

Thank you very much, Your Honor.

24

people who have traveled here today.

25

lining in this ordeal, it's been the tremendous and unwavering

If there's been a silver
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support of friends and family, which I certainly do not feel

2

worthy of today but I'd wanted to acknowledge them.
My whole life I've always tried to do the right

3
4

thing, and obviously with respect to the events here I got it

5

completely and utterly wrong and I'm not going to make excuses

6

today.

7

clients and me was over the line, I knew it was wrong and I

8

should not have traded on it, and obviously I wish I had

9

stopped myself from doing that early on in this process and I

10

Obviously the advice that he was providing to his

didn't.

11

We're paying a tremendous price for that bad decision

12

or series of bad decisions:

financially, .emotionally,

13

psychologically.

14

we're paying a tremendous amount for my mistakes and I want to

15

apologize to my family in particular for putting them into this

16

position.

I know I'm not a victim but it feels like

I also just want to make clear I do fully accept

17
18

responsibility for my actions.

19

whatever decision you make here today, of course, and, you

20

know, I just am ready to accept the consequences of my

21

behavior.

22

I will hono� and respect

They say it's not our mistakes that define us but how

23

we learn from those mistakes and grow.

And that's, you know,

24

that's really what matters and that's the lesson -- sorry

25

that's the lesson that I tell my daughters and that's the
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1

guiding principle for me for the rest of my life, how do you

2

grow from this, how do you learn from this.
I can assure you I'll never be in a position like

3
4

this again.

I'm eager to get back to being that person that

5

people graciously wrote about in their letters who lives a lif�

6

with honor and dignity and has something to contribute.
And finally, it's probably obvious to you, I'm

7
8

extremely, extremely close to my family and I'm terrified for

9

the well-being of my daughters, for my wife.

She's an amazing

10

person.

11

going.

12

of this, you know, process, really, and she's just a woman of

i3

incredible strength and I'm terrified for her, for my kids, and

14

I just ask you to consider them when you make your decision.

15

Thank you.

She's doing everything she can to try to keep us
She hasn't complained a single time since the beginning

16

THE COURT:

Thank you.

17

(Pause in the proceedings.)

18

THE COURT:

You mentioned the silver lining, if there

19

is one, and I would have to say that I agree with you.

And

20

this might sound odd on a day like today but you are a

21

fortunate man because to have people who would travel the

22

distance these folks have to be here to stand by you today

23

makes you a very lucky person, but it also speaks to your

24

character as well.

25

regard.

And so you are certainly fortunate in that
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1

You have been the beneficiary of a wonderful life and

2

it's always difficult when parents are here for an occasion

3

like this.

4

other momentous days that were of the other kind in your life,

5

with the record that you have built in terms of

6

accomplishments.

. 7

I know your parents have been with you on many

And I know, I think both your parents in

their letters offered could they just please take your place,

8

which speaks to their love and devotion to you, obviously.

9

parents have a way of at times like this, I think sometimes

10

they start questioning themselves, you know, maybe if we had

11

done this this wouldn't have happened.

12

And

But it's clear, and it comes from you as �ell as from

13

all of them that know you and your family, that your parents

14

are remarkable people.

15

brought by people who come from other lands and bring their

16

dreams and desires and fulfill them in this country and become

17

truly remarkable citizens who contribute in significant ways

18

the way that they have to the society and it speaks for you and

19

for them and it's good for all of us.

They reflect a richness in this nation

All of that ties into the character.of you as a

20
21

person.

22

this process, is the character of the person.

23

letters that have been written on your behalf, I've done a lot

24

of reading in preparation for this sentencing, not just of the

25

70-page brief your lawyer submitted and the letters along with

It's one of the factors I'm supposed to consider in
Certainly the
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1
2

it, but also of other cases of this type.
And I've mentio�ed the Gupta case a couple of times

3

but the judge in that case mentioned the number of letters that

4

were sent in on behalf of the defendant in that case and that

5

some might suggest that because of his position and power and

6

et cetera perhaps that's why these folks would write these

7

kinds of letters.

8

the letters that they were a true reflection of the person and

9

that this was truly a remarkable person.

But it was clear when one looked·deeper into
And I find that to be

10

the case with you.

11

folks and looking behind just the words, it's clear that you

12

have had a remarkable life and have made a number of

13

substantial contributions and, as you mentioned, I expect that

14

you will make many more in the future.

15

You've had letters written by a number of

So your character bespeaks itself.

You are not'

16

judg�d by just your mistakes; you're judged by your

17

accomplishments as well.

18

I won't belabor the seriousness of the offense.

Just

19

so there's something in the record for this case, I will say

20

the Court views this as a very serious crime.

21

victimless crime.

22

when these type crimes occur because of the impact. that it does

23

have on the confidence of people in our economic system.

24

there is a seriousness to this offense.

25

It is not a

Society as a whole, in fact, is a victim

There is a need to deter others.

Mr. Monnin

So
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1

mentioned he doesn't think you need any further deterrence.

2

Again, I agree, as with the other gentlemen, well, one thing

3

you won't be able to work in this field, but I'm speaking

4

deterrence broader than that.

5

committing crimes all your life to this point and I don't

6

expect you to commit another one from this point forward.

7

it's not about deterring you.

8

of deterrence as what do we do so that others don't allow

9

themselves to find themselves in the position where you are.

10

is

16

It comes down more in the area

There's no need for additional training for you, you
obviously have wonderful credentials.
And to provide restitution, I've already indicated I

13
14

So

Certainly the need for avoiding disparity.

11
12

You've not been a person

will adopt the agreement of the parties to require $50,000 of
restitution, which you are also to be commended for having
already paid that into the registry of the court.

17

The question arises as to what does it take to deter

18

others and I've struggled with it throughout this.

19

heard me talk about it with the other defendants.

20

little different position than they are.

21

insiders.

22

lawyers about other sentences and I've looked at that because I

23

look for anything to hang my hat on for why I do whatever I do.

24
25

You've
You're in a

They were the

And I've been given so much information from these

But I'll be honest with you, one of the things that
troubled me was I noticed in many instances tippees, like
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1

yourself, are actually punished more severely than tippers and

2

I found that counterintuitive for myself.

3

more culpable because you have betrayed the confidence of your

4

employer and the person who's entrusted you with information

5

for your own benefit and given that out to others who have used

6

it for their benefit, as opposed to a person who simply

7

receives that information, not that either is good, but to me,

8

in terms of culpability, the person who is disclosing

9

confidential information of his employer is more culpable than

·r

find the tipper

10

the one who receives it.

Again, not.excusing either but my

11

view of deterrence is it's a little different for the both of

12

those just because I think the culpability is different.
Nonetheless, there's a huge incentive for folks in

13
14

the place where you were to hedge the line.

15

there's so much pressure, obviously, to succeed and to act

16

quickly and on limited amount of information and so there needs

17

to be a disincentive to engage in the conduct.

18

said, the question for me is what is that line, where does one

19

draw it.

20

I mean to

And as I've

Let me hasten to say, as I have said to the others

21

who were here today, that the collateral damage of sentencing

22

is the worst part of it, the effect that it has, as you have

23

already mentioned on your wife and your girls, that is the

24

worst part of this.

25

And I want to thank you for not bringing your
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1

daughters today.

2

me than it has to be.

3

to use them in that way and I thank you, and I meant to thank

4

Mr. Posey earlier for not having done that.

5

character again and a certain amount of class that it's not

6

about you; it's about them and that's why you don't bring them.

7

I think your younger daughter

Some people do that to make it even worse for
I think it's horribly unfair to a child

8

THE DEFENDANT:

9

THE COURT:

I think it shows

and the other

The

.

, there's no way to

10

explain this and I know that.

You've mentioned there are life

11

lessons that can be taught from this and I appreciate that you

12

wilL do that but I also recognize that for a

13

all .pretty incomprehensible and that bothers me a whole lot and

14

I hate that from her perspective.
There's no way to make this easy.

·15

it's

There's no way for

16

me to reduce the impact of this in the way that I did for

17

Mr. Posey.

18

that you've got to work through but I am going to impose a

19

custodial sentence in the case.

20

of 12 months and one day.

21

there's one day, it's actually to your benefit.

22

I mean, it is what it is and it's just a matter
I'm going to _impose a sentence

Your lawyer will explain to· you why

I will allow you to voluntarily surrender to serve

23

the sentence.

And I don't know if you can still do it, but if

24

you can get a ticket for the flight to see your grandmother

25

I'll let you have your passport back to make the trip to see
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1

your grandmother.
I will request that you be allowed to serve the

2
3

4
5

MR. MONNIN:
THE COURT:

I'm sorry, I didn't realize you had

moved.
MR. MONNIN:

8

9

Judge, he is living with his wife and

daughters in New Orleans.

6
7

is that where ---

sentence in New York or as close

He has.

I believe Pensacola is the

closest camp.
THE DEFENDANT:

10

If I may, we relocated to New Orleans

11

where my wife is doing a master's in architecture.

12

we researched this a little bit.

13

Georgia.

Pensacola is almost directly between Columbus and New

14

Orleans.

For us it would be terrific to have that.

15

THE COURT:

16

MR. MONNIN:

17

THE COURT:

Her family is from Columbus,

I will recommend that.
Thank you.
And you will be placed on supervised

18

release for a term of three years.

19

special assessment.

20

You know,

You'll have to pay a $100

In light of the restitution and the other matters

21

that I fully expect you are going to have to do with the SEC I

22

will not impose a fine or cost of incarceration.

23

You will be required to pay $50,000 to Carter's and

24

it's my understanding that is in the registry of the court and

25

the Court will issue an order to release that to Carter's.
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1

Since that's in the registry I'm not going to make the

2

provisions about monthly payments and so forth, it's there.
You will, as I said, be under standard conditions of

3
4

supervised release, which include periodic testing, not

5

illegally possessing drugs.

6

I'm going to require 100 hours of community service

7

and that's because I've read so much about the things that you

8

could do to help other folks that I want to tap into that.

9

rather you do that than pay a -fine to the government .. I'd like

I'd

I think you're a creative enough person that you can

10

for you

11

come up with some ways that will repay society far more than a

12

check would and I think you can help people in ways that I

13

can�t think of that you would be able to and so I hope and I

14

would encourage probation to be open-minded about ways that

15

that could be accomplished that serves the public good.

16

And you have to submit to the collection of the DNA

17

sample, you can't possess a weapon, and you have to submit to

18

searches and confiscation of contraband.

19

Under the terms of the plea agreement that you

20

�ntered into with the government you would not have a right to

21

appeal you� conviction or sentence.

22

rights that are reserved that appeal would have to pe filed

23

within 14 days or you've waived it.

24

to protect his rights in that regard.

25

If you believe there are
Mr. Monnin, I'll ask you

I've been sitting on this all day and I'm going to
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1

read it to you because it just struck me late last night

2

sitting in my den at home when I was reading these things and

3

reading cases, and I've referred several times to Judge

4

Rakoff's decision in this Gupta case.

5

there, he made a lot of comments there that made a lot of sense

6

to me as I was struggling with this decision, and I will add he

7

gave a 24-month sentence in that case.

8
9

And he made a comment

But he was talking about the 3553 factors and he
says:

"Perhaps the most difficult one of those, but the most

10

important one, is the concept of just punishment.

11

other factors under Section 3553 partake to a lesser or greater

12

degree of policy considerations, just punishment taps a deeper

13

vein.

14

respect moral values.

15

guilt are considered psychopaths and also why violations of the

16

moral order raise such deep passions in the human breast�. As

17

people have come to understand that insider trading is not only

18

a sophisticated form of cheating but also a fundamental breach

19

of trust and confidence, they have increasingly internalized

20

their revulsion for its commission."

21

While all

Human beings, as social animals, are programmed to
That is why people with6ut shame or

And that I think says pretty well what my thoughts

22

are on this.

23

feelings as well, that "no defendant should be made a martyr to

24

public passion."

25

But he goes on to say, and this reflects my

And that is not what this is.

In my view this is a
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1

crime like fraud or other crimes for which there needs to be an

2

appropriate punishment but not more than is necessary.

3

I know particularly your family and friends and

4

perhaps you feel that this could have been accomplished with a

5

lot less than 12 months and a day, and I appreciate those

6

feelings, and were I sitting out there and you were my brother

7

or son I would feel exactly the same way, I know that.

8

hope in quiet reflection somewhere down the road they will look

9

back and realize that under the guidelines that are supposed to

But I

10

direct our thinking on these matters it's supposed to be 41

11

months and that what I have tried to temper that with is all of

12

these things we've just talked about and I have tried to get to

13

a just punishment.

14

At the end of the day I have to go home and lie down

15

on my bed and be able to go to sleep.

16

do that is if I think I've done justice.

17

grading to let me know, it's just got to be taking all the

18

things we've talked about into consideration.

19

And the only way I can
There's not a paper

Mr. Megalli, I've tried to do justice for you and I

2Q

do believe that you will be able to take this and turn it into

21

something good.

22

of you and that you will put this behind you and I suspect that

23

you will be a model, in some ways that you wouldn't have wanted

24

to be, but in ways that will change other people's lives and

25

hopefully will avoid the heartache and hurt for a lot of people

I think you've got a tremendous future ahead
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1
2

that might have gone down this same road.
I wish you nothing but the absolute best for you and

3

your family and some day when it's the right time to do it

4

don't do it now because this wouldn't be the right time

5

your daughters that I'm terribly sorry this had to happen.

6

Objections from the government?

7

MR. CHAIKEN:

Yes.

tell

The government objects to

8

preserve the record on the basis of substantive and procedural

9

unreasonableness.

Thank you, Your Honor.

10

THE COURT:

11

MR� MONNIN:

12

THE COURT:

13

(Proceedings concluded at 3:30 p.m.)

14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

From the defense?
No objections.
Good luck to you, sir.
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE NORTHERN DISTRICT OF GEORGIA
ATLANTA,DIVISION

SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE
COMMISSION,
Plaintiff,

Civil Action No.
1:13-CV----

V.

Mark Megalli,
Defendant

COMPLAINT
Plaintiff Securities and Exchange Commission (the "Commission"), hereby
files this Complaint alleging the following:
Overview

1.

On at least four occasions between September 2009 and July 2010,

Mark Megalli ("Megalli"), traded shares of Carter's, Inc. ("Carter's") (NYSE:
CRI), an Atlanta-based public issuer and clothing marketer, based on material non
public information. Megalli executed these trades on behalf of Level Global
1
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Investors, L.P. ("Level Global"), a now-defunct investment adviser, generating
profits and/or losses avoided of approximately,$3 million.
2.

Megalli received the material non-public information from Eric

Martin, a former Carter's employee. Martin received the information from Richard
Posey, who was Carter's Vice President of Operations ("Posey" or "Carter's VP").
3.

In every instance of trading tipping described below, Megalli knew or

-should have known that the material non-public information he received was
communicated in breach of a duty of trust or confidence that a Carter's insider
owed Carter's.
4.

By the conduct described herein Megalli violated Section 17(a) of the

Securities Act of 1933 (the "Securities Act"), Section l0(b) of the Securities
Exchange Act of 1934 (the "Exchange Act") and Rules 10b-5(a) and 10b-5(c)
thereunder.
Jurisdiction and Venue
5.

The Commission brings this action pursuant to Sections 20 and 22 of

the Securities Act [15 U.S.C. §§ 77t and 77v] and Sections 2l(d), 2l{e), and 21A
of the Exchange Act [15 U.S.C. §§ 78u(d), 78u(e), and 78u-1] to enjoin Defendant
from engaging in the tr.ansactions, acts, practices, and courses of business alleged

2
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in this Complaint, and transactions, acts, practices, and courses ofbusiness of
similar purport and object, for civil penalties, and for other equitable relief.
6.

This Court has jurisdiction over this action pursuant to Section 22 of

the Securities Act [15 U.S.C. § 77v] and Sections 2l(d), 21(e), 21A and 27 ofthe
Exchange Act [15 U.S.C. §§ 78u(d), 78u(e), 78u-1, and 78aa].
7.

Defendant, directly and indirectly, made use ofthe mails, the means

and instruments oftransportation and communication interstate commerce, and the
means and instrumentalities- ofinterstate commerce in connection with the
transactions, ·acts, practices, and courses ofbusiness alleged in this Complaint.
8.

Venue is proper because certain ofthe transactions, acts, practices,

and courses of�usiness constituting violations ofthe Securities Act and the
.

'

Exchange Act occurred in the Northern District ofGeorgia. Carter's principal
place ofbusiness lies within this district and the tipping ofmaterial, non-public
information to Megalli occurred within this district.
9.

Defendant, unless restrained and enjoined by this Court, will continue

to engage in the transactions, acts, practices, and courses ofbusiness alleged in this
Complaint, and in transactions, acts, practices, and courses ofbusiness ofsimilar
purport and object.
3
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The Defendant

10.

Mark Megalli, 41, resides in New York City. Between 2003 and July

2009, Megalli was a registered representative of several broker dealer firms.
Between August 2009 and approximately November 2011, he was associated with
Level Global.
(

Issuer

11.

Carter's, Inc., an Atlanta-based public issuer, is the self-proclaimed .

"largest branded marketer in the U.S. of apparel exclusively for babies and young
children." The company sells clothing under the Carter's and OshKosh brand
names as well as private label apparel through its own stores an4 other retailers.
Since October 2003, Carter's common stock has been registered with the
Commission under Section l 2(b) of the Exchange Act and listed on the NYSE.
Related Persons and Entity

12.

Eric M. Martin ("Martin"), 42, resides in Roswell, Georgia. From

March 5, 2003, until his terminatfon on March 24, 2009, Martin served Carter's as
its Director and later, Vice President of Investor Relations. On December 18,
2012, Martin pied guilty to Count One _of an eleven-count indictment charging him
4
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with tipping others to material non-public information while employed at Carter's.
He is awaiting sentencing. On September 11, 2013, an Order of Permanent
Injunction and Officer and Director Bar was entered as to Martin in the U.S.
District Court for the Northern District of Georgia based upon his trading and
tipping of Carter's inside information.
13.

Level Global was an unregistered investment adviser located in

Greenwich, Connecticut and New York, New York that managed hedge funds with
approximately $4 billion worth of assets in 2010.
Megalli Joins Level Global and
Engages Eric Martin as a Consultant
14.

On August 10, 2009, Megallijoined Level Global as head of its

consumer sector. On September 14, 2009, Megalli, on behalf of Level Global,
entered into a consulting agreement with a firm owned by Martin, a former
Carter's executive. The consulting agreement provided for an initial six month
term and a payment of $50,000.
15.

Beginning on the same day the consulting agreement -was executed,

Martin began providing Megalli with material non-public information regarding
Carter's anticipated financial results and Megalli began directing and causing
Level Global to trade on that information.

5
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16.

Martin was no longer employed by Cart(?r's when the consulting

agreement was executed, and received the material non-public infopnation about
Carter's from Posey. Posey provided the information to Martin in exchange for ·
reputational benefit, i.e. to show that Posey was a source of valuable information,
to further their friendship, and in exp�ctation of future business contacts and
benefits.
17 �

Based upon the nature, repeated instances, specificity and timing of

the information he received from Martin, Megalli knew or had reason to know that
Martin was receiving it improperly from a Carter's insider and that the insider was
. receiving some benefit from leaking the information to Martin.
18.

Megalli's trading in Carter's stock ·on behalf of Adviser took place in

advance of at least four earnings related releases and/or announcements, including
Carter's October 27, 2009 delayed earnings announcement related to an accounting
investigation, which later was the subject of a Commission enforce�ent action.
Trading before Carter's October 27, 2009 Announcement
of a Delayed Earnings Release Pending
Investigation into Its Accounting Practices

19.

Between September 14 and 17, 2009, Megalli directed the pur9hase of

350,000 shares of Carter's stock on behalf of Adviser, at a cumulative cost of over

6
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$9 million, based on explicit positive earnings information that he received from
Martin.
20.

In fact, Megalli's first trade in Carter's shares, on September 14,

occurred while on the phone with Martin.
21.

On October 23, 2009, Megalli again spoke to Martin in a telephone

conversation. During that call, Martin advised Megalli about an unexpected
accounting issue that had been uncovered at Carter's. Martin had been tipped about
the issue by Posey.
22.

While still on the phone, after hearing this information, Megalli

ordered the sale of 100,000 shares and instructed Level Global's trader to continue
selling the firm's entire position in Carter's. The trader thus sold an additional
100,000 of Carter's shares that day. The trader finished liquidating Level Global's
position on Octo�er 26, 2009.
23.

On October 27, 2009, right at the market open, Carter's announced a

"delaying earnings release to complete a review of its accounting for margin
support to its wholesale customers."
24.

That day, Carter's closed at $21.66 per share, down $6.78 per share

from its previous day's close at $28.44. By selling 300,000 shares prior to the
negativ� announcement, the Level Global avoided losses of $2,110,910.
7
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Trading before Carter's November 9, 2009 Announcement
of Restated Earnings due to Improper Accounting Practices

25.

After closing out of the stock in late October 2009, Megalli instructed

Level Global to purchase Carter's shares at the newly depressed price.
Consequently, Level Global accumulated a position of 600,000 shares by the first
week ofNovember 2009.
26.

OnNovember 9, during the middle of the trading day, Megalli spoke

with Martin by telephone. During that call, Martin told Megalli that Carter's
would soon announce that it would be restating its earnings for the years 20072009 because of the accounting issue it had identifie_d. Martin was tipped as to that
information by Posey.
27.

While on that call, Megalli instructed Level Global to "lighten up" in

Carter's shares "without killing the stock." As a result, Level Global sold 150,000
shares of Carter's stock at a price of $23.70 per share.
28.

That same day, after the market closed, Carter's announced that it

would be restating its earnings for the years 2007-2009 because of the accounting
issue it had announced on October 27.
29.

When the market opened the next day, Carter's stock opened at

$24.04, a $2.13 decline from its price before the announcement at market close the
8
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day earlier. The loss avoidance for Level Global by selling ahead of the negative
news was $268,500.
30.

Megalli's trader, noting the incredible timing of this trade and the

similar timing of the trade they had completed in late October in front of another
negative announcement emailed Megalli and asked, "haven't we done this before?"
Trading Ahead of Carter's December 23, 2009 Announcement
of a Restatement of its Earnings
31.

Megalli again spoke to Martin by telephone call on November 10,

2009, during which Martin advised that Carter's upcoming quarterly earnings
.would be favorable. Martin had been tipped as to that information by Posey. ·
32.

The next day, Megalli directed Level Global to buy 50,000 Carter's

shares and commented, in an instant message to a colleague, that he was bullish on
the stock and had "100% conviction" and a "ton of recon on" Carter's. The shares
were purchased at a price of $22.67 per share.
33.

Throughout the rest of Novembet and early December, Megalli

continued to receive positive information from Martin about Carter's prospects.
34.

On December 22, Megalli spoke to Martin and communicated by e

mail regarding Carter's prospects. In one email, Martin hinted that Carter's would
be updating ·investors regarding its already announced accounting issues
"tomorrow." Martin was tipped as to that information by Posey.
9
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The next day, December 23, before the market opened, Carter's

35.

announced the results of its restatement of earnings. The market reacted positively
to the news.
That same trading day, shortly after Carter's announcement, Megalli

36.

ordered Level Global to sell Carter's shares, and Level Global sold a total of
100,000 shares at a price of $26.77 per share.
As a result_ of this trading, Level Global profited on the 50,000 shares

37.

purchased on the basis of inside information by $20�,000.

Trading Ahead of Carter'-s July 29, 2010 Earnings Release
.

.

38.

Megalli and Martin had another telephone conversation- on July 8,

2010. During this call, Martin told Megalli that Carter's earnings for the quarter
would be below expectations. Martin had been tipped as to this information by
Posey.
39.

Subsequently on that same day, Megalli told Level Global to begin

accumulating a short position in Carter's, and Level Global initially sold 150,000
shares short.
40.

At Megalli's direction, Level Global continued to build up this short

position over the next few days, ending up with a short position of 300,000 shares
by July 19, at an approximate value of $7,800,000.
10
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41.

On July 29, before the market opened, Carter's issued an earnings

rel�ase that contained negative future guidance. The announcement caused
Carter's stock to decline $2.47 per share, from $26.01 before the announcement to
$23.54.
42.

Right atthe-marketopen, Level-Global-eovered its entire-short- --- - ·

position of 300,000 shares at a price of $23.87, generating profit� of $648,655.
43.

After the trade, Megalli �ragged to colleagues in instant messages of

being "max short" Carter's before the negative announcement and, in return,
received hearty congratulations from his colleagues on the trading profits from his
short position.

COUNT I-FRAUD

Violations of Section l7(a)(l) of the Securities Act
[15 U.S.C. § 77g(a)(l}]
44.

Paragraphs 1 through 43 are hereby re-alleged and are incorporated

herein by reference.
45.

Between approximately September 2009 and July 2010, Defendant, in

the offer and sale of securities described herein, by the use of the means and
instruments of transportation and communication in interstate commerce and by
use of the mails, directly and indirectly, employed devices, schemes, and artifices
to defraud, all as more particularly described above.
11
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46.

Defendant knowingly, intentionally, and/or recklessly engaged in the

aforementioned devices, schemes and artifices to defraud, made untrue statements
of material facts and omitted to state material facts, and engaged in fraudulent acts,
practices and courses of business. In engaging in such conduct, Defendant acted
with scienter, that is, with intent to deceive, manipulate or defraud or with a
severely reckless disregard for the truth.
47.

By reason of the foregoing, Defendant, directly and indirectly, has

violated and, unless enjoined, will continue to violate Section 17(a) of the
Securities Act [15 U.S.C. § 77a(q)].
COUNT II - FRAUD
Violations of Sections 17(a)(2) and 17(a)(3) of the Securities Act
(15 U.S.C. §§ 77g(a)(2) and 77g(a)(3))

48.

Paragraphs 1 through 43 are hereby re-alleged and are incorporated.

herein by reference.
49.

Between approximately September 2009 and July 2010, Defendant; in

the offer and sale of securities described herein, by the use of the means and
instruments of transportation and communication in interstate commerce and by
use of the mails, directly and indirectly

12
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a.

obtained money and property by means of untrue statements of

material fact and omissions to state material facts necessary in order to make the
statements made, in light of the circumstances under which they were made, not
misleading; and
b.

engaged in transactions, practices and courses of business

which would and did operate as a fraud and deceit upon the purchasers of such
securities,
all as more particularly described above.
50.

By reason of the foregoing, the Defendant, directly and indirectly, has

violated and, unless enjoined, will continue to violate Sections l 7(a)(2) and
17(a)(3) of the Securities Act [15 U.S.C. §§ 77q(a)(2) and 77q(a)(3)].
COUNT III - FRAUD
Violations of Section l0(b) of the Exchange Act
(15 U.S.C. § 78j(b)] and Rule l0b-5 thereunder (17 C.F.R. § 240.l0b-5)
51.

Paragraphs .1 through 43 are hereby re-alleged and are incorporated

herein by reference.
52.

Between approximately September 2009 and July 2010, Defendant, in

connection with the purchase and sale of securities described herein, by the use of

13
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the means and instrumentalities of interstate commerce and by use of the mails,
directly and indirectly:
a.

employed devices, schemes, and artifices to defraud; and

b.

engaged in acts, practices, and courses of business which would and

did oper�te as a fraud and deceit upon the purchasers of such securities, all as more
particularly described above.
53.

Defendant knowingly, intentionally, and/or recklessly engaged in the

aforementioned devices, schemes and artifices to defraud, and engaged in
fraudulent acts, practices and courses of business. In engaging in such conduct,
Defendant acted with sci enter, that is, with intent to deceive, manipulate or defraud
or with a severely reckless disregard for the truth.
54.

By reason of the foregoing, Defendant, directly and mdirectly, has

violated and, unless enjoined, will continue to violate Section l0(b) of the
Exchange Act [15 U.S.C. § 78j(b)] and Rule l0b-5 thereunder [17 C.F.R. §
240.l0b-5].

14
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PRAYER FOR RELIEF
WHEREFORE, Plaintiff SEC respectfully prays for:
I.
Findings of fact and conclusions of law pursuant to Rule 52 of the Federal
Rules of Civil Procedure, finding that Defendant committed the violations alleged
herein and that the relief defendant was unjustly enriched.
II.
A permanent injunction enjoining Defendant, his agents, servants,
employees, and attorneys from violating, directly or indirectly, Section 17(a) of the
Securities Act �d Section IO(b) of the Exchange Act and _Rule 10b-5(a) and (c)
thereunder.

m.
An order requiring the disgorgement by Defendant of all ill-gotten gains or
unjust enrichment (including amounts received by Level Global as a result of
Megalli' s actions) with prejudgment interest, to affect the remedial purposes of the
federal securities laws.

15
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IV.
An order pursuant to Section 21A of the Exchange Act [15 U.S.C. § 78u-1]
imposing civil penalties against Defendant.

v.
Such other and further relief as this Court may deem just, equitable, and
appropriate in connection with the enforcement of the federal securities laws and
for the protection of investors.

16
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DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL

Pursuant to Rule 38 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, the
Commission demands trial by jury in this action of all issues so triable.
Dated: November 14, 2013�
Respectfully submitted,
/s/M. Graham Loomis
Regional Trial Counsel
Georgia Bar Number 457868
Pat Huddleston
Senior Trial Counsel
Georgia Bar Number 373984
Counsel for Plaintiff
U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission
950 East Paces Ferry Road, N.E., Suite 900
Atlanta, Georgia 30326-1234
(404) 842-7616
loomism@sec.gov
huddlestonp@sec.gov
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE NORTHERN OISTRICT OF GEORGIA
ATLANTA DIVISION
SECURITIES ·AND EXCHANGE
COlVllVIISSION,
Plaintiff,

Civil Action No.

v.

1:13-CV-03783-AT

MARK MEGALLI,
Defendant

·M.EMORANDUMOFLAWIN-8:UPPORT OF PLAIN'iJFF
SECURITIES AND. EXCHANGE COlVllVIISSION·'S
MOTION.FOR. stJMMA.Ry JUDGNIBN'f' :·
.

.

.

. .

. .
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The Becurities and Exchange Commission ("SEC" or "Commission")
alleges that Defendant Mark Megalli ("Megalli") violated .Section 1 0(b) of the
Securities:Ex�hange Act of 1934 ("Exchange Act") and Riµe. l0b-5 thereunder
through.trading in the stock of Carter's Inc. while in possession ofmat�rial
nonpubtic:infonnation. The Defendant admitted doing so when he pied guilty to a
Crimina1Infonnations1 [Crim. Docket No. 1] (attached to SEC'sStatement of
Matecial Faets:{''SOF") as Exhibit 1) detailing trading described in the SEC's
Complaint [Docket No. I] (attached to'SOF as Exhibit 3) and ·further admitted to
.do�g sp �-his Answer [Docket No. 13]-(attached to SOF as Exhibit 4) to the
Con:unission' s Complaint.2 Because Defel).�t is collaterally· estopped from
-relitigatiag �e issue, the SEC is . .entitled::to sumntary judgment.s
FACTS
Megalli .graduated from Yale College, Yale Law School, and Yale School of
Managerr,.ertt. Defendant's Sentenging \Memorandum (her�ftet "8ent. Mem�")
[Crim. Docket No. 26] (excerpts attached- to SOF as Exhibit 5) p..9; SOF ,r,rt-2.
FolloWUlg_graduate school, Meg�Ili· worked for several Wall Street flrms.before
landing, ..iii 20_09, at Level Global, .a. tvja.µJ:tattan-based hedge fund, which hired
1 U S, v, Msgalll 1 :U-cr-00442�RWS-l. Citations wil_l be.to "Crim. Docket No. _". Judgment of conviction [Crim. Docket
No. 291 (attached� SOF as Exhibit 2).
2

While the SEO's .Complaint details other instan� of insider trading, Ute Commission limits this motion to those instances
described both in the Commission's Complaint and the Criminal lnfonnation to which the Defendant pied guilty.
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Megalli to launch a consumer group, hire analysts, and manage capital. Sent.
·Melli.pp. ,9�-�i0; SOF ,I3-7. Level Global managed hed�e funds worths
appro�at¢ly $4 billion in 2010. Complaint.113; Answer ,rl3; SOF ,l9. Megallis
worked there -between August 2009 and March 2011. Complaint ,II O; Answer ,r1-o;
SOF1{8.s
Carter's, .Inc. ("Carter's"), an Atlanta-based public issuer, is the self
proclaimed '·'l�g�st ,branded marketer in. the U.S. of.apparel exclusively for ·ba�ies
and yoUq.g ,children.'' Since October 2003., Carter's common stock has-:been
. r�gistered with the Commission under Section l2(b). of the Exchange Aot-and
li$ted :onJ1Jl�N¥SE.. Complaint ,Il 1; Answ�r ,r11; SOF ,rt 0.
Frqm��eh .5, 2003, until his te�ation on March 24, 2009, Eric M.
Martin (''Manin") served as Carter's Director of Investor Relations and Vice
President QflnvestorRelations. On De�ember 18, 2012, Martin pied guilty to
tipping Qthers·to-material nonpublic irtfomtation while employed-atCart�r's.3
Complaint'fl2;·Answer ,12; SOF 111.

.

3

On Septemb.er. U, 2()13,. an Order of Permanent Injunction-and Officer and Director Bar was entered as.to Martin in the11.S.
District Court ;for'.�e;No�em.DiStrict of Georgia based upon fils,trading and tipping of Carter's inside information. Complaint
112; Answer 112; ·soP 1H.

2
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On September· 14, 2009, Megalli caused Level Global to retain Martin, whom
Megalli kp.ew had separated from :his position at Carter's, to be a consultant to Level
Global,through Martin's firm, Mellon Advisors. Crim. Info. p. 3; Guilty Plea and
Plea Agreement -as t0AMark Megalli (hereafter "Guilty Plea") [Crim. Docket No. 3-1]
(atta.ched to-SOF as Exhibit:6); SOF 117. Megalli asswned that Martin continued
to have relationsh�ps at Carter's. Transcript of Guilty Plea (hereafter "Plea Tr.")
[Crim. Docket No. 9] ,(e:x:cer.pts attached to SOF as Exhibit 7) p. 26, lines 18-23;
'S.OF,Il4. The-agr.eement pravided for a.payment 0f$50,000-to Martin's-firm.
CQmplaint ,rl4;,Answer,r14; SOFifl2.
Riehatd T. ·Posey ("Posey'').was employed as a Carter's Vice President from
2002 until early 2013. Posey worked in the Company's Atlanta headquarters jn a
position that-afforded him-acc,ess to material nonpublic information. Crim.. Info. pp.
2-3; Guilty Plea; SOF ,r1 s. Martin and Posey developed a personal arid _professionala
relationship during their employment at Carter's� including travel, golf outings,
·lunches, and other work.and social events-which continued after Martin'sa
separation from Carter"s and-while Posey remained employed at C�er's. Crim.
Info. p. 3; Guilcy Pl�a; SOF ,Il6.

3
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On or about October 22, 2009, after the close of business, Posey had a meeting
with Martin in Atlanta during which Posey disclosed inside information· to Martin
relating to an ·internal- inve$tj.g,#qn,ofaccounting irregularities at Carter's, the
possibility of a financial-restatement, and a potential delay in the issuance of C�' s
quarterly earnings release. 'Crim. Info. pp. 6-7; Guilty Plea; SOF 118. On or about
Oetoher 23, 2009, at appr0ximatelf 11 :23 am., Martin made a seven-minute cellular
teJ�pbone call to M�g�, during. which Martin disclosed to .Megalli certain inside
-info�ation that he hacl·recei�ed.:,tom Posey. Crim. 'Info. p. 7; Guilty Plea;o
-Oottiplaint t22; Answer·W2.l �2.2; 'SOF ,Il 9. Dwing ·his October 23, 2009 eall witho
.1

'

•

'

•

. ��.Sal.i/Majtin ·mdieated;.tli�lle, �ought it would.be a good:id� for,Meg� to
se1LCarter's stock� Answ.er·,2t; Sentencing Transcript (hereafter "Sent. Tr/')'
·[CP,tn. Bocket·No. 31] {cex$eip'.t&:attached to SOF as Exhibit.·8) p. 24, lines 23�24;o
SOP. .,I20. On or abaut:.Oeta:bet 23:; 2009, at approximately 11 :25 a.m., Megallio
o� the sale of 30��-Q shares of Carter's common stock in an account contr:olledo
by Level Global. Crim. Info, p. 7; Guilty Plea; SOF ,r21. Megalli relied on Martin's·o
.insi�e-�information. Sent.'Mem. p. 56; SOF ,r22. Martino1 s October 23, 2009o
tell;plm�c tip was the catal�tstfor·Megalli to order the sale. of Carter's stockduria.go
the same _phone call. Sent. Mem. ·p. 56; SOF ,I23. Megalli 's conduct in Octobero

4
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2009 involved, at least, conscious avoidance as to the source and legitimacy of
certain information-imparted by Martin. Sent. Mem. pp. 4, 25, and 30; SOF ,r24.
On OctQber 27, 2009� Cart�r' s announced a "delaying earnings release to
complete·;a review of.,its accoun$g-for margin support to its wholesale
cust0J;ne.r�." Complaint123; Answer ,J23; SOF ,I25. By selling 300,000 shares
prior to the ·negative annollllcemel)t, Level Global avoided losses of no le�s than
$2,034,;flPP� Answer 114; 'SOF ·,r26.
On.or:abaut Jul�- 7, 201'0; �os.eiy met with Martin in Atlanta and disclosed
�ldeit).f0�on,to Ma:rtin-:rel�ttingtc, Carter'� financial performance for the s.econd
q�:.oflOiil and c�ges· in�its '.�uq__o_ok. Crim. Info. p. 7; Quilty·Plea;. SOF ,r21.
On er.about July 8, 2010� at �re�tnQ.tely 10:39 a.m., Martin made a nin�teen
minute· t.elephone call to M�gaUi. i)µiing-.the call, Martin disclosed· to Meg�i certain
insid�-information that he had reeeived from Posey. Crim. Info. p. 7; Guilty Plea;
SOF ·f28. On:.or about July s·, 20,a.iO� at approximately 11 :O1 a.m., Megalli ordered
the she� sale of 150,000 sha:res.ofC�'s common stock in an accountcontrolled
by Lev¢l-Global. Crim. Info. p. 7;J3ajlt.y Plea; Complaint if39; Answer ,39; SOF
,r29.

5
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Between July 8 and July 19, 2010, Martin and Megalli had telephone
conversations during whfoh certain inside information was discussed. Crim. Info. p.
8; Guil,tyPlea; -SOF ,r30. Between-:)uly l2 and July 19, 2010, Megalli or4ered the
short sale of an additional 150�00ffshares of Carter's common stock.in an �ccount
controll�.by Level"Global. Crim. I.n.fo. p. ·S; Guilty Plea; SOF··,t31. AtMegalli's
direction, Level Global continuectto ·build up this short position over the next few
days, ending:up with a, short positjpn pf �00,000 shares by July 19, atan
apprexinJate value of$7,800�000� ��om:ptamt,J40; Answer ,I40; SOF ,r�2.
- ;Megallt.soltl,short positiqti$ �"-Carter's stock in July 2010 1:>ase.d on actuals
knowle.�e nf�inslde info�ation�;¥f4�/be.en disclosed by -Martin.. Sent� .Mem.
pp. 10�1-1,�2s, �d.29-30;'·$OF.; ,I33_. ,_�July 29, 2010, Level G.lob_alooverecfits
entire sh:Prt:po.Siaon, generating -pr9ijts_.qf$�8,655. Complaint,r42'; Answer 142;
Crim. Info. ·,p� 8; Guilty .Plea; SOF ·114.
M�galli d0es not deny faonial-',litt}>.iljty for the misconduct.aUe.g��-in the
Commissionrs Complaint · to whic'Ji;�he pJ�aded guilty in the parallc�l Criminal
Action. Answ¢rJ,. 2; SOF ,I�S. �,gaJ.li'�aus�d Level Global to t;rade''Carter's
_securities in·S.eptember-October .Z:@:09 fU).d 11.i.ly 2010 based in whole or in :Part on
material, nonpublic information dis.closed by Martin, lmowing and-consciously
6
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avoiding knowledge as to the source of Martin's ·information. Answer ,I,Il, 3, 4,
17, and 18; SOF ,J36.
The inside information pro�ded, to MegalU was obtained in violation of (1)
fiduciary and other-duties of trust and confidence �af Posey owed to Carter's, (2)
expectations of confidentiality helfbyCa:rt.er;s,e(3)written policies of Carter's
•

I

regarding the use and safekeeping of confidential business information, and (4)
Posey's agreements to maintain:Cw.ter'.s co�dentialbusiness information in
confidence :and to. reftain.fr:<;>m .usm,:g any inside inmrmation of Carter's for his 0wn
bentifit, fromtr�ding on-'11:Ie b�is-·Qfsuch)nfar$ation, and from disclosing-any inside
informatian to-otb�rs.for p.e®�-�en.etit. Cr..iJ;n. Iufo. p. 5; Guilty-Plea; SOF ,r3-8.
·Pos�y disolosed the insi4e in.:fQrtn.Afion to.fMartin with the understanding:thate
Martin would purchase and sell s�tjes· based on-the information and, beginning in
or about-Septem:ber ·2009, that Martin would :disclose the infonnation to certain
financial instituti<mS and investment firms for wt,ich Martin was employed as a
consultant Posey >tlid so for his own ben"efit, which included but was not limited to
stock tips about ot,her-publicly-�ed comp��s to which Martin had access, future
networking· ppportunities, friendsbip,
'

ana othert�gible and intangible he:nefits.
.

Crim. Info. p. 5; Guilty Plea; SOF -if39.

7
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Martin in tum purchased and.sold Carter's securities on the basis of this
information knowing that it had been provided by Posey in violation of Posey' s
duties of trust and confiden�to Carter's, �g.ill�g�dprofits and illegally
avoiding losses. Beginning in or about September 20.09 and continuing through in or
abouf July 2010, Martin also disclQsed inside information to Megalli with the
widerstancling-that Megalli would·purchase and sell securities based on the
inf(l)rmation. Crim. Info. pp. 5-6; Guilty flea; SOP �40.
Megalli in tu\11 caused L�vel:Globafto p�h3S�- and sell Carter's securltjes
.01:1:r�e·basis .of, in whole or:in pai1,_ certain,insid� information provided by Manin,
]mowing -aBd co�ciously avoiding'the knowledge: that the inside information had
been obtained fr.c>� a Carter.' s insider:in vfolation,of'tbe insider's duties oftrust
and-confidence, eammg illegal profits· and. illegally avaiding losses for Level
Global.4 Crim. Info. p. 6; Guilty Plea; Criminal.Jnformation5 as to Richard T.
Posey (''Posey Crim� Info."Y[Posey Crim. Docket No. 1] (attached to SOF as

MegalU, directly and in.directly�-nwle use of the �� the � ·anf) ��ts of transportation and communication in
interstate commerce, an� the _m� ·and i�erttalities of-in�te,.corJl#le¢t.in-'connection with the transactions, a�
practice� and courses of l,usiness allegedJn '.the SECs Complaint Cdmpfainft7; Answer 17; SOF 142.

4

5

U.S. v. Richard T. Posey, Crim. ·Info. No.-1: 13-CR-239-RWS� Citations to the record in the criminal case against Posey will be
to "Posey Crim. Docket No. _97• Judgment of Conviction (Posey Crim. �� No. 29] (attached to SOF as Exhibit 11).

8
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Exhibit 9); Posey Guilty Plea [Posey Crim. Docket 6-1] (attached to SOF as
E�bit 10);6 SOF ,J41.
SUMMARY JUDG1\1ENT AND:COLLATERALESTOPP.EL STANDARDS
:..•.

Summary judgment is app�priate where the,,movihg party establishes that
there is no genuine issue of material fact and that itis entitled.to judgment as a
matter of law. Celotex Corp. y. �trett, 477 U.-S.. 317,323 (1986). A trial judge
· -s!tt)tdd-·enter summaryjudw.nent '�if; under the governing law; there can be but ones
reasonable conclusion." Anderson� 'V. Libert}' Lobby, ·1nc., 477 U.S. 242, 250
-.

-.

:

.

.

. .

.

.

·s(1'.86)._ The SEC,as the party ·s���g summary judsr,nent,has �e initial bUTden.s
See-Fed. R. Civ. P.,Rule 56(0); Celotex C.o.tp. v. Catrett� 466 U.S. 317,325, 106s
$:Ct. 2548,�553-54,91 L. Ed. -2d-265 (1986). Onceth�, Commission carries thats
bt.1rden,the Defendant must demonstrate that a triable issue of fact exists; he mays
not rest upon mere allegations or denials. Anderson v. Liberty Lobby, Inc., 477s
U.S. 242,248, 106 S. Ct. at2518.:(1986).s
Courts routinely use collateral estoppe� to grant summary judgment in SEC
.

-..

�pforcement actions following a criminal conviction for the conduct giving rise to the
SEC's action. See,for example,SEC v. Quinlart,373 Fed. Appx. 581 (6th Cir. 20�:o);

Which states, "The Defendant admits that he is pleading guilty because he is in fact guilty of the crime charged in the
lnfonnation."

6
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SEC v. Resnick, 604 F.
Supp. 2d 773 (D. Md. 2009); SEC v. Gruenberg,
989 F.2d
. �.
.
-.

.

977 :{8th Cir. 1993). "[T]he preval�*ce: of estopp,el in civil cases fp}lo:wing their
'

.,·· .. .

CJ;'imiQal .counterparts ·is due in part#9 tlle court's· desire to avoid mcqnsistent verdicts
in li�t·of the hj.gher burden ofpro�'!required-in the priorcriminal ·C,aSe." SEC v.
Blac��ll� 477 F. Supp. 2d .891, ·89� (S�D. -Ohio 2<l07).
The Eleventh Circuit articul,�dthe standards for applicatipn of collateral
th
�s,tQ�lU):lry.in v.Uillted.Stat.es,:���;Fed.•x. 821 (lf Cir.- 2�):o

· .qanateim estoppet·refers ,����flonGept-of 'issue pt¢9lusion/

��b:ereby tne· re-litigati0n 9�·--�issu�·tnat has.,been.pr.eviouslyo

· ··lillj�t�<fjllld.decided is pre�lu�ed! Jc���n·o��ed]. TQ ,,J>.ply
. -.,e0Ujf#rel;eytoppe1�_the· �dt;m�-·-�d-�tt.b..e:.foll��-�pr

·oJ>ter¢.qµisit� have:been·��'-fieih .(1}th¢ is.sue,at �:'i$.��d�nticalo
. :tS;l ti)�f�pe.;inv@lNe.d. �.(hei.Rlior,J)toce-g;:.{i) -It}le;:is- Was
. a�\l)�Y. lltigflted in· th�-ptf>ee�4hrgp())::the·:��W.�tion of
. tiJs��'·in the ·priot:-liiii,�l?b+tnusfltave
been;'�ti onfiijal; and
i
:n�sary part' oftheju�fb@t n the-fitst·attion;· and{�)lhe party
ag� whom c0llateral,,�pel-i� asse.tt�(bn1.1s�hav:e�aa·a full
a.nd-fair opportunity to· litf�4he. issue ,ih the prior pr9�eding.
1

m,_ 3-:J.S F.eci Appx. at 822...,823. -� of the elements req\lire&;tfor application of
collateral eStQppel is present here.

,OC�...�-tt� c;ntical·Issues

.. _. :,

The-Criminal Information t&�bich Megalli pied glli11;y spe.oifically charges
co11$piracy to violate Title 15, Unit� States Code; Section 78j(b), also known as
10
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Section 1 O(b) of the Exchange Act Crim. Info. p. 1. The Commission has alleged
violation of the same statute. Complaint ,I,I 51-54. As Defendant acknowledged at
#

his .pl� alloc�on, ·to secure a conviction on that charge the G9ve�ent was
required to prove beyond a reasonable doubt "that during the conspiracy one of the
conspirators-knowingly engaged in ·at i)eastone overt act as described in the
Crim,inal Infannation; ... " Plea Tr. p. 11, line 21 through p. 12, line 5 (emphasis
·addeq). The 0vert-aets detailed in the Criminal Information are two of the instancess
ofi;nsjdertrading(()ctQber 2009 anti July 2010); described above, and also-detaileds
in the:.Comniission·'s Complaint Crim. Info. 114(�) - S(i}pp. 4-�;. 9<>1n:plaint 11 1924 ati� 3:8.�2.s
A t O.efendant's·plea allocution, A§.istant United States Att(i)rney David
Cliaikeh ("AUSA Chaiken") recited. the elements reqµired to prove the insider
trading charged as the overt acts ofthe conspiracy. After quoting the tc,xt of
Exchange,Aet�ule l0b-5 [17 C.F.R. § 24O.lOb-5], AUSA Chailcen.;continued:
.In order to -satisfy the first tw;o �l�tnents .af that test that I just
.des�mbed in an insider tradiQg case1 the Government is req�d to
prov�, ,first; that.the originalJ�pper, in.this case Richard ·fosey,
·pgs·$�¢4: :tnate.rial no�pubU,�m.:m�tion,regarding � publtcly
�ecl;co�any; second; th�\Original tip.per, Rick Pasey� djsQlt,$ed
this infermation to the int$.�diate-tippee, in this case Erle Martin,,
who diSGlosed.it to the remo,� -tippee;·m this case Mr. Megalli;third,
the remote tippee, Mr. Megilli, traded in securitie� oh the .basis of
11
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the information; and fourth, ·th.e original tipper, Rick Posey, breached
a fiduciaty4µty tp the sourc�\9fthe -information by disclosing· it to
the inter:plediat�_tiP,pee, andJ"he-.r¢mote tippee, Mr., Megalli, knew
that th�fotigm�llipp.er.had vi�lat¢ a fiduciary duty by proviqing ·the
inf(:>�tion,:to�th� ·m.te@le�f4te tippe.e. . .. Now, .ihthe &�Ad ·.·
CircµK��r.e'S;Jt}titre��y am�$$�eJ?��col,atirtg ... as to- whether there
1
is a
eleme:n.flliat-the reittote�fip•· in·
MegallP·s Jipsitfon
-m�:-�� :�t1w<tbatthe orig1TJ� tipper re.ceived a,pers9� \i,en�fit ine
exclta;iijefQr,�disolosi,ng·the-µjf�nn3tion to,:the .jn.tenn,�di,�·tipp�e.
n�:�<rfciv:e.@tllepfs"pesitiot:r�jhatthis -.element is not required�
Ntvefthel�s� .ffi.e;,paf.ties-h:av.e diseusse�Ut; and the-Governm�t' se
.p0sitidn-I�;i�3l:AS a factual tl:J�tter·- fit$t;. � a legal µiatter, if:'-s note
.-��: As,:a: faetual matt�ifit was:re.qujfe.d,.,the .Govermnent
'COul�iiSi>V(Fit{b�¢ on Giro\itnstantiil.ew4¢119e th�t.1vfu.. M�galli
���:-�t��e����-avoide.d�th� tmo�le.i:ige ,�at.Mar.tµl w�e
me:�i��fl.{liiemls -and.oo.*���-:at-'C��':s -andhad·,�en��p$_
wit0.�0.!�H1it'm'�te p�f$Gns at :o.':s; :fila. f�er;em.plqyer"... F�y;e
jµst,-,$�ijl\�{{�wt -ts·,ware, C(:)fi,Sbjeys_,avoidance-<)r deijh.e1atee
. -imt<1��f�:,-�i�ntto · a.t-fj,gul�te:1be:�owledge .a.n.4:ihteµt
elem�ts.1uti8:� thi's, ·unaer:tlie sesurlties fraud··statutes Jhat we:'tee
discli$Sm$�:e

:fffib

Mr�

Plea Tr. _p. 1.�,:,lifi� UHhrough p. 14�'1line 7. ·AtJ8J\. Chaiken's recitation Qf what the
Government woulc.1-�ave to prove mirrors·thetext· af Exchange Act-Rule l Ob,..5 (17
f

C.F.R. § Z40:.:.1:<;t&-5], and the well-��iished elemJ�!8 of a vielation.otb.atRule ine
the insider�trm;11n.1reontext. The issae� in the instant case are identical to issuese
presented itftb:e .Qiiminal case.7

Moreo;ve(;J1ef��\�s'1cdnvfotion ion charges ofvi6\,ung '.�oil ,,.4lblof.the Exch�ge Act are su_�tjeijtt�:coQjit�ly estop
him from tttlP,th}�'1i��onubission's claims under. -�9n ��(�? of'tli�:s�utitiesAct of ·193.3 ("S�ti�.a,�::wli�cli _applies
to insider ti:a�gtjilv.olying.tlie sale of securities (De(��ant's·Qc�b� �009 trades). See SEC v; CJgy1QfpitalManagementLLC.
2013 t:J;S. D.ist�-'�a��t!�J'.j.P (Q.N.J. 2013) (grantj�g �\l��j;�dgm�nt �o ��e SEC un4ey liQ!lipiQvjif<fiij:m:�-1fij{�er
trading �e);-:��Ey�:,�9-�6pd2� U.S. Dist. LEXIS�?olfoiti'l,V(S�D:N..Y.. 2004.) (holding.tluihi;gtiitt,;P,l�i«?. �p,lations of
Section 17(�) of.the:Sewr,i.ties Act may have a collaterol �toppel effect on Rule 10b-5 claims); SEC: v.�Quinlan; �8 U.S. Dist.
LEXIS 95789 at *12-13 EBD. Mich. 2008) (holding that, even\vhen a defendant did not plead guilty-to'securitfes viotations, a
7
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Issu� Actually Litigated
Defendant 1\4egalli admittechul of the elements of the charged violations of
Section 1O(b) of the Exchange Act�d Rule 1Ob-5 thereunder. Montaibano v.
Commissioner of�, 307 Fed. Appx. 322, 323 (11th Cir. 2009), quotin;g.MoGarthy
v. United-States, 394 U.S. 459, 4�6, 89 S. Ct. 1166, 1170, 22 L. Ed! 2d '4it8 {1969)
("A guilty plea is an 'admission of all the �lenients of a fonnal criminaL�hm:ge. ,,,).
"�[FJor purposes ofapply;ingthe do.ctripe ofcollateral estoppel, thef� i� n..Q -��erice
b.etween.aju�gment of conviotionl,ased upon a guilty plea and a_Ju�\;tittendereds
·safter·a trial on ,the.�m\ts:� The c0aclusive .effect is the same."' Montalbano,
.. 301 Fed.
. .
.

,

.

..

.

Appx. at .323, quQtirt_g�obm v. CJ�R., 994 F.2dl S-42, l554 (11th Ctr. t1993).. •. Gi:ven
.

the above�refe�n�d recitation of the elements .of insider tra�g_n�s�to_;thes
Government's cas�, '.and Defendant's admission that he "is in faqt gmlty''-[GµiJty Pleas
p. 1] of those -charges, :the issue of his liability was actually litigated.s

__

As to Defendant'� recent claim that
,. the Second Circuit's decision in .,....Newman
_.......,
·.

...

.

.

,

·'

v.sUnited States, 77/3 F.3.d 438 (2d :Cir. 2014)8 raises an issue not actuaUr litj_gated ins
the criminal CB:Se, tb:e,:Guilty Plea Transctipt proves otherwise. A�SA �aik�
. -..
commonality <>(factual �es��.tJt�,� of actionj�fied �licatfon ofcollateral estoppe� which "preclude[s):partles.ftom
cortt�ting m� thai ��:�.!�f��-a -full an� !air}>ppom.ini� to ·Utigate. protec!' ·their �ve��es-�,t1i� ����ndo
vexation attending·m]iltipl�J�\Y,s.\Jl�. �nserves Judicial resources, and: fosters reliance on JUche1al actto� by minuniz_ing the
possibility of inc:orislstentjudlifJerits.�
8

Motions for rehearing and rehearing en bane pending.
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notjfied the Court of the issues pe�olating in the Second Circuit, including the
Government's position - discuss_�··with the defense - that the fifth element set forth
by th� NeWman Court.. (re�g·-ifµppee's lcnowle4ge,6(a ·pecuniazy or similitt
.

.

,.

.

,,:-.;

.

benefit to the insider/tipper)was::n�t required for-conviction, but-that the Govemntent
could prove that element thtal:igb::
s conscieus· avoidance ofthe knowledge
. . �;&lefendant'
�--.

.

required by that element. De(�n�t said he understao� that :the .Govemment would
--bave'.to_prove the eleme11tsiee� Plea Tr. p. 14;1ines9-l0.
The 8econd-�uit��l-inf�ewman reGOgpizecl:that ·conscious avoi•-ce ·or
�.the;Ja,1owledge-at issue w.ould:bave,been mateaal to its ·qeoision, no.ting that the
·s·.G�veannent in that -��-n�ere4 �o.evidence-thatth�fdefe�dants "consciouslys
,
-a-voide.d learning_.oflh�se�JaQ.t$�� ,. .Newmap., 773 ·F�3�h•� *3·J.. In cantrast,�Defettdant . :s
Megalli has insisted ·tre�tedlyJb.atJ1e consciously av0ided-leaming about the
"source and legitimacy'' ofthe tips·at issue. At bis: plea all0oution, the Defendant

What I'm ple,a.d¼g·gµijw here today is the c9ns�ious avoidance.
When [Martin] S3ld�io(llJ.e,\'J.es, good idea,&eJttijJ st<:>ck, that was a
change from·.bj� i�ij9f ��9.�- And I did� ��s1iQuld have prob�d:and
_ are _you-.tellb11:g me, this,. what are
asked more ·glif'$jon�·il\Qu��hy
l
you bas-ing this.iJ1i' fdkt� that he had-.workedatthe company
before.
Plea Tr. p. 25, line 7-12(emphasis:added).
14
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At Megalli's sentencing, Counsel for the Defendant underscored the
significance of the admitted consci<;>.us avoidance, stating, "Conscious avoidance;
Judge; is equally as culpable as actµal knowledge but I'm here to tell you that we also
have actm.tl.knowledge in this easel' Sent. Tr. p. 7, lines 10-12.9 In his Sentencinge
MemorandUm, Counsel undersco1*f the point yet again:.
In Elddition, Mr. Megalli's o:l;fense conduct involved ...
:oonsoious avoidan� as- to ;tm_e souroe and_1legi�y of certain
:in;fonnatiQn,:imp_ar-ted bey_Brie Martin (which Mr� :M�Jalli
oemdnly adm:its is nonetheless criminally .actionable) ...."
Sent. M�m. at p. 4.e10e
�Fitlally, ,the issue upon whioh Ne;wman turned ·was the ·defendants' intent to
.engage in-·�ider.1rading. Summing up, the_ Second Circuit said: "Because the
9

Again unders®dng tlie. �_ciency- of his conscious avoidance for-establishmg criminal liability, the-Defendant and his Counsel.
engaged in the following dialogue with the Court:
1llE COURT: And you �nly ha<f.:�n to believe, based on his having left-the company,
that-,fie continued to have·rclatlonsb� W:itbin the.coinpany.

nm DEFENDANT:

Sure; yem I Qle,u.>, J've 1� companies before and y,ou c;to keep in touch
with. peoplethe%Cj and l�·hc\p�ly did; ·although l,would.aJso llkc·tojust.poitlt out I
never heard the name Richard'Posey bfffiat-ihere was a V.P. of.operation df anythfna specific like
that unb1 after Mr. Posey·pted guilty.
__MR. MONIN: And; Judge, we don'tcontendtbat that's necessmy. That's not partofthe
Governmeilt's·requireci show.ing.
Plea Tr; p. .2� lme 18 through p. 27, line 4 (emP.basis;��).
to-��i�<��.Memo, Counsel-coi:rectly-bbser1"9; :!&P.lica�le tipp.et-tipp� insid�.�au�o�lY basJong.countaumced
criqij�afliability.based�ither on a1ippee's��:k(tpwf�ge of the tipper�s'dire«,9r1{�\rali@ftdil�l@r.Y breach cirdeliberate
avt)i#�·pc_e�fleilrriing the truth." Sent Mctn. p. 3S'(�hasis added). Also in tbatM�o� �� Co�l wrote, "ln:parti�ar,
Mr;M.�lfacknowl�ged that certain oftlie-mfotmatipli imparted by Martin Qn,October 23, 20Q9 � �ciently suspicious to
�er:liis ®�ious che>ice not to divmc;:it$ S9lltCC·��� criininally actio�able. ($Be J 1/14/1) (hill� J>lea Hr' g Tr. at 24k�; see
crinihuil liability). Most.impoi:failtly,
also-8!1�.�, 347 F.3d at 480 {deliberate sctitms to aypl� knowledge are sufficient to
given1Bat �ious avoidance is just as actionable as
knowledge, the Court correctly'accepted Mr. MegaJli's allocution
testimony il'l adjudicating him guilty •.•." Sent Mem.}l�. 36-37.

confer

flctuaI
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Government failed to demonstrate that [defendants] had the intent to commit insider
1:qlcling,
. it cannot sustain the convi¢tions ...." Newman, 773 F.3d at *39. In ,
'

' '

c�nlrast, @S cit(Kl above, Defendant·Megalli has consi�tently admitted Iµs culpable
mentatstate.u The issue thatdrove Newman is not present here.

· .Critical and Necessaey¥-ar.t of.Judgment in First Action
·. 9Jie ��eitic instances of insider� detailed in the criminal case weres

in4.�J1cri.ti�al artd-nec�ssary to therjudgm.ent in the first action.

They constituted the

·
. · ·. . .
pp�.+·
"·B··. AUSA
· .µy
L; ...1:ue
1..· · o
: · ovemment.
· · . c·rttn.
� .u.u.o�
T.....
requured.�to b.· e proven
ov:ei:tt�Gl$/.

"

··, · - .... ;, ·

, ·s ·

.

·

.C.

·neteiJ�lm!.:�ersteod that. Plea Tr. p. 14, line. 11.s
Full and· F�ir Opportunity to Litig"te
:Th�,Gttilty Plea Transcriptl�ves no doubt that the Defendant-made:a fully
infotme<hlecision to surrender his liberty rather than contest.the ,Government�s case..
In fact, the._:pJea oolloquy establishes that the Court gave the Defendant several
OJ>PQthlnities·-te walk away from his.· guMty plea. The Court verified Megalli 's
sigria�· o.n the Guilty Plea and Pl� Agreement which contains his admission that,
.

.

.

"Th� Defe�Jla.nt admits that he is pl�g guilty because h" 'is in. fact �Qty of the
'1; g�t:itcp��jy Bild utterly wrong and 'l'm·not �Uig.to make excuses today. Obviously the advice tbat-bew9' providing to
_
his cl1t!i�,a)))JitXi� was over the line, I knew it was �bg and' I should not have traded on it ..•." Sent Tr. p. 22,.lliies 4-10
11

<emptuisis�aaaccl)�
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crime charged in the information." Guilty Plea p. 1 (emphasis added); Plea Tr. p. 2,
line 17 throu�·P· 3, µne 2. Then, the Cowt continued with the full plea colloquy.

1-2

Having .been ,Wcen °through an e�ustive recitation of his rights an9 the pp:vileges
afforded ·mm in a criminal trial, Defendant willingly gave up each of those rights and
procee�ed to plead .guilty.
But the D.efendant had more than a· long recitation of his rights with which to
make. a tu.JJ and.!air deci.sion about :bis .ptea. He had the knowledge ,�rano:ther
Circuit was "considering adding another element to what the Govenunent i$ reqUired
to prove·to secure ·an insider trading oonvi�tion, and lmew the details ·ofwhat that
new elementwould,&e, i.e., knewiefige Ci( a pecuniary or similar benefit to the
insider/tipper�- ·yet ·he.still chose to plea.cl' guilty rather than have ajµry h�t
evidence. Defendant had a full an� fair opportunity to litigate. Coll�teral�stoppel
applies, and Defendant cannot now:relitigate his liability. As he rep�nte.d to Judge
Stocy, the Defendant "is in fact guilty." Guilty Plea p. 1.
Beyond the application of collateral estoppel, Defendant's admissions in
answering.Jne S�'s ComplaintprQve :the. SEC's entitlement to SU1DJiial'}' judgment
here. Fivetime$

12

m his Answer, D�:fendant repeats:

See Plea Tr. pp. 4-7.
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Megalli caused Level Global to trade Carter's securities in
September-October 2009 and July 2010 based in whole or in part
on m�teri�, n.op�pµblic information disclosed by Martin, l<no�g
and· c.onscj�µsly · �yoidµig lqiowledge as to the source of Martin's
informatit):n.
'-

Answer 111, 3, 4, 1%,a#q :J.8. He:�dmits tlu}.t he·}lad Level Global ent�r ifit0:a
consulting agreemen�with Martin's firm, paying the firm $50,000. Co�plaint 1[14;
·Answer 114. He-.admits ·that during a telephone call on October 23, 2009, Martini
disclosed inside in.fQrtna:tion to Defendant that Martin had received fr0111-Posey.i
Complaint-,r22; ·A:nswet'121-22. ·Specifically� .Megalli admits that d�g ,that call,i
Martin indic�e.d�tllatl}e_itl}_<i>Uglit. it would' be· a�goo.d idea for Megalli tohsell:C�r' si
stock. Complaint1fl:1j �wer·1J21. He.admits that� by selling 300,000 .afteri
.

.

receiving that ll)fonnatto�� Lev¢U J lobal .avoided lasses of no less than $2:�043�000.i
Answer,r24.i
Turning to. the-Jl.Jly. trades, Megalli admits that on July 8, 2010 he ordeJJed
the short sale. of 15.Q;(tlOO·:sbares
of Carter's comm.on stock in an .account oo.ntrolled
.
.

.

by Level Global. Coinplaint,r39; �swer ,r39. He admits that at Megalli's
direction, Level Globfil continued to build up :thls short position over the :nextfew
days, ending:up wJm,:;.�<��brt
position of 30.0;QOltshates by July 19. Com.p}a.jnt
..
.

.

'

,r40; Answer ,J40. M;�g�l admits that Level-Global covered its entire short
i

position, generatin.g.ptofits of $648,655. Complaint ,r42; Answer ,r42. HeJut�her
18
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admits that he engaged in all of.the .above conduct making use ofjurisdictional
means. Complaint if7; Answer

,rz.

E�ly in his Answer, b.efofe)�esponding to the specific paragraphs, Megalli
.s�t�s that he "does not dep.y fac� liability for �e. misconduct alleged in the
Commi�sion' s complaint to whi�h.. he pleaded .gwlty ·m the parallel Criminal
ActiQn." Answer p. 2. He pled.:gµilty to insider trades in October 2009 andJuly
·a2ot�Q.,-whic,h,he adl'.nit$ generatec1:1llicit profits ,g�jp�d/losses avoided totalw�·a
$1,69-i-,655. Complaint ,r42; Anlwer 1124, 42. Wholly apart from applic�tion-ofa
·a:oollateral estQppel,·· therefor.e1 ta�g�t]j '�- admiS.sfoas entitle-the SEC to �arya
jud�elit.a
As established aJ;,Q\T.e; tne··N,:��an deeision dQes not create a fact issue_
precluding summary judgment. There was no evidenoe of conscious avoidance in
Ne.wman. The Defendant 1Ja.s -itted it here. NU!tterous courts have recogn�e.d ·
the absurdity of requiring pi:oefthat a defendant knew something that he
deliberately avoided leatriing. ·S�C v. Obus, 693 F.3d 2'76, 287 (2d Cir� 20l2)
("[T]ippee .liability inay als<:l··resu.ltJrom ·conscious avoidance."); SEC v. -��-�n·a;.
678 F. Supp. 1060, 1063 (S.D.N.Y. 1988} ("[The defendants] did not ask beeause
they did not want to know. I cannQt accept that conscious avoidance ofknowle.dg�
19
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defeats scienter in a stock fraud. �ElSe any more than is does in the typical mens rea
criminal context."); U.S. v. Whitman, 904 F. Supp. 2d 36,3-, 373 (S.D.N.Y. 2012)
("Moreover, where appropriate-{ij:here) the Government is entitled to a 'willful
blindness' or 'conscious avoidttnc,e� instruction to the.jury anithe issue of such
lmowleqge."). Defendant ¥tg��j_deliberately avoided kqowle<lg� of the sourcet
and legitimacy of the information provided by Martin. He.cannot claim now that
·this lack ofknowledge �ntitl� .lliJ.n,..to avoid judgment.t
RELIEF

P�Ilblanentinjunetion

lJnlike.apr.ivate·liti�ant,,,the�Ec:must show only two.things to carry its
· b�en w�en :seeking.an in}unoti<:lm�(n a prima· facie vip1ation ;of:the federalt
seeuriti�s laws, and.(2) th� Uke.���f af ruture violations. ·SEC Y.c Unifund Sal et aL
91O ·F�2d. l028, 103-7 (2d Cir. 19-PjjjJ "The Commission is not.required to make at
specific showing of irreparable. inj� or inadequacy ofothe� ,:�medies which private
litigants must make." CFrC:v. � 2012 U.S. Dist LEXIS 119125 at *33. The
·":-'(::/

criminal conviction establishes ·ntl\�P more than a prima faoie.case of securities lawt
vic,Jatio.ns, but not less. 'Thatle�Y�fonly an inquiry into the likelihood of futuret
misconduct.

,:,.·,.·
:,.·;
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District courts consider a nwriber of factors in detennining whether there
exists a reasonable likelihood thattp.e defendant, if not enjoined, will violate
securities laws in-the futw-e. [citatiqn omitted]. These factors include: (l)the
seriousness ofthe original violation;· (2). the isolated or recUITent nf;lture of the
infraction; (3) the ,degree of sciente� involved on the part of the defendant; (4) the
defendant's recognition of his unlawful ·conduct and the sincerity of his assurances
against future violations; and (5) the. likelihood that the defendant's occupation will
present o�rtunities for future viofatians." .-Steadman v. SEC, 603 F.3d 1126, 1140
{5th Cir. 1979).
C�iderlng these factors, we s.eetbat.a strong likelihood offuture misconduct
require� the :entry-of� permanent ,iiJj;lUlQttQn. First, the "original violations" were
serious, ,involving millions of d�ll8.t$. and a publicly traded company. Next, the
violations were recurrent, involving :multiple 1rading on two separate pieces of insider
infonnatian separated by nine mo��- Answer ff I, 3, 4, 17, and l 8. Next, as
Defendant admits, his scienter level:was.high. He "knew it was �ong." Sent. Tr. p.
22, lines 4,..10. He "knew" that in..·�ober 2009. Yet, he did it again in July 2010.
Next, we consider "the def���t�s recognition of hi� unlawful conduct and
the sincerlty of his assurances aeai�st. future violations." At this ·point it is fair to
consider the sincerity of previous assures given by Megalli. At his sentencing
21
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hearing, with Judge Starey still weighing what punishment to impose, the Defendant
misrepresented to the Court that �'the SEC settlement is absolutely coming," (Sent.
Tr. p. 6, lines 22-23), and ''we are.going.to workthroqgh a settlement with.the SEC
·- ··

-

. ..

that involves permanent debarmeritifram the industry," (Sent. Tr. p. 8,.lines l-2), and
"disgorgemet1t with the SEC is abi�lute1y �.hug� liability factor," (Sent Tt. p. 8,
lines 8-10), and "I just wanted to let the court know that we are gQUlg to be settling

with the SEC.''

Sent. Tr. p. 9, lines,:16-17. Judge Storey faund those ,�resentations

significant, saying, "InJight of

the t;estitution and :ffte other .matters .tbatJ·fully expect

you are going to have to do with th� 1SEC, I will not impose a fine or .ea.st of
incarceration/' Sent. Tr. p. 29, line$ ·20�22. Bottorn line� �hen �t was jtLlijs -m.terest
to appear contrite, Defendant made.:assutanc.es about
a settlement with tke.:SEC.
.
.

Now that he· has been, or will soon:b.e released ftom ·prisan, he is muoh1�s eontrite.
To avoid a permat1.ent injwiction, �e SEC expects the Defendant to once again make
assurances of good behavior. The·Court should-consider them in Ught ofthe pattern
described above.
Finally,. in considering a per,µian�nt injunc.tion, courts consider the .'iikelihood
1

that the defeI1dant·s oooupation willpresentopportunities for futufe vlQl�pps.
.

�. .

. ... . .

.

Insider trading requires no special 1icense nor occupation. Given his many years in
the securities industry, some ofDefendant'·s cQntacts will have material nonpublic
22
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information. Wherever he is empl(?yed he will be able to exploit it, as he did here.
All he needs is a brokerage accowit The public needs a permanent injunction
against Megalli.
Disgoi;genie11t and iPr.�j.u.dg�ent Interest

Generally, once a-district court has f<:>und federal securities laws violations,
it has broad equitable -power to fa$biop. .app�opriate remedies, including otdering
that culpable-def�ndants disgorge,pi.:ofits. �EC v. FirstJe�ey _Seo.uri�e5:,_Jnc., 101
�.3d 1450, 1474{2dC�. 1996); -S�G.·¥· Lonn, 76 F.3d 458, 461-62 (�d.Cir. l99Q);
SEC v. Patel, 61 F,3'd ,137, 139 (2ct·Cir. >1995); .SBC v. Manor NursingCen��;
Inc., 458 F.2d-at -1104, The primpiy puqmse of disgQrgeJDent as a reme4y .for
violation ofthe seouriti�s laws is-·i;q deptj.ve:violato:rs of their m.;,gotten:gains,
thereby effectuating.the deterrence. objectives afthose laws. SEC v. First .Jersey
.

'

Secwities, Inc., 101 F;3n at 1474; SEC v. Wan:g, 944 F.2d 80, 85 (2d Cir. 1991);
SEC v. Common,wealth Chemioal:Securities, lnc., 574 F.2d 90, 102 (2d-Cir. 1 978).
1

Furthermore, as set for.th in the Manor Nursing .Centers,. Inc. decision:
The effectiv.e er,forcement of the f¢d�ral securities laws reqµn:� .that
the SEC.:he��e to. make v1�la�o�fJtnpn,fltable. The deterr�nt e.ffect
of an SEC :enfereement .action. would be greatly -tlhd$®i1,:ed· if
securities laws vk51ators were not required to disgorge illicit_prot1ts.

23
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SEC v. Manor Nursing Centers, Inc., 458 F.2d at 1104. Those profits include
profits generated for a fund for w¥ch a defen.d.ant.di�Qted illegal trades. S�Gv.
Cont0rinis, 743 F.3d 296:{2dCir.··�014) 13 •. ·Oefe'.l).dant admits that his ill�gal
October 2009trades genetated�losses av.oided,efno ies·s than $2,034,000, {Answer
,r24; SOF ·,r26), and: thafhis 'illeg�� July 201;0 �d�s generated profits of $64$;�55
(Complaint 142; Answer ,r4i·; Cri� Info. p. 8; _Guilty Plea; _SOF ,r34), for a total.ofs
$2,6.$2,655.

......

.

the:-Hucldleston Deelaration:(atta��dto SOF·iufR�l>1t 12) tota1s$414,'76:°l, fat a
,

total\of �li�gorgementpltis.�pi:ajudgment.intetest. ..of $3·,097,416. (See, Huddleston
.

.

·.-

.

.

'

. · .... • '

Dec., *i[4.). The amountefprej�ij�eµ.t mtere�sougat1s reasonable, in thafit is
.,,

..

;--

based upon the sam�:quart.etJy -Interest ,r.ates ,QS�tfby:the Internal RevenufSefV.ice·
for unpaid taxes.

Section 21A oftheExthang� Act alfoW$]he C()Utt in an insidertta.ain;t:,�e
to impose a civil penalty-of up to.:t4re·e tim�s·tn�;PP.�flts .g�ned and losses·�y.Q�'ti�d.;
15 U.S.C. § 78u-l. In·,tna:kiilg the'determihation.,:co�'s consider factorS-�imu�
13
"[U]njust enrichment may-also 'be prevented-by requiring the vlolaiorcto··disgorge,the unjust enrichment he has.pro�-for'the
third.party. . ..(T]o fail to ·•mwse disgQrgement on �ch violators would :a1fow theni to tuijustly enrich their affiliates.�
pontorinis, 743 F.3d at 307.
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to those considered in determining )Vhether to grant injllllctive relief, SEC v.
Kifil?.ucan, 9 F. Supp. 3d 370 (S.D.N.Y. 2014), 14 and have imposed the full penalty
allow.ed in cases involving-parall�L�tjtninal proceedings such as this one.
Kinnuean, 9 F. Supp. 3d at 377. In" light ofthose factors, including the
Defe�dant' s securing of a more letrlent monetary s�ntence by representing to the
sentencing Court that he would be� settling this action, (Sent Tr. p. 6, lines 22-23; p.
8, line� 8-10; p. 9, lines 16-17; an.d·p. 29, lines 20-22), die :full penalty allowed l>y
law i� :�pproprlate. The Comml��jon2 therefore; asks that -the Court impose a civil
l,

penalty 0f$6,102,000 (three tii;ne$::.1:he abpve-referenced disgor_gement amount).

CONCLUSION
.For the foregoing reasops, the.-SEC asks the Court to enter summary
judgment in its favor and order the_ relief detailed above.
Respectfully submitted-this 3rd day of February, 2015.
Respectfully submitted,

IslPat Huddles-tonJJ
Pat Huddl�stenn
14 "(1) fglie egregiousness of the defendant?� �n4µ¢ (2) the degree of the dcfCJ148P�'s.sci(mter; (3) whether the defendant's
condu�� substantial losses or the risk:of�l>�tial losses to other persons;-(4) whether the defendant's conduct was
isolated. or recurrent; and (5) whether the penl\lty shou.ld be reduced due to the defendant'! demonstrated current and future
financial condition." Kinnucan, 9 F. Supp. 3d at 37'!/� ·
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Pursuant to Local Rule 7 .1D, I hereby certify that the foregoing has been
prepared us�g Times New Roman 14-point font, as allowed by LocalJlule 5.IC.
This 3rd.d�y ofFebruary 2015.

Isl Pat Huddleston II
Pat �uddl�stpn ·n:.
Senior TrialCounsel
Geargia Bar No. 37398.4

C�uns�l fQifPlaintiff
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE NORTHERN DISTRICT OF GEORGIA
ATLANTA DIVISION
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,
Respondent,

CRIMINAL INFORMATION
NO. 1:13-CR-00442-RWS-AJB

V.

CIVIL ACTION FILE

MARK MEGALLI,

NO. 1:15-CV-01433-RWS-AJB

Movant.
NOTICE OF APPEAL
Notice is hereby given in accordance with Rule 3 of the Federal Rules of
Appellate Procedure that Movant Mark Megalli in the above-captioned habeas
.

.

action hereby appeals to the United States Court of Appeals for the Eleventh
. Circuit from the Order and Final Judgment entered on September 25, 2017 (ECF
Nos. 68-69). Pursuant to Eleventh Circuit Rule 22-1(b), this Notice shall be
"construe[d] . . . as an application to the court of appeals for a certificate of
appealability." Once his appeal has been docketed with the Eleventh Circuit, Mr.
Megalli will supplement this Notice by filing a formal Application for Certificate
of Appealability.
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Dated: October 10, 2017.
s/ Paul N Monnin

Paul N. Monnin
Georgia Bar No. 516612
Andrew T. Sumner
Georgia Bar No. 269659
ALSTON & BIRD LLP
One Atlantic Center
1201 W. Peachtree Street
Atlanta, Georgia 30309
Telephone: (404) 881-7000
Facsimile: (404) 881-7777
paul.monnin@alston.com
andy.sumner@alston.com
Counselfor Movant Mark Megalli
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LOCAL RULE 7.1D CERTIFICATION
The undersigned hereby certifies that the foregoing document has been
prepared in Times New Roman font, 14-point type, in compliance with Local Rule
5.lB
s/ Paul N. Monnin

Paul N. Monnin
Georgia Bar No. 516612
Counselfor Movant Mark Megalli
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certjfy that on this 10th day of October, 2017, I electronically filed
the foregoingNotice of Appeal with the Clerk of Court using the CM/ECF system,
which will automatically send email notification of such filing to counsel of record.

Is Paul N. Monnin

PaulN. Monnin
. GeorgiaBarNo. 516612
Counsel for Movant Mark Megalli

E�bitH
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IN THE UNITED STATES-OISTRICT COURT
FOR THE NORTHERN DISTRICT OF-GEORGIA
ATLANTA DIVISION
UNIT�D STATES OF AMERICA,
Respon4ent,
V.

MARK MEGALLI,

CRIMINAL INFORMATION
NO. 1:13-C�-00442-RWS-AJ�.
.
. CIVIL ACTION FILE ·
NO. 1:15-CV-01433-RWS-AJB

· Movant.
NOTICE OF APPEAL
Notice is hereby given in accordance with Rule 3 of the Federal Rules of
Appellate Procedure.. that Moyant Mark Megalli in the above-captioned habeas
\

.

.

action hereby appeal� to the Unite_d States Court .of Appeals for the Eleventh
Circuit from the Order· and Final Judgment entere4 on September 25, 2017 (ECF
Nos. 68-69). Pursuant to Eleventh Circuit Rule 22-1(b), this Notice shall be
"construe[d] . . . as an application to the court of appeals for a certificate of
appeala�ility." Once �s appeal has· b¢en docketed· with the Eleventh -Circuit, Mr.
fylegalli will suppl�ment this Notice by filing a formal Application for Certificate
· . of Appealability.
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Dated: October 10 ,. 2017.
s/ Paul N Monnin

Paul N. Monnin
Georgia Bar No. 516612
Andrew T. Sumner
Georgia Bar No. 269659
ALSTON.& BIRD LLP
One Atlantic Center
.1201 W. Peachtree Street
Atlanta, Georgia 30309
·Telephone: (404) 881-7000
·Fac.simil�: (404) 881-7777
paul.monnin@alston.com
andy.sumner@alston.com
Counselfor Movant Mark Megalli
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LOCAL RULE 7.1D CERTIFICATION

The undersigned hereby certifies that the foregoing document has been
prepared in Times New Roman font, 14-point type, in compliance with Local Rule
5.lB
s/ Paul N. Monnin

Paul N. Monnin
Georgia Bar No. 516612
Counsel for- Movant Mark Megalli
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- CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify tha� on this I 0th day of October, 2017, I electronically filed
the foregoing Notice_ of_Appeal wit� the Clerk of Court using the Cfyi/ECF system�
which will
automatically
send email notification
of such. . filing to _counsel
o_f record.
.
.
.
.
. .

._ /s·PaulN. Monnin
Paul N. Monnin.
Georgia Bar No. 516612
Counselfor Movant Mark Megalli

